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MONDAY, MAY 18, 2020
I.
Called to order at 12:00 PM EDT
II.
Attendance
III.
Welcome Presentation & Activity
A. Expectations of one another
1. Make yourself comfortable & self-care. Do little things for yourself
2. Have a good time!
3. Speak from your own experiences when appropriate, otherwise please
speak from your entity
4. Have an open mind
5. Assume positive intent
6. Seek to understand before being understood
7. Why use many words when few words do trick
8. Be flexible - this is a new experience for all of us, even if you’ve been to
a pre conference before.
9. Expect technical difficulties. Rip.
10. Don’t use parli pro as a weapon!
11. We use “bobby’s suggestions” instead of robert’s rules. We don’t know
how this will all look in a virtual setting.
12. Watch what assumptions you make when they might contradict our usual
zoom etiquette
13. Come prepared
14. Consider the impact of your words on your region
15. Consider the perspectives not currently in this space
B. Expectations from the Executives
1. Cameras on, even if you need to move around/rest
2. Recognition of all boards placards (Xs)
3. Intentional time for breaks & communication with entities
a) Text/call Mallory at (602) 300-9485 if you think we should take a
full break!
4. Cross-entity idea & perspective sharing
5. Respect the integrity of the space even if not doing so is easier with
added technology
6. *lean in*
7. Ask the questions you need answers to
8. Share your unique ideas & perspectives (&YTR)
9. Be prepared & engaged
10. Go to bed at a reasonable time!!
11. Take breaks as you need them
12. Drink water
13. Don’t skip meals
14. Don’t get caught up in the drama… virtually? We’ll see
15. Advocate for your personal needs
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IV.
V.

VI.

16. Identify your points of support
NACURH Services & Performance Assessment
Parli Pro Review
A. CA | Moves to approve Katie Westermeyer as NBD Parliamentarian
1. GL | Second
B. XX | Moves to approve X as Sergeant in Arms
1. tabled
C. GL | Moves to confirm Cole Keiper and Mariah Neibert as Recording Secretaries
1. PA | Second
D. Katie Westermeyer, NBD Parliamentarian & MACURH Director
Legislation
A. Approval of 2020 Semi-Annual Business Meeting Minutes
1. SW | Moves to approve the 2020 Semi-Annual Business Meeting Minutes
a) CA | Seconds
B. Approval of Schedule
1. GL | Moves to approve the 2020 Annual Business Meeting Schedule
a) NCO | Second
C. NBD 20-41 | NACURH Videographer
1. NCO | Moves to bring NBD 20-41 to the floor
a) IA | Seconds
2. Proponent Speech by the author:
a) NAF | This piece basically is to reverse the effects of 19-62, which
originally stated that we’d be in a multi-year contract with Josh
Coppenbarger, who has traditionally made the wrap-up videos
and others for the NACURH Annual Conference. Made it so that
we allocate 8k/year to use his services for the conference. This
year, due to COVID-19 situation, we don’t have a conference to
physically be at. We didn’t need the full services. In good faith for
work done this affiliation year, we gave him $4500 to
compensate for work completed. Looking ahead, 8k is a
significant amount of $, and contingency budgets have been
made to move forward in the era of COVID. Looking at 8k
corresponds to something like 4-8% of the annual budget of
NACURH. In order to be good stewards of the corporation. Most
businesses do RFPs where businesses send out requests to the
vendors about what they need, and folks who respond to that are
chosen between. This doesn’t mean we’ll never work with Josh
again, it just makes the process more formal because we need to
move forward in legitimizing NACURH and pushing good
business practices.
3. Question & Answer
a) PA | If this piece were to piece, what would the search process
look like for a NACURH videographer?
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b)

c)

d)

e)

(1) NAF | I think that will be lft to be the next year’s board.
Traditionally, that would me that we would come up with
some outline or overview document that we would
release over the fall months to ensure that we have
enough time to solicit bids and vote them in around
Semis time which has been done in the past. Because this
will be a brand new thing, some of those specific details
may be up in the air, but that is generally how that
process will go.
IA | Inside of the proposed contract, Josh mentions maintenance
of video storage? What does this mean for the status of that?
(1) NACURH Chair | We do have a server. The chairperson
used to be asked to bring a harddrive to the Annual
Conference for Josh to be used. They kept breaking so
we shifted to an online server, but the login materials
have been tricky with transition. We have been working
with Josh and have gotten the login materials to access
the storage and we will retain that.
IA | Was it thought about since the main duty of the
Videographer was to fall under the conference, is the idea
something to put this as a budget item for the NACURH Annual
Conference instead of having NACURH’s Operating Budget
cover it?
(1) NAF | That’s an idea we could do, but in knowing how
much work the annual conference already does, it might
be a lot to also ask them to have a whole video
completed by the end of the conference. Not necessarily
the most feasible when it comes to conference staff
availability
(2) Chair | It could be a thought. The idea right now is that
without a conference this year, the conference staff would
have been in a deficit. Could be a consideration moving
forward
(3) CRC | I do remember some conversation around that
because it was going to belong to NACURH and not the
conference itself, that is how we got to that decision if
that helps.
TIme called
(1) CA | Moves to extend Q&A by 5 Mins
(a) SA | Second
NCO | How did you determine the amount of $4500?
(1) NAF | That was a thing that Lena and I spent some time
on. Wanted to pay him for his time on working for the
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Annual Conference, but also that this was a sort of good
faith payment to avoid any legal action down the road if
he chooses to pursue those actions.
(2) NACURH Chair | The conversation we had was that no
actions, no payment. There was no active contract. He
said he put in some prep time for the video and we
calculated out the per hour rate for 80 hours, and that
would have been roughly the $8,000 amount, so we
found a middle ground of $4,500. Said if he did not agree
with this, we would need to itemize out so we can come
to a solid agreement.
f) SA | Moves to end Q&A
(1) NE | Second
4. Discussion
a) Chair | I would suggest a friendly amendment to change “legal
counsel” to “seek professional guidance” in the final whereas
statement so if you all find that to be agreeable, I would
entertain that.
b) PA | in favor of the piece because it allows for more fiscal
responsibility & Flexibility, and allows us to find the most
reasonable videographer. |
c) SW | Also in support as it adds on the latest call for increased
scrutiny in contract creation. This also encourages consultation
prior to signing any future contracts.
d) SW | Point of clarification - are you seeking a motion for your
proposed friendly amendment?
(1) Chair | Yes. Would like an official motion and vote on it.
e) SW | so moved on aforementioned proposal
(1) 8 approvals from Directors
f) SA | Calls the question
(1) No dissent
5. Vote
a) 8-0-0, piece passes
D. NBD 20-44 | Conflict of Interest
1. PA | Moves to bring NBD 20-44 to the floor
a) NCO | Seconds
2. Proponent Speech by the author:
a) NAN | The exec committee wanted to clarify based on
interpretation - in the past few years, Leadership have not been
eligible for awards, but after some confusion this year, we
wanted to clarify that it’s a conflict of interest. It is our
responsibility to create environments that allow recognition of
others, want the policy to reflect that. There will be things where
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lots of this wasn’t written with some of our new initiatives &
projects in mind.
3. Question & Answer
a) IA | What is the value and purpose in not being able to nominate
someone from Leadership for awards?
(1) NAN | This is where the bias comes into play, when your
name is attached to them. The name recognition piece is
the part of it. Creating consistencies across all policies.
Undue bias to the table of nomination. Whether or not we
want to acknowledge it, there is bias associated so we
want to limit that as much as possible.
b) CA | Re: last line about other awards at discretion of chairperson.
Is there something in policy elsewhere about how the
chairperson makes it to their discretion?
(1) NACURH Chair | That line is pretty consistent with other
exemptions. This is in the timeline and plagiarism policies
that it is up to the discretion of the Chairperson. We
didn’t want people to get picky with the end of year
awards such as CO and Director of the Year. Those would
be excluded from this since they are Leadership centric in
nature.
c) NCO | Yield to redundancy.
d) IA | Clarification, do all of our awards have a name associated as
to who nominated someone?
(1) NACURH Chair | Do you mean bidding awards? A lot of
our award nominations are signed. You cannot be a
member of Leadership and contribute to an award bid.
(2) NAN | We just removed the feature to submit OTMs
anonymously as well.
e) CA | Yield to redundancy
f) NE | Moves to end Q&A
(1) NBD Liaison | Second
4. Discussion
a) MA | In favor, we appreciate the clarity that it provides
b) SW | The Southwest is supportive because NACURH Leadership
would have a clear unfair advantage in regards to monetary
benefits when selection is mostly made up of NACURH
Leadership and also generally supports the Ethics Agreement
that the NACURH Boards also signs upon the beginning of their
term.
c) CA | We have a similar policy in our regional policy book, so in
support of this piece.
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d) GL | GL is in support of this piece because it explicitly puts it into
policy. Sometimes we see NACURH Leadership take the time to
fill out their application, but then see it excluded in the selection
process. Appreciate it being clear from the beginning.
e) SA | Calls the question
(1) No dissent
5. Vote
a) 8-0-0
E. NBD 20-50 | Identity Network Grant
1. SW | Moves to bring NBD 20-50 to the floor
a) GL | Seconds
2. Proponent Speech by the author:
a) Zack, GL Director | We’re happy to bring this piece to you all. At
Semis, we created three identity networks. We were given a
budget of 1k to disperse between identity networks. We talked
about ways to use those funds, and creating a grant was decided
as a good use of our money. Providing the grant to support
communities we have networks for. We talk about advocating
and being inclusive, this puts money there. One grant will be
created per identity network (3 grants total). Left it intentionally
vague in case more identity networks are created in the future.
This is the startup fund for the grants, pin sales will further profit
the grant. This way, the identity network budget doesn’t have to
consistently provide funding here.
b) Noheli, PA ADNRHH | Just as Zack said, we will be selling pins to
support this grant from each identity network so these grants will
be financially sustainable over the next few years. As people are
buying these pins, we would be able to support
underrepresented groups in the corporation. As chairs, we
wanted to find something to leave behind as the first chairs of
the networks and agreed that we wanted to support these
groups.
3. Question & Answer
a) SA | Would like to hear tahe reasoning for the full time student
requirement for receiving the grant.
(1) Zack | That is a criteria for other grants NACURH
provides. Specifically we went off the Next Gen/ACPA
Grant recently passed.
b) MA | In the criteria selection, it specifies that students need to be
a full time on-campus student. Did you take into account NRHH
having off campus members when choosing that portion?
(1) Chair | This is consistent with other scholarships & grants.
Almost all are consistent with this language. We can sit
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here and debate about whether that’s appropriate, but
this language used is consistent with other grants we use.
c) IA | Would like to know a bit more about the award and the profit
section and how that would work in the way it is proposed.
(1) Zack | Wrote in coordination with execs, used NRHH
member grant and how the award is self-funded. Want to
make sure we can fund and still offer the grant. Brought it
down from NRHH grant, retaining ⅓ of the money so we
can continue offering the grant in the future.
(2) NACURH Chair | That is also consistent with the advocacy
grant and our other awards as well.
d) SA | Would like to know if there was any consideration or
hesitation for the recipient of this grant to have participated in
the identity network to receive this grant?
(1) Zack | The intent was behind holding an identity, not
necessarily being a part of the network itself. We just
want to support folks who hold the identities, and
recognizing intersectionality within these identities.
(2) NAN | We were specific about allowing criteria to be
tailored depending on what grant which network offers.
Intentionally vague so that we can build engagement in
the networks and bring people in to create that more
widespread communication
e) NCO | Curious about logistic aspects of this understanding that
there are several identity networks and different chairs working
together. Are there aspects of this that would require specific
identity network participation? For example, one pin for each
network or one pin to encompass the whole system.
(1) Noheli | Each chair in the past few months has been
working to create a pin for each identity network. WE are
beginning with the three individual identity network pins
until this expands more down the road. They are all at the
same price point. We are hoping they will go into sale in
the next affiliation year.
(2) NCO | In the event that there is a pin that sells more than
the other pins, and this ⅓ is used to repurchase pins, how
does that discussion look when some are more popular?
Repurchasing in equal amounts might be concerning?
(a) NAF | You’re asking how would unequal buying of
pins affect this? I know there are a lot of different
analytics that you can use within Clover to assess
the success of pins. If we see that overall one pin is
more successful than others, they will reach that
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$600 threshold faster and if they keep making
more money, maybe that money can be
transferred over to the other identity networks. If
the pins keep selling since they will be marked up,
we will be able to continue to buy more pins with
that money. There are methods for us to keep that
as a sustainable process. We will cross that bridge
when we get there.
(b) NACURH Chair | The way that the budgets work
for identity networks, the money goes in one
place. So money earned from pin sales for
individual pins will go back to the same line item.
(c) NAA | There’s technically nothing written in the
piece about specific allocations to purchase equal
for every pin every time. If we are out of a pin, we
are going to buy more of that pin, and we are not
going to buy more of a pin we have inventory
remaining of.
f) Time called
(1) CA | Moves to extend Q&A by 5 minutes
(a) SA | Second
g) IA | IA would like to have any of our other grants that rely on a
minimum pin profit have had any issues meeting that threshold?
(1) NACURH Chair | For the advocacy grount, no issues. We
ended up getting sponsored by ACPA now, so that we
can only use profits for the grant instead for having to
repurchase pins.
(2) NAN | This year, we didn’t meet the threshold for it for
the NRHH pins. They are marked up significantly and have
been able to offer 1-2 scholarships from them.
(3) Zack | Assumed markup would make it easy to offer the
grant consistently. Not an initial concern here.
h) TIme called
(1) CA | moves to extend Q&A by 5 mins
(a) NE | Second
i) SA | Pertaining to the language choice, it specifies pins instead of
merchandise such as t-shirts. Can you elaborate on why pins
specifically was chosen?
(1) Zack | We wrote pins just because it’s what we had
decided on for grant funding. Not opposed to changing it
to merch because pins are what we decided to purchase
to fund the grant. Willing to change to merchandise if
that’s what’s best
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(2) Chair | If we say that all merch profits go, it might prevent
us from being able to move forward with other projects
more niche to each identity network. More in line with
other pin-funded grants.
j) MA | Moves to exhaust speakers list with additions
(1) GL | Seconds
(2) No additions, speakers list exhausted.
4. Discussion
a) NE | NE is in support of this piece as it provides flexibility for the
Identity Networks in the future as well as long term financial
stability.
b) PA | Outstandingly in favor, given that it supports students of
disproportionately affected identities, and that the piece is
comparable to other grants.
c) SW |The southwest is in support of this piece as it is financially
sustainable and it allows NACURH to support the identity
networks. The chairs have taken into account many scenarios and
were very intentional in the writing of this piece in order to
create these spaces for individuals and provide funding
d) SA | SAACURH appreciates the effort to create more financial
support for the underrepresented identities in Nacurh and sees
the grant as a great starting point, if the piece is to pass we
would like there to be a consideration for adding involvement in
the identical network as a potential criteria
e) NE | Calls the question.
(1) No dissent
5. Vote
a) 8-0-0, grant passes
F. NBD 20-51 | Funding for Identity Networks
1. IA | Moves to bring NBD 20-51 to the floor
a) NE | Seconds
2. Proponent Speech by the author:
a) Timmy Miller, CAACURH Director | Pretty straightforward, just an
update on what Identity Networks have used the funding for.
Original intent was to get active before the end of FY so we can
use all $ next FY. allocated everything so far for students who
hold identities within COVID-19 crisis. Used a considerable chunk
of funding. Also used funding for pins to start self-sustaining
grant. This provides more funding since FY isn’t the same as AY.
This would give more $ to next year’s chairs for further
opportunities they can offer in the future. $4500 allocated for
videographer, Identity networks would like $2500 from
videographer line to fund the identity networks moving forward.
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3. Question & Answer
a) NE | Moves to end Q&A
(1) NBD Liaison | Second
4. Discussion
a) SW | Feels that this is straightforward because there’s a very
specific purpose to how they’re being utilized and clear lines for
where the funding is coming from
b) SA | Calls the question
(1) No dissent
5. Vote
a) 8-0-0
G. NBD 20-43 | Off-Campus Housing Exemption Timeline
1. SA | Moves to bring NBD 20-43 to the floor
a) MA | Seconds
2. Proponent Speech by the author:
a) NACURH Chair | As the person that handles all the on-campus
housing exemption requests, I have found a lot of trends over the
years. We have decided to add in the institutional and academic
policy thing as it has been an issue of the years. It is recognizing
that if there is something related to your institution or academic
situation, we cannot hold that against you. However, we haven’t
included verification of this in the past. Things we have asked for
the past two years is some sort of verification of the institutional
policy relating to this inability to live on campus. This can be a
letter from professional staff or something on the website stating
this policy or a piece related to your graduate program. This
piece also states it needs to be given to the Chairperson 14 days
- regular days not business days - prior to the deadline. It can
take a lot of time back and forth between the person in question
and the Executive Committee to confirm their eligibility for the
exemption. This wasn’t appropriately communicated and so it
wasn’t known until people already submitted their bid or until
they were in the role. It’s important that we know what we are
getting ourselves into, what it looks like, and to be able to obtain
documentation in advance. If the request is made because of the
housing lottery, we need the intent was made and it was actively
attempted to obtain housing. This clarifies practices we already
have in place to give future groups the necessary things we need
in place. COVID-19 is going to have some relative effects on this
and we will have to recognize that this is a longer standing policy,
but this will need to be addressed next year by the Executive
Committee. This has been an issue over the past few years,
though, so we needed to clarify it.
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3. Question & Answer
a) GL | Was there any consideration for vacancies or any shorter
timelines regarding that shorter timeline?
(1) NACURH Chair | That’s fair. I gave us two weeks because
it has been about the time to go back and forth. If your
region has other timelines, we can be open to that. This is
the general amount of time it takes and I just wanted to
be realistic.
b) NE | What flexibility does this piece have for Leadership
members who are not able to secure on campus housing while in
the role?
(1) NACURH Chair | That is already a policy in place. I have
granted quite a few temporary exemptions as a result of
COVID-19. If it’s something that happens while they are
already in the role, the Chair can grant up to 3 months. If
it’s something that is more permanent, then we would
have to consider that.
c) PA | How would admission decisions affect this timeline?
(1) NACURH Chair | That is also a different policy in the book
right now. There is a policy about what it means to be
switching institutions and if you are moving from grad
school. There are some of you now that already are
switching that have been granted exemptions or
extensions with proof you are being supported. Most of
the off campus exemptions we are getting is they already
have their housing choice for next year. For those that do
not know yet and asking for it, I don’t imagine the process
will change.
d) CA | moves to end Q&A
(1) SA | Second
4. Discussion
a) NE | Moves to caucus for three minutes
(1) SA | Second
b) CA | Greatly appreciates adding a timeline to this policy
especially with this being something we struggled with this year.
This will help future Leadership members.
c) SW | In addition to the clear timeline CA mentioned, we
appreciate the outline of what specific steps need to be taken
before a request is even submitted.
d) PA | Leaning in favor of this piece. Initial concerns we had for this
piece was if the RBD elections occur prior to housing selection.
This makes the process more robust and easier to follow for
Leadership.
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e) GL | moves to make an amendment. (Emailed to Mallory)
(1) CA | Second
(2) Amendment
(a) Proponent
(i)
We want to allow the Chairperson to make
exemptions outside of the timeline if
necessary. So we wanted to add this in
there.
(3) Amendment Q&A
(a) CA | Move to end Q&A
(i)
NE | Second
(4) Amendment Discussion
(a) SW | Calls the question.
(i)
No dissent
(5) Vote: 8-0-0, Amendment Passes
5. Discussion on main motion
a) PA | Calls the question
(1) No dissent
6. Vote: 8-0-0, Piece Passes
H. NBD 20-40 | Leadership Eligibility Verification
1. SA | Moves to bring NBD 20-40 to the floor
a) NE | Seconds
2. Proponent Speech by the author:
a) NAN | tangential to the last piece, more about addressing
accountability. Want to make sure our policies are followed.
Hopefully folks are being honest, but want to ensure that our
leadership members are serving in the ways they say they are in
terms of support. Recognize the same COVID concerns as in the
previous piece. Hoping to create better checks and balances to
make sure that our members who represent students in the hall
are honest about their ability to support those students.
Considered FERPA, advisors will have to work with each
institution to ensure that the verification can happen. Students
might have to sign a waiver to have the records available.
b) CHair | Big thing is that this hasn’t happened in the past. Advisors
*should* be doing these things, but aren’t. Putting values and
practices into policy. People have been lying about this in the
past, and that’s not good stewardship of NACURH. Recognize
concerns with COVID and FERPA, want to address that.
3. Question & Answer
a) NE | Does the verification process extend to regional advisors,
and if so, what does that process work?
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b)

c)
d)

e)

f)

(1) NAN | That’s a great question. For entity advisors, they
are not required to live on campus so it is a little different.
(2) NACURH Chair | We have a different policy in place for
advisors that says they have to be at an affiliated
institution and the institution has to be in their region, so
this doesn’t pertain to them.
(3) NAA | It is also pretty obvious and easier to check so we
don’t need the same checks and balances for advisor
verification.
SA | What was the reason for the timeline for the second check
being through April?
(1) Want to recognize that not every institution works off
semester, wanted to do a timespan that includes
institutions on the quarter system. Want to make sure
you’re a student, approval of off-campus would be
verified other ways
PA | YTR
PA | Section 24, Subsection 2: Host Support Form. Is there a
specific NACURH Host Acknowledgement Form?
(1) Chair | Standardizing this weekend, idea is to sign off for
verification checks to occur so they know in advance that
it will happen and we can work through some of the
FERPA things. Not yet, but hopefully by the end of
Thursday.
PA | What would the relationship to this piece or the checks in
general relate to the off-campus housing exemption timeline?
(1) Chair | The Chairperson keeps a list of those and that
would just be a portion on a spreadsheet for
accountability. If they don’t have an exemption, they will
be required to go through a check process with the
Chairperson.
IA | Would there be circumstances with this piece (medical
withdrawals, etc.). Thoughts?
(1) Chair | There already is and we’ve had it happen in the
past. The expectation is that if they are returning the next
term, we are able to grant the exemption. If they are
withdrawing totally, then that is a different conversation
but we are able to grant an exemption for that temporary
period closing out a term.
(2) IA | If some of our institutions allow a withdrawal after the
completion after the last term?
(a) Not going to penalize for having been a student
and navigating things on the back end.
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g) SA | Does entity advisor pertain to NACURH advisors or is this
RBD specific?
(1) Chair | We get checked too
h) SA | Since the second timeline says it shall occur between
January and April, is that up to the entity advisor, or the Chair?
(1) Chair | It is up to the discretion of them. You could do it
the first day of Semis or right before RBC. We wanted to
give people a good chunk of time to complete them and
let them choose when it happens that works best for the
entity.
i) PA | In the event an advisor doesn’t check on the member, what
does that accountability measure look like?
(1) Chair | Accountability Report. That is a larger conversation
about integrity of the roles if that is not happening. But
since it is not meeting policy, that would be an
accountability follow up.
(2) PA | Report about the individual or the host institution
advisor?
(a) Chair | We’re trying to figure out what it looks like
to navigate FERPA… might be contacting the
student and collaborating with them and the
registrar directly if something is happening with
the advisor.
j) NE | Who executes the verification process in the case of an
advisor vacancy?
(1) Chair | That’s a good question. I imagine and I hope that
the time period is long enough that the advisor position is
filled in that time or the NACURH Advisors could help
supplement this piece in the region.
k) Time?
(1) IA | Moves to end Q&A
(a) NE | Second
4. Discussion
a) CA | This provides structure where it’s currently vague.
b) NE | We appreciate the drive for accountability within this piece.
c) SA | Sending to mal
d) GL | Moves to caucus for three minutes.
(1) CA | Second
e) GL | Moves to amend, adding a “therefore” statement (1) SA | Second
(2) Amendment
(a) Proponent
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(i)

Zack | We wanted to provide further
clarification that the measures taking place
in this piece will be reflected in the host
acknowledgement form for institutions.
(3) Amendment Q&A
(a) SA | For incoming leadership, will they need to
sign this new form if they’ve already signed one
for this year?
(i)
Chair | Talked a lot about the impact.
Decided it’s important to pass it but willing
to be flexible for next year - info will simply
be communicated since this upcoming year
will look different.
(b) SW | Would this one need to be added into all of
the regional host acknowledgment forms?
(i)
Zack | Intents is that there will be the one
standardized NACURH form. This would
just be included on that.
(c) CA | With this addition, would it be including an
official waiver, or will it just be a notice that these
checks will be conducted?
(i)
NAN | Back when I was a young child, I was
the VP of Membership for my fraternity and
we got a form from the Registrar office
because we had to check grades. The
advisor was the only one that checked.
Someone that wasn’t a student had
pledged and was fulfilling leadership
positions. It was just a form we utilized
through the Registrar office and all
institutions have different practices so we
kept it purposefully vague.
(ii)
Chair | We also don’t want it to be publicly
known so it will be kept off the form and it
will be a separate form that will be utilized
with the Advisors and maybe the Directors.
(d) SW | Moves to end Q&A
(i)
IA | Second
(4) Amendment Discussion
(a) MA | This is good.
(b) CA | Calls the question
(i)
No dissent
(5) Amendment Vote:
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f)

VII.

VIII.
IX.

(a) 8-0-0, Amendment Passes
CA | Calls the question
(1) No dissent

5. Vote:
a) 8-0-0, piece passes
Exec & Strategic Plan Update
A. Questions
1. SW | What kind of structure surrounding the next Strategic Plan exists?
a) Chair | Long ago, there was a Strategic Planning retreat. We’re
anticipating a little bit of a different structure with travel
limitation, but we will be yielding to the incoming Chair for it. We
have passed along recommendations and what we would have
planned, what it is and isn’t. Mary is pulling in people from her
campus who are particularly skilled in strategic planning.
2. CA | YTR
3. SA | Are any of the presentations on the website, and if so, where are
they?
a) Chair | No they are not, but we can upload them so they are on
there for all of you can look back on them!
4. CA | Are there any major components that were unfinished that you are
passing on?
a) Chair | Yes. I made a document called “Big Dreams 2020” that
were different ideas from our team that we had wanted to utilize.
We are passing the document along to the next year as well. The
CO Exploratory Report was completed and we are excited to
present that. I wish we had more time on the back end to
implement more things in it, but they are going to be good
recommendations for next year.
b) NAN | Something else we wanted to focus on was minority
serving institutions. We are obviously at a loss of an NAD. WE do
not want to just recruit institutions and lose them, but want to
refine services to retain institutions too. Hoping the strategic
planning can lead to further developing those methods and
enhance retention.
c) Chair | I selfishly want to get involved with NASPA, but that will
be passed along as a recommendation.
Award Bid Selection Prep Time
Election Expectations
A. All Candidates
1. Display care, dedication, and participation
2. Adaptability
3. Critical thinking & problem solving skills
4. Clear idea of new positional duties
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5. Capable of upholding the high standards of NACURH
6. Has ambition goals, and is capable of executing the ambitious goals
7. Specific plans pertaining to role & looking for collaborative efforts with
other execs
8. Ability to hold themselves & others accountable
9. Indicators for success - within bid & presentation, what does success
look like?
10. Strong perspective of where NACURH needs to go (vision)
11. Be able to take on & balance student organizational experience &
corporate experience
12. Tangibility & realisticness of goals
13. How to interact with NACURH Leadership
14. Approachable to reps & other members of NACURH
15. Understanding of who they are as a leader
16. Team that’s understanding & supportive
17. People who understand boundaries & scope of the role
18. Understanding of place of NACURH during pandemic - conscientious of
financial issues that we may face because of this.
19. Self-awareness of room for growth
20. Ability to connect goals & ideas to strategic plan (or what’s left of it)
21. Cohesive plans for the corporation while maintaining diversity of thought
22. Professionalism
23. Visionaries who are able to plan strategically
24. Applicability of goals to all of NACURH including NRHH
25. Display of inclusive practices or goals
B. Expectations for each other
1. Remain as unbiased as possible
2. Use time between now and when elections start to connect with the rest
of the team to limit time having to text back and forth (lol you are
literally not allowed to do this anyway)
3. Consider that we are individuals representing a greater whole
4. Ask questions to understand
5. Put discussion points through a filter - make sure things are constructive
and not hurtful
6. If you ask someone a question pertaining to multiple positions, ask a
similar question to the other people in that consideration - consistency is
key
7. Peace love grace & space to candidates - allow people time and space
to process.
8. Continue supporting candidates. Entering exec position isn’t easy so
continue to support them throughout the week
9. Come with good working knowledge of the bid
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10. If your board has specific question, take note of what they answer to
those questions so that the people incoming have a better
understanding of the execs (best practice, not actual expectation)
11. Treat candidates & each other with kindness
12. Do not share results of the elections prior to the email Lena sends out.
We want to respect the privacy of the individuals running. Do not
announce anything until I have given a go-ahead
C. For executives as facilitators
1. Keep equity statement in mind
2. Add the filter before any exec interjects or inserts a point of clarification.
Come from adding context that boards might not have or candidates
might not have.
3. Mitigate any bias we might have toward any candidates (facial
expressions)
4. Be constructive with helping boards members deconstruct biases
D. Based on Previous Experience
1. If during discussion you need time to caucus, do that.
2. Going to be important to balance that you have experiences but are
electing next year’s needs. Electing the best person to serve the
incoming board, not you.
3. You are electing for the entirety of NACURH - not the candidate that
you think would favor your entity, your personal interests, etc.
4. People tend to compare candidates to past year’s exec committee as
people, and that’s not a great way to make your decision. Is this person
equipped vs. will this person continue Lena’s vision for x
5. Take breaks - all of tomorrow is elections. Even in person elections are
exhausting. You have other people from your entity who can deal if you
have to take a quick break. Tomorrow will be a very long day.
6. There have been questions asked that have already been addressed. Pay
attention so we don’t have to do that. Take notes if you need to.
E. Chairperson
1. Comfortable making hard decisions
2. Experience or ability to support a group
3. Ability to hold others & self accountable
4. Ambitious & well thought-out vision
5. Plans for innovation within NACURH
6. Plans for diverse & inclusive practices
7. Reinforces but challenges positive changes
8. Desire to move NACURH forward
9. Willingness to guide & support AC team
10. Identify support systems for relevant stakeholders (execs, nbd, nnb,
regional representatives)
11. Approachable & understanding
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12. Prior thought of upcoming challenges & how to overcome them
13. Consideration of impact of decision on NRHH
14. Acts with integrity
15. Willing to acknowledge areas of growth within self & NACURH
F. NAO
1. Approachable & understanding
2. Financial literacy
3. flexible & adaptable
4. Knowledgeable on policy
5. Realistic goals for first year
6. Plans for innovating internal processes
7. Acuho-i contract integration
8. Support for ADAFs
9. Goals for acuhoi transition
10. Strong organizational/administrative skills
11. Plan for goal implementation
12. Support for AC Finance Chair
13. Ethical decision making & integrity
14. Financial support for entities
15. Informed decision making
16. Flexibility esp. With COVID-19 impacts
17. Supportive of new financial initiatives
18. Plans for collecting & communicating historical documentation & info
19. Collaboration w/ NAE for grants & scholarships
G. NAN
1. Clear goals to support ADNRHHs
2. Desire to move honorary & NACURH forward
3. Understanding of assessment conducting
4. Ability to advocate for NRHH in exec committee
5. Plans to innovate honorary
6. Ability to evaluate current services before creating new ones
7. Ability to hold ADNRHHs accountable
8. Working knowledge of current strategic plan & ideas for next one
9. Well thought-out vision
10. Preliminary action items to accomplish goals
H. NAE
1. Strong sense of NACURH brand
2. Vision for improved digital engagement
3. Ability to understand & execute assessment
4. Approachable & kind
5. Previous experience supporting NRHH
6. Consideration for an affiliation campaign
7. Balance of NACURH brand & regional brand support
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8. Detail-oriented
9. Experience working with policy
10. Strong organizational skills
11. Love for the LINK
12. Vision for NRHM
13. Plans for public relations practices
14. Transition material timeliness
15. Consideration of NACURH U practices
16. Communicates NACURH’s image responsibly
17. Insight into virtual opportunities
18. Consideration for NACURH Leadership professional devo
19. Ideas for roundtable opportunities
20. Knowledge of NACURH services
21. Vision for executing year 3 and 4 of next SP
X.

Recess
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TUESDAY, MAY 19, 2020
I.
Called to order at 12:02 PM EDT
II.
Attendance
III.
Chairperson Election
A. SW | Brings Chairperson Election to the floor
1. SA | Seconds
B. SW | Moves to open nominations for the Chairperson
1. MA | Second
C. MA| Nominates Katie Westermeyer
1. SA | Seconds
2. Accepted
D. CA | Moves to close the floor for nominations
1. NE | Seconds
2. Accepted
E. Presentation
F. Question & Answer
1. SW | In your bid, you mentioned how you spent a lot of time
empowering your board in your second term of Director. With this new
role, how do you empower others while empowering yourself in your
new role?
a) Katie | I think with Chair it’s difficult because there’s so many
people you support. That experience as Director has given me
the ability to understand how to support all boards in regions.
I’ve picked some things up that help prepare me to empower
other people. Had a lot of conversations with Lena about what
the chairperson role is. I feel empowered when I know that the
work we’re doing is making a difference. That grounds me in my
empowerment.
2. CA | How will you prioritize people and experiences in this role if
elected?
a) Katie | as Director, have spent time thinking about how each
decision we make impacts institutions. Looking back to mission &
vision helps with making it person-focused. We’re all here
because of that and need to be able to create the future leaders
who will be here because of that.if we prioritize grounding, we
can look out for what the campus level is looking for.
3. PA | What do you identify as an area of growth at this moment in time
and how do you expect to grow (personally and professionally) in the
executive space?
a) Katie | This year I’ve learned a lot about my conflict resolution
skills & i think that I’m at the point where I’m comfortable but
haven’t really had to apply them this year. My first year I was
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

reactive instead of proactive and am looking forward to growing
in that way and addressing that conflict head on.
GL | The GL was just wondering what you did to prepare in crafting your
bid and how you decided to run for Chair?
a) Katie | To prepare, I had my own thoughts and ideas for a
direction, but I had some meetings with Lena about the role, met
with Mal about moving from the regional level to the corporate
level. Spoke with Rick about the NRHH side and that helped me
gain insight for strategic planning. Interested in chair because as
a director I've learned a lot about how to support others and the
chair role is a great bridge between the corporation and creating
connections down to the campus level. I wish we could engage
with more people to engage in the resources we provide.
NCO | In your bid, you talk specifically about increasing buy-in for LEAD.
Can you elaborate on how you would do that and why you view this with
high importance?
a) Katie | That was mostly from the regional scope of the region not
knowing that much about LEAD. Overall engagement with
advertising it and understanding what it means and placing value
behind it is where that shows up. It’s a priority that we still see
that through and it’s a form of recognition not many people
engage with. It should be highlighted more.
NBD Liaison | In your bid, you spoke a lot about conference chair
support especially through a task force, but there is no way to know
what it could look like a year from now. How do you plan to digitally
support a conference team more 1:1 that may be anxious or worried that
their ideas may not carry out?
a) Katie | A lot of the conversations will need to come between
myself and Christina specifically about leadership conferences,
but also looking to the future. There’s a delicate level of empathy
that needs to be prioritized not knowing what’s coming. Lots of
anxiety about leadership conferences right now, some of that can
help us understand what might happen with business or annual
conferences. Want to make sure we have a realistic lens of what
the next year may look like.
Time called
a) SA | Moves to extend time by 5 minutes
(1) AC | Seconds
SA | During your speech, you mentioned dismantling the
competitiveness among leaders in NACURH. Can you talk about the
steps of doing that?
a) Katie | I think the competitiveness from my perspective starts
from different levels of experience (engagement, positions,
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education level, etc.) - it can be intimidating. Something I want to
prioritize is having conversations with those groups of people so
that there’s a deeper understanding of where our values come
from. Reiterating the idea that you’re elected into the role and
hold the same roles regardless of prior experience or education.
Important that people feel valued. It’s so special that people
have different backgrounds to share and don’t want anyone to
feel hindered because of that.
9. NCO | In your bid, you mentioned research based projects and
surveying. What areas of NACURH do you see data driven decision
making being beneficial?
a) Katie | Not entirely sure - a few ideas in my head about it but I
want to gauge incoming boards to see what they’re passionate
about. Would rather use them to make those decisions, with the
intent being that we are there to serve the institutions that we
make resources for.
10. PA | Where do you see the potential expansion of Identity Networks in
the future?
a) Katie | More engagement is what I was thinking. This year was
great to get the ball rolling, more engagement in the future.
Chats, roundtables, etc. education is a big part of the
conversation regarding identity. Helping our members learn how
to engage in those conversations is important.
11. GL | In your bid, you mentioned a lot of the innovative things that the
2020-2021 year would bring such as the strategic plan, CRC restructure,
ACUHO-I. how will you maintain stability within the role while all of these
initiatives are being carried out?
a) Katie | I think I’ll lean on leadership next year to have trust and to
support the execs as they carry out those things. Doesn’t even
mention what affiliates we might be losing due to COVID. None
of these things will happen just within the execs. If elected i’m
hoping to be transparent through these processes so that
leadership and our member schools can be informed. Leadership
will be more motivated if my plans work out.
12. IA | You’ve mentioned additional accountability measures throughout
your bid and presentation. IA just would like to know how you see this
accountability looking like?
a) Katie | Accountability is hard when you’re a volunteer. This year
the execs have pushed deadlines to be earlier if you missed past
things. Wake up call to people how stress in one area will build to
more later. Don’t want people to be scared ,want them to feel
supported. We have struggles where people fall back. Want to
connect to make it comfortable to say that and figuring out what
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comes next - redistributing, moving up deadlines, etc. put steps
in between the action and a formal accountability measure.
13. Time Called
a) GL | Moves to extend time by 5 mins
(1) NE | Second
14. CA | How do you plan to equip yourself with knowledge and support of
reincorporation?
a) Katie | Don’t know if I’ve thought about it.
b) Chair | Wouldn’t consider this to be common knowledge. Really
just paperwork. Care to reclaim time?
c) CA | Yield
15. SW | YTR
16. NE | What role do you believe NRHH plays in the greater NACURH and
how would you promote that as Chairperson?
a) Katie | NRHH is unique. From being Director I’ve seen different
types of chapters that exist. Excited to see how that looks in
other regions and how we support that. In regards to SP, having
NRHH specific sections in SP but tying it into other things as well
is important. Not all affiliated schools have one. People talk
about NRHH being transformative and I echo that. That should
be noticed and valued within NACURH.
17. MA | YTR
18. SA | In your bid you mentioned priotirizing opps for minority serving
institutions and HBCUs. Can you elaborate on how you hope to prioritize
these opportunities?
a) Katie | I think a big thing I’m thinking about it SP. I think it’s
unrealistic for us to do that. Not realistic for us to recruit
institutions just so they’re affiliated. Research driven projects
about what institutions are looking for and how NACURH can
provide that. How do we meet needs so we have affiliates and
they’re strong affiliates, but back it up with research
19. GL | The GL was wondering what you perceive to be your biggest
challenge next year and how you will work to overcome that?
a) Katie | I think affiliation is going to be the biggest challenge and
how to promote recruitment. It’s a huge challenge. Huge
regional impact based on schools not being in session and how
that looks. In the middle of transitioning, RLC’s are weighing
heavily. I’m thinking a lot about the opportunities and how we
place value on opportunities within NACURH>
20. PA | By being regional director for two years, in what special ways can
you support the incoming regional directors?
a) Katie | I’ve been supported by 2 different chairs and I know what
it looks like to be in those positions. For leadership, i want to
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continue reminders of the transition they went through and
making them aware of how that is currently reflected. Having
directors understand how to meet regional needs by meeting
with me. Want to help guide them into having conversations with
me.
21. NCO | Under your plans for Exec support - specifically for working with
the NAN - you say advanced planning for NNB business. Could you
elaborate on what you mean by that?
a) Katie | Want to ensure that if we have split time, I’m still aware
about what’s going on so I’m on the same page as them.
Important that it’s iterated that we have a full comprehension of
what’s going on there, and that it’s planned in advance.
22. SA | Do you have any goals for social justice focuses that you can share
with us and elaborate on?
a) Katie | Back on the research-based projects. Attended ACUHO-I
conference. Talked to lots of folks about social justice in ACUHO.
Want boards perspectives then leaning on support from acuho
and alumni we have in a way that’s responsible and educational
in a way that’s not just “we do social justice” want it to be
empowering and educations.
23. CA | What is a weak point in your leadership, and how have/will you
overcome it?
a) Katie | Conflict resolution is on my mind but also being an
Enneagram 4 makes me empathetic and is damaging to myself
because I take things personally and have been learning over the
past months on how not to do that and is important for myself
and supporting NACURH. Have had to learn how to support
others and part of my bid discusses my personality and if people
have a deeper understanding of that they can more deeply
understand me.
24. Time Called
a) NE | Moves to exhaust w/ additions
(1) SA | Second
25. PA | Supporting students of color is becoming more of a prominent
desire for the organization. How do you plan on doing this?
a) Katie | The identity networks are really important. Having spaces
in all of NACURH that aren’t just specific to a set of individuals.
More integration as a whole of the holistic idea of the student
we’re supporting regardless of identity and how their voices are
valued. NSPA data shows that there’s still students who don’t
think their voices are valued in their region or NACURH.
26. Chair | The Exec Committee would like to know of the three big
partnerships/MOUs, what is the purpose you see each of these being
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and what additional opportunities do you see pursuing these external
relations?
a) Katie | I think because the partnerships are changing in different
ways; ACPA is new, ACUHO-I is changing, and OCM is under
new leadership and idea of how we can go wherever we want.
Want to set up meetings and I understand our stake and want to
know about their stake and why they want to connect with our
student leaders. Talked a lot about alumni engagement in bid
and ACUHO-I has alumni and can be a great way to get them
involved and bridge areas of involvement. Partnerships can help
us with components out of our reach and not being full-fledged
professionals especially around topics of social justice.
27. NAN | Executive Committee was wondering which year three strategic
plan initiative you are most excited about implementing next year?
a) Katie | Difficult question. I don’t want to pick one because it’s
difficult to be realistic there. Difficult to implement that with the
struggles of balancing current situations. Want to know what
Boards want to look like, want to get a feel for what they want to
think about more intentionally.
28. PA | The Pacific was wondering if you could elaborate on the
Assessment Officer you mentioned in your bid?
a) Katie | I want it to be a priority that we looked into the
assessment. NSPA is great, but what questions and what are we
gaining and evaluating it from year to year. Trends are important,
but every year it is only a certain percentage of who we serve
and by having assessment and prioritizing that will be helpful to
have meaningful data. Want to get something out early because
we are in a SP year and asking why they do not engage, what is
hindering them, what is a priority. As 3 people representing a
region, we are not understanding people on the campus level
that we may not be reading and I want to reach out to them.
29. Chair | The upcoming Strategic Planning Committee and Strategic Plan,
what are some things that worked well with the last plan, and what will
you change in creating the next one?
a) Katie | 200 pages is not good for anybody. Something I notice is
that the items are tangible but they need to be a bit more
pointed in terms of how we track progress. Distinguish what we
are prioritizing, it would be interesting to track and see where
we’re at. Accountability ties in that we didn’t see as much in the
strategic plan. Ensuring that measures are taken. Measures for
diversity of the panel and the different experiences they’re
bringing into the space.
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30. NAA | Could you talk a little bit about the biggest challenges for the
next year whether that is personally or within NACURH Leadership?
a) Katie | I think trust in NACURH Leadership is something
important to me and seen some controversy with people feeling
valued and finding their footing. There is something to be said
about those priorities and that the CO Exploratory Team Task
Force is continued and goes into place for the next Executives so
NACURH can get out of their identity crisis because people do
not know the focus of their roles and want to prioritize that so we
are cohesive and they understand their place and in the roles.
Have own personal philosophies, mine is not the right thing, and
want to see what the CO Exploratory Team put together and be
able to empower and lift that as we work with a new group of
leadership.
31. PA | In your bid you briefly talked about wanting to support the
NACURH Exec Board members individually. Can you elaborate on how
this will work?
a) Katie | The way I set up my exec page had to do with different
duos. In talking to execs from this year, I think that to feel
cohesive we need integration of a lot of the things. There might
be some things that don’t look like they make sense, but I want
to make sure each exec knows how the other operates so we’re
not pigeonholed into our own work. There’s no worry about
everyone only doing their own work, but there are ways to
expand how they communicate together. Moving from 5 to 4 is
going to be very impactful. Having that knowledge will be helpful
and provide good support.
32. CA | What specific NACURH-level services or initiatives for RHA
organizations would you like to see improved upon next year?
a) Katie | Going in two different directions: we got rid of webinars
and then brought them back and have roundtables. Need to be a
more cohesive service that is more frequent than what has been
done in the past. If something happens in a blue moon, they will
be caught off guard, but consistency will increase engagement.
Want to see what NACURH Leadership can say that RHA Reps
want to know and bring those topics in and thinking a lot about
task forces and what we can be doing for the ins and outs and
want to prepare and see what is going on in NACURH and create
structures for people to get new roles.
G. Pro/Con
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Pro

Con

Increase assessment

-

Plans for consistent accountability

-

Awareness of challenges

Limited knowledge of current SP

Vision for the honorary

-

Plan for implementing goals

-

Proactive conflict resolution

Lack of elaboration on coordinating
officer support

-

-

Extensive regional support plan

Lack of elaboration on support for
students of color

-

-

Strong ideas for alumni relations

-

Detailed support for exec committee

Lack of specific RHA support plans

Prioritized student component of
leadership

-

-

-

-

H. Discussion
1. SA | moves to caucus for 5 minutes
a) GL | 2nd
b) NE | Dissent, would like 10 mins
c) Friendly amendment accepted
2. SA | YTR
3. CA | We feel that from our previous experience with alumni that Kit has
a strong idea of alumni relations in moving NACURH forward, mainly
with the Advancement Society coordinator and specific initiatives
including collab w/ identity networks. We think this is important growth
for NACURH.
4. SA | The South Atlantic appreciated the emphasis placed on increasing
assessment to inform the decisions of NACURH and the strategic
planning.
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5. NCO | Appreciated that Katie’s strength going into the next year is
going to help the execs create a holistic support for NACURH
6. SW | The southwest if fully supportive of Katie being chair, she has done
extensive research into how she is able to support each regional director
in their endeavors and a very detailed strategic plan but we would have
liked to see more ways she would have supported other NACURH
leadership in their terms.
7. PA | The Pacific appreciates the candidate’s bid but would have liked
more mention of CO support as this past year was such a pivotal year.
8. NCO | The Corporate Office is in support of Katie as a candidate for the
Chairperson role, and believes that she sufficiently addressed the future
structural changes to NACURH, and her plans for supporting future
members through these changes.
9. GL | Appreciative of extensive & intentional regional & Exec support
katie outlined since that’s such an important aspect of the role.
10. SA |SAACURH wants to underscore Katie’s plan to support regional
directors with regionally specific challenges, and we would have liked
her to expand upon advisor & CO support
11. SW | The Southwest reiterates their support for Katie and is particularly
impressed with the efforts of beginning to shift toward an organization
that prioritizes research as NACURH is attempting to navigate
relationships with their partners and also navigating the changes
brought on by the recent years trend of declining affiliation. Katie
provided additional clarification of how she wishes to engage with the
entirely of NACURH Leadership in ways that the Southwest feels will
bring together these groups found within Leadership. Something that
we would suggest as she settles into the role, if elected, that she
developed more of a plan on how she particularly spends time
supporting other members of the executive committee that also have
responsibilities in chairing spaces.
12. NE | The North East is in full support of Katie as she demonstrates a
clear focus on authentic relationship building with not just directors, but
all members of NACURH leadership to strive to create trust through
innovation in support structures without imposing her own style and
needs.
13. CA | The Central Atlantic was initially concerned about the lack of RHA
organization support, but based on her answer we still feel good about
her plans. We would like to see this expanded upon in the next strategic
planning process as well as collaboration in CO positions that work with
RHA.
14. IA | Something that the intermountain really valued was Kit’s inclusion of
the honorary throughout her bid presentation and question and answer.
The fact that she plans to integrate the honorary throughout different
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sections of NACURH while still recognizing the importance of NRHH
having its own identity is something we find a lot of value In and
therefore is in full support
15. PA | The pacific was unsatisfied with the candidate's response regarding
supporting students of color and would like to see them further
elaborate on specific plans for supporting students of color. Using a
holistic approach and not addressing someone's identity can be
demeaning when their identity is a pivotal aspect of who they are and
how they interact with the organization.
16. NE | Appreciates Kit’s three grounding philosophies presented in her
presentation and that they were evident throughout her bid. They
demonstrate the potential success if serving in the role.
17. Time called
a) SA | Moves to extend time by 5 mins
(1) GL | Second
18. PA | The Pacific believes that Katie’s vision of stability, comfortability,
and accountability are incorporated within every single goal that she has.
Her vision is exactly what our corporation needs, given the
unprecedented nature and impending radical changes of the novel
coronavirus, ACUHO-I contract. Her ideas were creative and unique, and
every goal has the necessary steps and forethought to be able to be
implemented immediately. Further, Katie's emphasis on research-driven
advocacy and future development is going to ensure that her vision and
her goals are not only in the best interest of NACURH, but are also in
alignment with the desire for our constituents.
19. CA | The Central Atlantic, while do appreciate the connection with
alumni and Identity Networks, would like to see more plans in these
support structures that integrate plans more clearly *sent to Mal*
20. PA | Appreciates how Katie emphasized that inner workings of NACURH
Leadership in her bid and presentation.
21. SA | Would like to take note of the plan for an improved rep experience,
NCC info sessions, LEAD plans, etc. and would like to see this be a
collaborative experience with COs (especially those who support NCCs)
22. PA | Wishes Katie would have elaborated on the following in their bid
and presentation: Having more Leadership Chats, X, COVID response,
Virtual Summer Retreats, Specific Ideas in NACURH Task Forces, …
*sent*
23. CA | While the Central Atlantic appreciates Katie’s dedication and desire
for assessment and data-driven decisions in NACURH, we are worried
about over-assessment causing issues with our representatives. We
would like to see collaboration with the NAE to ensure we are not
creating assessment exhaustion.
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IV.
V.

24. GL | While the Great Lakes appreciates Katie support and alumni and
professional engagement for identity networks, Katie mentioned the
identity networks focusing on education, and would like her, if elected,
to ensure opportunities are being provided to members of the identity
network.
25. NE | Moves to extend time by 5 minutes
a) CA | Second
26. NE | Question for chair - keep hearing things about CO structure.
Haven’t read the report yet, nothing in the exec structure to lay forth
plans.
a) Chair | This has been an ongoing plan, knowing it was a concern
especially since Katie mentioned having discussion. Asking
specifics about “how do you plan to address x” might not work
right now, but asking general questions about it is still
acceptable.
27. SA | SAACURH Appreciates the inclusion of alumni to create a multitude
of new ideas such as tutor connection, professional entries on the link,
and the advancement society coordinator. We would have liked to have
seen more specific information on goals for the advancement of society
and ways she planned to work with the advancement society coordinator
28. NE | Appreciate support of NNB and NRHH specifically, but wishes there
was more elaboration on how she plans to balance the goals with and
promote the autonomy of an incoming NAN.
29. SA | Move to exhaust speakers list with additions
a) PA | Second
30. CA | The Central Atlantic would like to commend Kit's personal growth
and development as presented in her bid and presentation. She has
obviously grown through her two terms as Director, as well as
throughout her entire leadership journey. She has a clear sense of self
and her leadership style, as well as her own potential shortcomings or
strengths. We strongly believe that she is equipped to lead the
NACURH Executive Team and NACURH Leadership to success.
31. GL | A little bit concerned that Katie may spread herself too thin in trying
to accomplish everything in this transitory year. There are a lot of things
that she will take on in the position out of her control. Katie is self aware,
but may not be able to complete things she set out to complete.
32. PA | YTR
I. Katie Westermeyer has been elected as the 2020-2021 NACURH Chairperson
Attendance
NACURH Associate for Operations Election
A. SA | Moves to bring elections to the floor
1. NCO | Second
B. CA | Moves to open the floor for nominations
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C.

D.
E.
F.

1. IA | Seconds
IA| Nominates Mariah Rivera
1. SA | Seconds
2. Accepted
NE | Moves to close the floor for nominations
1. SW | Seconds
Presentation
Question & Answer
1. GL | In your bid one of your goals mentioned no questions asked. Can
you expand what you mean by that?
a) Mariah | Yeah absolutely. I kind of meant in the same section
allowing the space for assuming best intent and no questions
asked at the end of that. I do believe in NACURH Leadership,
personally, I question people in roles in roles that I may not
completely understand. I think there are times we need to step
back and assume best intent and understand that person is in the
role for a reason.
2. SW | Yu mentioned discussing financial risk management with ADAFs
during conference time, can you elaborate on these discussions?
a) Mariah | One thing ADAFs had to do was assess critical
recognition of expenses that might not happen, figuring out risk
management… which services can we get rid of vs. can’t? Need
to figure out what resources can’t be depleted.
3. NCO | The Corporate Office is curious about the ACUHO-I Transition
section and where you mention information that you have that can help
with this transition. Can you elaborate on the information that you have?
a) Mariah | I clearly have been speaking with the Chairperson, NAA,
and NAF even prior to knowing I was going to run. I was
wondering how the transition with ACUHO-I would look like,
which may take longer than 6 months. I am prepared to have
possible setbacks within NACURH and ACUHO-I, and Think I will
have my workload increased based on this. And know that I
should anticipate having an increase in that workload within my
NACURH obligations.
4. CA | Do you have plans to collaborate with NAE to promote grants &
scholarships?
a) Mariah | One thing that I would really like to do that we did in the
Pacific region this year was an assessment on which grants,
scholarships were the most applied for items. There are times
you have a lot of recognition but not many people are applying
for it or it is not as necessary as it could be. I would like to do this
with the NAN and Execs to assess our scholarships and grants.
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5. MA | You mentioned if the partnership with ACUHO-I takes longer than
planned that the workload for the NAO would increase, do you see this
workload increase happening for ADAFs as well?
a) Mariah | For context, the NCO is disappearing. NAO will have to
take over those reconciliations. Would be doubled the amount of
ADAFs having to do. Don’t see ADAF roles increasing, just my
own workload with Xero and Gram for both general NACURH
and the NCO.
6. GL | In your bid, you mentioned that you wanted to push ADAFs to
commit to 50/50 legislation and financial work. How will you work to
make sure that legislation that is written is intentional and not just being
written to meet that 50/50?
a) Mariah | We ADAFs kind of understand it’s quality over quantity
when it comes to legislation. By having different task forces with
COs and others, it ensures the legislation being written is quality
work. The 50/50 balance can come after the transition as it will
balance out after ACUHO-I, but it will likely be 60/40
finances/legislation during the transition.
7. Time called
a) CA | Moves to extend time by 5 minutes
(1) GL | Second
8. NE | How do you see the NAO role working with NRHH?
a) Mariah | I see the NAO partnering on all big projects with NRHH.
I personally worked with my ADNRHH on some collaborative
projects this past year. Want to increase NRHH financial
partnership even more but on the Executive level. Want to
increase transparency on all bid decisions as well.
9. NAF | You mentioned several times how you want to promote leniency
and give grace. How do you plan to promote those things while
ensuring that finances are being done correctly because there's a higher
level of accountability and higher need to be done correctly?
a) Mariah | I do think leniency is important in some manners as well
as communication. I believe that leniency with communication
works, but without communication it doesn’t work. I want ADAFs
to feel they can come to me because of stuff happening and
could let me know when they need support. If it’s something that
is a big financial thing and could have negative ramifications for, I
think those are things that I cannot be lenient on and things the
ADAFs need to understand we cannot flex on. With the increase
of understanding in Xero and GRAM and the other processes we
use, this will aid in their understanding of using them over the
summer instead of going until Semis. It is something you need to
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keep building and practicing upon to get feedback if I notice
something isn’t perfect.
10. GL | Can you expand on what you believe the role of ADAF legislation
task forces would be and if these would be NACURH or Regional task
forces?
a) Mariah | ADAFs were asked what kind of task forces they wanted
to collab on to get ideas for the regional level. Would be a great
way to increase the participation there. It would be a great way
to involve ADAFs.
11. IA | IA would like to know when you use the term “fiscally conservative,”
what does that mean to you?
a) Mariah | That term honestly meant a lot to me this past year. We
started our year at an increased deficit but ended at a larger
amount in the green. Focusing on the resources we provide to
regions and whether their impacts are as influential as they could
be and if they are not, reallocating those funds.
12. NAN | Wondering which year 3 strategic planning initiative you’re most
excited about implementing next year?
a) Mariah | I think for the SP, it is clearly a really big deal. For the
next year, I would like to build upon the processes that this year’s
Exec has already built. I want to emphasize that this year was a
year of growth and next year will be a year of stability. Still
having the feeling of NACURH. Some things may be cut and
some may not happen, but still providing the services we
promised to.
13. Time called
a) SW | Moves to extend Q&A by 10 mins
(1) MA | Seconds
14. SA | Do you have any goals with social justice focus that you can share
with us and expand upon?
a) Mariah | NACURH creates well-rounded leaders based on
resources we provide. Within social justice, all these things can
be emphasized more. Idk how it’d look with ADAFs but I’d like to
start that conversation with other DADs and how the services we
provide affect everyone. For financial reasons, it’s hard to affiliate
when you feel you don’t belong in that space… recognition of
the stigma of a high population of x identity, changing the way
that’s talked about in nacurh
15. NAA | Can you describe your policy interpretation style and how you will
work with the policy interpreters on the regional level to create their
own?
a) Mariah | The role of the ADAF, you’re supposed to implement
policy. I think that if you asked me this in August, I would say I
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was shy and not have a full understanding, but with the growth I
have had with the RBD, I have enough growth with the policy
background. With good judgement and good reasoning is what
pushes the corporation forward.
(1) NAA | Can you talk more about the context and
interpretation of the already written policy? When you
look at a piece of policy and a situation comes up and
don’t know how that particular piece would be
interpreted, what are the steps you would take to ensure
this policy is interpreted appropriately?
(2) Mariah | One big thing that I think when implementing
policy is trying to understand the intention behind it and
the effects of how I take this policy and trying to
collaborate with others on my board. When you don’t
know the right answer, collaborating is the best idea.
Going to the Chairperson and the Advisor and asking for
assistance is what I would do.
16. CA | How would you help regions experiencing vacancies in financial
roles?
a) Mariah | It’s no doubt that the ADAF role is heavy with the
finance role and there have been vacancies over the past couple
of years. It could be a turning point for the region. It’s part of the
reason why I want to invite Directors and ADvisors because
having the equipment to succeed is one of the biggest tools for a
Director. Having a vacancy can alter the team dynamic. Offer the
tools to help them keep the region going if this happens and
having two roles at one time can be difficult. Inviting Advisors
and Directors to the beginning chats to help combat this.
17. NCO | In your presentation, yo umentioned lowering the cost of
affiliation if rates are low. Understanding that affiliation is one of the
main revenue sources for NACURH. How will you offset this change in
revenue source if decided upon?
a) Mariah | Implications are that that could turn negative. I couldn’t
make that decision on my own. Lots of conversations in the year
to follow. We’d have to have many financial avenues. If affiliation
rates are low, we’ll have to figure out how to still get revenue.
Lowering affiliation rate might be a solution here.
b) NCO | Was the inclusion of potentially lowering affiliation a
method for addressing COVID or following that affiliation trend
of the past few years
(1) Mariah | Just covid. Lots of schools impacted so affiliation
will be hit pretty hard. This was an idea to keep affiliation
rates up while providing services necessary.
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18. Time called
a) CA | moves to exhaust speakers list with additions
(1) MA | Second
19. GL | Under the job responsibilities, one of the focus areas is corporate
fiscal advancement. How do your goals contribute to this focus area and
where do you see NACURH one year from now if elected?
a) Mariah | Honestly, going back to my values, I would like to keep
NACURH stable and afloat and growing if possible. Growing in
the sense that I would like the feeling of NACURH within an
understanding that affiliation rates would still be down and
understand there may be a deficit and making sure that NACURH
has the resources to grow from this in years to come. Want future
people to see that we had something happen that had an impact
on us financially, but that we grew in the process and came out
ready to fix it.
20. NAA | Historically we’ve had trouble getting members of Boards
engaged in writing legislation. Could you talk more about why you want
to involve more COs in the NACURH legislation process when we
historically have low engagement from the people in the space?
a) Mariah | So this past year, I honestly expected very little
legislation to be brought about to me and I ended up helping
regional representatives through legislation. I had multiple
members on my board for assistance. I want the task force to
help in finding areas of growth to write legislation for and what
areas we can collaborate on. 2-3 people in the task force working
together would create an accountability system. Involving COs in
this conversation allows for them to be part of NACURH. COs in
PA have written legislation and provide them with a “hey you can
do this” mindset because they are a part of NACURH, it will keep
legislation going and moving within. There may be setbacks, but
involving COs in the process will help the matter.
21. SW | One of your goals, having clear expectations for ADAFs and how
you want to work with them. Can you elaborate on what expectations
your plan on setting for the ADAFs?
a) Mariah | Something necessary is having collaborative efforts
within ADAFs. A lot of times, i’d have a question and didn’t know
who to ask. Felt silly asking the NAF. building relationships with
each other will build accountability and assist in the adaf role.
You don’t necessarily have the ability to ask each other. Xero has
to be reconciled by the end of the month type of accountability.
Lots of questions checking in with each other to ensure growth
and understanding and accountability among ADAFs.
22. NCO | Yield
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23. MA | You mentioned valued traits in your presentation. How do you plan
to put those into action within your role?
a) Mariah | I did not plan them in any way to be similar to the
Chairperson, it just happened. The roles are in a way that could
allow for a very healthy year. Holding each other accountable to
those is necessary and if other people on the Exec board do not
understand I am being understanding and patient, then they can
hold me accountable through communication with it. For growth.
For the whole next year, we are going to have to grow as we go
and there are a lot of changing things. We will have to adapt to
them in the best means necessary and adapt our emotions where
necessary. Holding ourselves accountable as an Executive
Committee and Leadership will be important.
24. NAF | You mentioned that you expect the NAO role to take more time
especially during the transition process. That normally wouldn’t be a part
of the NAO role in normal year.s How will you ensure that you are
successful in that time as well as holding others and yourself accountable
in that time?
a) Mariah | I’ve worked at Outback, been involved on campus and
held a regional position. My workload will be lighter for school,
no role for RHA, etc. not having these time considerations will
help me. Organization will help and the ability to hold people
accountable. Sharing google calendar with ADAFS while
providing space for 1:1s and other things. Important to
communicate with the exec board when I’m feeling
overwhelmed. Important to be able to lean on other leaders.
25. NE | What plans do you have for the organization and management of
corporate forms, documents, and historical documents?
a) Mariah | One thing that I Think that will help with the
organization of all of that is google drive and allowing everyone
access to that. Within PA, we have a folder that has all the shared
documents between all of our exec boards. Has areas for
legislation, including a legislation grid that says when a
legislation was added into policy. This allows for the
accountability measure for ensuring everything is being done as
necessary and it is all in one place.
26. CA | What is a weak point in your personal leadership and how have/will
you overcome it?
a) Mariah | I was waiting for this question to come. One thing within
my leadership that I have done my whole life is putting
professional relationships and things before friendships. Before
this past year, I didn’t think they could be the same thing and
couldn’t understand professional relationships could still be a
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friendship and moving and growing together. This past year
taught me that I could still be a student leader and grow and
learn with the other individuals in this space. Being a waitress, I
put up a wall that I have a personal life and I don’t take it with me
going into work. I will continue to take the notion that I can still
grow and develop relationships with people.
27. SA | Are there any additional ideas or goals from the NACURH finance
case studies you would like to share: from how to create buy-in to who
would take part, and increasing understanding of financial responsibility?
a) Mariah | I presented a NACURH and GLACURH U that were
based around things not finance replated. Would love to create
something relating to finances within these with topics such as
“How to budget”. Within this past year, we had lines in our
budget such as postage and freight, etc that we haven’t used in
years. Having a task force or something to make the most
efficient way to do these things would help other regions, RHAs,
NRHHs, to kind of make it more of a collaborative effort. I know
you have regional finances that are more individualized, but
these general tips may help.
28. SA | In your presentation, you mentioned working with MOUs and
campus partners. Can expand upon your experience working with MOUs
and campus partners and how that translates to the work of the NAO?
a) Mariah | I did RHA in undergrad. Before I bid for a CO position,
we talked about how to get more involved. Being a delegate, I
asked how people made RHAs engaging and they talked about
working with campus partners.
29. SW | In your presentation, possible relationships with other positions in
the Executive Committee was introduced. Could you elaborate on
potential collaborative opportunities with other execs?
a) Mariah | Yeah absolutely. Particularly with the NAE: refine those
services we provide and make it more efficient. Looking through
the NAA presentation from yesterday and seeing which pieces of
feedback can we, the NAE, really focus and target which is most
intentional and speak to the financial budget and what is the
most efficient. Chairperson: a lot of big projects. Work with the
entire team to ensure everyone is on the same page, things of
that sort.
30. PA | Financial transparency has been a goal laid out in your bid and
presentation. How do you plan to do this within NACURH and work with
the ADAFs and their finances?
a) Mariah | Transparency is a big thing within myself, my values, the
Pacific’s values, NACURH’s values. Transparency in that starting
off the year by saying we had to cut this amount because of
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COVID-19. Fully explaining the reasons behind why we did
something is being transparent and increasing understanding. By
just cutting without providing an explanation, we are not helping.
Instead explaining in detail to promote transparency.
31. GL | Part of the NAO role is taking over the Chairperson role in the
event of a vacancy. How would you deal with this?
a) Mariah | Honestly it would look very different. Transition to post
transition, I would be able to take care of it by communicating
effectively with the entire NACURH body and Leadership as well
as leaning on the rest of the NACURH Exec Board and possibly
reassigning the responsibilities and things we do to be the most
efficient. One thing that was done when it was the three, the the
exec board assessed the responsibilities and reassigning what
does or doesn’t need to happen.
32. Chair | Knowing we have three major partnerships that we are looking to
expand our relationships, what opportunities do you see for these
partnerships?
a) Mariah | Specifically with OCM, I’d like to further increase that
relationship as well as assessing which services we have an
exchange in, assess that next year. What can take place after an
alt break after this year? Putting efficient professionalism and
corporate responsibility into the space. Make sure they have the
tools necessary to provide NACURH with the best resources
possible. Making sure there’s open communication to ensure that
transitions go as well as possible.
(1) Chair | What is the purpose of those partnerships?
(a) Mariah | OCM kind of compliments NACURH.
HAving that partnership specifically with OCM
provides resources to our affiliates and provides
more service than just relationships. By being
affiliated, it puts more connection between an
institution to a corporation. OCM thoroughly
explains the kit and will provide spaces for
connection. That interpersonal connection is
something they provide beyond the services.
ACUHO-I provides resources and professional
leaders to lean on as well as STARS College that
NACURH Leadership can further turn to.
33. NE | How do you plan to promote accountability with regions and
members regarding NACURH’s ethics?
a) Mariah | Accountability can look different depending on the
situation. Something that can really sum that up is advocating for
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all leadership to make decisions on the betterment of NACURH
as a whole and for their delegates and institutions as a whole.
34. SW | YTR
35. CA | The Central Atlantic values prioritizing people and experiences,
what does this mean to you and how will it be a part of your leadership?
a) Mariah | I think that the biggest part of the question is providing
the relationships and experiences. One way I can do that in this
role is being intentional in the way that I speak and
understanding my privilege, background, etc. in spaces. IF
elected, I will be in areas with 4-500 people and they are all
looking to me. I need to be intentional to make sure my words
have meaning behind them and ensure I have the NACURH
Ethics statement behind me. One thing I want to do with the
DADs and Advisor is build relationships because that will be
important in this. Relationships and experiences are something
NACURH provides and if you don’t full immerse yourself in that,
you won’t get the full experience.
G. GL | Moves to caucus for 10 minutes
1. SA | Second
2. PA | Dissent, would like 15
3. Accepted,
H. Pro/Con
Pro

Con

ADAF support plan

Lacked detailed goal implementation

Incorporating directors & advisors into
finance

Unclear exec collaboration plan

Knowledgeable on legislation writing

Did not include vision for NRHH

Previous experience leading nacurh
initiatives

Unclear vision for ACUHO-I transition

Mindset of stability

-

Flexible plans for finances

-

-

I.

Discussion
1. PA | Moves to caucus for 10 minutes
a) NE | Seconds, does not withdraw
b) MA | Dissent, we just caucused for 15 minutes
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c) Vote on moving into caucus
(1) 4-5-0, not moving into caucus
2. MA | The Midwest appreciates Mariah’s aspirations in holding more
summer financial training and incorporating Directors and Advisors in
these trainings. This will be especially beneficial in helping with any
ADAF turnover that may occur throughout the year.
3. GL | GL was concerned with Mariah’s lack of mention of the current
strategic plan and the future strategic plan as well.
4. CA | Will echo the sentiments of the Midwest. Having experienced an
ADAF turnover, this will also help the Directors and Advisors in knowing
the regional finances and working through any concerns that are
presented through the COVID response.
5. GL | The Great Lakes would like to commend Mariah for her aim to have
proactive, risk management conversations with conference teams to
minimize unnecessary expenses. We believe that this aligns with the
corporation’s financial goals. However, we are concerned about an
undue emphasis on legislation. It is hard to say whether ADAFs pursue
legislation and finance equally and we feel that putting this standardized
expectation on ADAFs discounts the unique needs of each region.
6. SW | The Southwest appreciates Mariah’s bid and presentation detailing
how she grew from each position and accomplishment she has done in
her roles.The Southwest also appreciates the intention to further
develop the relationships with OCM and ACUHO-I. However, there is
concern that there is not much discussion on the development of her
goals for this position or the implementation of these overall.
7. GL | The Great Lakes is concerned about this candidate's approach to
social justice and inclusivity within NACURH and how it can be further
improved and implemented, especially with considerations to
scholarship and grant initiatives.
8. CA | The Central Atlantic would like to see more development and
refinement in Mariah's plans for policy interpretation, as well as training
for the ADAFs as policy interpreters. This could include referencing the
historical context of the specific policy, as well as the intention behind
why it was written.
9. IA | Would have liked to see overarching goals for the whole of NACURH
because so much of her bid was ADAF focused. Would like to see her
talk about her whole positional responsibility. Ideas for adafs are great,
but that’s not currently in her positional description. Her adaptability will
serve her well in transitioning some of those initiatives.
10. CA | Moves to extend discussion by 5 minutes
a) SA | Second
11. NE | While Mariah provided strong financial experience for regional
conferences and ADAFs, the North East is still concerned about lack of
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information surrounding experience with administrative duties required
for the NAO position.
12. CA | The Central Atlantic would like to see more development in
Mariah's plans for record-keeping, especially for historical documents.
Something that we have done this year is create a living history
document. If Mariah chose to implement this, it could include basic
information such as awards, as well as major happenings or decisions.
13. SA | SAACURH is excited to hear about Mariah’s plans to implement a
NACURH Finance Case Studies and Finance Task Forces. We would
have liked to hear more specifics on plans for legislation and support for
the annual conference finance chair.
14. PA | The Pacific believes that Mariah has considerable experience in the
responsibilities of the NAO. However, we are concerned regarding the
limited vision on the largest initiatives affecting NACURH like ACUHO-I
and COVID-19. Additionally, the lack of specific goals within her bid is
concerning, but we do recognize that she did have more goals in her
presentation.
15. SA | SA appreciates Mariah’s ideas to promote organizational practices
through organizing forms, documents, and historical documents in the
Google Drive and sharing Google Calendar with those she works with to
assist in planning. However, the SA would like to see her future ideas for
how she plans to transition from the NACURH Connection to the Google
Drive. *once they free us from that binding contract*
16. NE | Moves to caucus for five minutes
a) MA | Second
17. SW | The Southwest in general is undecided on how to vote. Overall, the
presentation and bid heavily touched on past experience and we are
certain that Mariah is qualified to run for this position. However, there
are still pieces of information that are unclear. The presentation and bid
has largely focused on what the ADAFs might be doing and task forces.
But, navigating other portions of the position were not as developed
including but not limited to, navigating the purpose of ACUHO-I and
ACPA partnerships and collaborating with other Executives. The
Southwest asked about expectation setting and we did not receive a
clear picture on what these expectations might be and how they will be
followed up with. With Mariah’s vast qualified experience, the root
concern is the lack of implementation plans which may hinder the first
portion of Mariah’s term if elected.
18. CA | Would like to take a moment to appreciate Mariah’s person first
approach to support for finance related roles as they seem to be the
most work intensive within NACURH.
19. Point of Personal Privilege | Can people speak a tad slower?
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20. PA | Would like everyone to think more about the definition of no
confidence and that someone can think on the responses/feedback and
rerun.
21. GL | Felt some of the questions that were asked were not answered fully
or to the extent that was expected or hoped for.
22. Chair | questions focused on ACUHO and ADAF, which aren’t in the job
description. If the answer is still that the answer doesn't meet
expectations, that’s fine, but don’t forget about the job functions when
it comes to this. No confidence is also meant to primarily be about
whether someone can fulfill the job functions, but can be used in certain
situations to allow someone to rerun as stated by the Pacific.
23. SW | Extend by 10 minutes
a) GL | Second
24. CA | Had some concerns that the role may have in the position but take
into account constructive criticism that she would be able to take. We
think she is qualified and are in support of her for this position.
25. MA | Motion to caucus for five minutes
a) GL | Second
26. Chair | Please speak candidly in this space about where your entity is at,
whether that’s something regarding where you are, or that you don’t
know where you are?
27. GL | You’ve said two things: Can this person fulfill this job, and if this
person is the best person for the job. Can you provide some
clarification?
a) Chair | It’s difficult. At the end of the day, no confidence vote
means that you don’t feel that this person can do the job. You’re
electing somebody that can do the job, but something to
consider is the limited pool and we hope that the person is also
the best person for the job.
28. PA | Point of information: If we speak candidly will it be omitted from the
minutes?
a) Chair | No.
29. CA | Can we have a straw poll to see whether people are comfortable
voting right now?
a) Chair | I would want us to talk about where we are at, then I will
entertain a straw poll.
30. NE | The North East believes that while there are areas of growth and
goals that needed more elaboration for Mariah, we feel they have been
adequately brought up in discussion in a constructive manner. We do
believe that Mariah has the qualifications for this job and hope that she
takes this feedback into consideration if elected.
31. SA | SAACURH believes Mariah can improve in the following areas:
organizational efforts with the NACURH Connection transition,
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corporate partnerships and MOUs, and collaboration with members of
NACURH leadership. Moreover, her presentation laid a foundation for a
potential NAO to be successful in the role with support from the
NACURH Chairperson and NACURH Advisor.
32. SW | To reiterate our previous discussion point, the Southwest is leaning
toward a no confidence vote because the lack of implementation plans
and development of how to execute this position is missing and we feel
that this may be a serious obstacle to overcome quickly which may cost
precious time in the beginning of term.
33. NCO | moves to caucus for 2 minutes
a) No second, motion dies
34. MA | At this time, the midwest is unsure if we would vote in favor or no
confidence. Some of the content in the bid did not necessarily pertain to
the responsibilities of the new NAO position.
35. GL | Echoes MA, would not feel ready to go into a vote. Still considering
lots of things.
36. Chair | Would entertain straw poll about being ready to vote.
a) SW | So moved
b) SA | Seconds
(1) 5-4-0, straw poll indicates comfortability with moving into
a vote
37. MA | Looking to the other regions that put a “no” in the strawpoll, what
kind of discussion will help steer to a clearer decision.
38. Chair | It’s okay to be confused. What are you weighing and what will
help you decide?
39. NCO | The NCO is strongly leaning towards a no confidence vote. We
feel that there was a disconnect between what was prioritized in
Mariah’s presentation and the development of information provided
during Q&A.
40. CA | In reflecting on SWACURH's point, and considering the relevant
impact of the outcome of these elections, the impact of not electing
someone will leave critical completion of things post conference to a
partial team without a financial role. We believe that we should weigh
this impact more than any other administrative shortcomings, as Mariah
has displayed clear financial skills in order to navigate weak points in her
plans in implementation.
41. IA | The IA is currently torn between whether or not we feel like
somebody is capable or if we understand their goal and vision for the
role. Based on the information provided, we’re torn because we are
trying to remove the bias that this human is probably capable but we’re
lacking information based on the pieces that are regarded as
responsibilities for the role description.
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42. Chair | We don’t allow outside information, so we make decisions based
on what they brought into the room and provided in the bid. We can no
longer extend time so we can end discussion or exhaust the speakers
list, caucus, etc.
43. SW | Moves to recess until after the dinner break
a) IA | Second
b) No dissent
44. Chair | You will have two hours, come back at 7:10 Eastern. We’ll move
back into this space where we can extend or end discussion. Let you
consider. You are not to discuss the election outside of this space with
each other, and especially not with the candidate. Do not discuss this at
all. With anybody.
45. GL | Moves to caucus for 5 mins
a) IA | Second
46. PA | Moves to exhaust speakers list with additions
a) SW | Seconds
b) No dissent
47. MA | YTR
48. CA | The Central Atlantic feels that Mariah has displayed considerable
financial literacy and skills that will allow her and the executives to make
informed and intentional decisions that preserve the corporation. While
we think that her specific goals for administration need more thought
and refinement, we have given this constructive criticism in the minutes.
We believe that Mariah has the skills to meet the immediate needs of
NACURH and the adaptability to improve on her later goals.
49. PA | We believe that even after we eliminate all goals deemed irrelevant
for the success of the NACURH Associate for Operations, we are still left
with a candidate who does not meet the preestablished expectations,
and would only satisfy the expectations as "good enough". In the
coming months, we cannot be operating under "good enough". There
were multiple aspects of the role that were omitted, and when
questioned gave answers that allude to a "lenient" treatment of financial
accountability, an unclear framework for interpreting of policy, and
someone who leaves our NACURH Board of Directors divided. For these
reasons, the Pacific Affiliate will be voting no confidence.
50. SW | Overall, through the Southwest’s previous discussion points, the
root cause of our vote from the lack of plan implementation was
demonstrated through the vagueness of goals in the bid and
presentation and answers in Q&A that did not provide some sort of
answer to the “how” question when asked about how to implement
those ideas. The Southwest supports the points made that these ideas
could be reformulated and that Mariah could try again. But, through
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VI.
VII.
VIII.

solely the information presented in the bid and today, the Southwest will
be casting a vote of no confidence at this time.
51. MA | Yield to redundancy
52. NE | Yield
53. IA | Moves to vote
a) MA | Seconds
b) No dissent
Recess for Dinner
Attendance
NACURH Associate for NRHH Election
A. GL | Moves to open the floor for nominations
1. SA | Seconds
B. CA | Nominates Annemarie Thomas
1. SA | Seconds
2. Accepted
C. IA | Moves to close the floor for nominations
1. SW | Seconds
D. Presentation
E. Question & Answer
1. SA | In your bid you talked about inclusive practices and implementing
those in NRHH. What do you think that will look like and what are some
action items for better inclusive practices?
a) Annemarie | One of the things the mission and vision statement
task force that NRHH currently has is one part of what we hope
to include is serving inclusive comms and increasing our inclusive
practices. What I envision this looking like is including action
plans and items in the next strategic plans whether that is
evaluation of our current practices or implementation of those.
Don’t know what that will look like and want to look at that with
the next ADNRHHs and the next exec committee. With the
identity networks, their specific identity groups would be helpful
to make sure those are implementing these ideas as well. Really
want to talk to the next ADNRHHs and want the accountability
and continue to do them in the coming years.
2. SW | In your bid you briefly mention increasing access to NACURH
services for MSI’s. Using language from your bid, what does a
“meaningful regional effort” mean to you?
a) Annemarie | For me, it would be an evaluation of the current
services we offer and utilization of NACURH as a whole to see
what others are doing as far as inclusive practices reaching out
to those minority serving institutions. Seeing what you’re offering
and getting feedback on what institutions are looking for.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

Creating, building, and implementing changes to attract schools
based on that feedback.
NE | What do you believe to be NRHH’s biggest area of growth, and
how will you address it?
a) Annemarie | It’s a little bit hard with the current situations, but I
have always seen one of the biggest changes of growth being
notoriety or recognition by name. For example, Greek Life on
many campuses know about it before they even come to campus.
Students entering residence life or residence hall communities,
they don’t know about NRHH. COVID-19 makes it harder as
some students may not even be coming back to campus.
Working with NAE, I want to work to create recruitment material
that is easily adaptable to campuses and for ADNRHHs to utilize
to reach out to schools that are not currently affiliated. Marketing
materials to get our name out there and a common name
organization for students coming to campus.
Time called
a) GL | Moves to extend Q&A by 5 mins
b) IA | Seconds
MA | Did you meet with any of the current execs to discuss the
prospects of serving in this role and if so, what did you gain from these
interactions?
a) Annemarie | I met with Rick a couple times to talk about what this
position would entail. Would have liked to have met with Mal,
but didn’t have time to with the end of the school year. Spoke
twice with rick about what the position entails. Wanted to learn
about what this position does that’s more nacurh-facing that
people don't necessarily see. Reflected on whether I wanted the
nacurh-facing responsibilities and creating goals around those.
GL | You mention in your bid how you hold yourself accountable. Can
you talk about how you hold others accountable (or plan to)?
a) Annemarie | I think for me, it starts with holding myself
accountable and making sure the deadlines I set are obtainable
and giving adequate time for them. Taking feedback from those
that I work with and if the deadline is not reachable, adjusting
where I can. Constant communication with sharing deadlines in
advance and if someone isn’t making deadlines, setting up a time
with them to talk about why it’s happening and how they can be
supported, as well as any disciplinary pieces. If this becomes an
issue, figuring out why it’s happening and if it’s something we
can fix.
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7. Chair | You mentioned that people don’t see the nacurh-facing. What do
you believe is the NAN’s larger role, scope, and purpose on the
executive committee besides NRHH.
a) Annemarie | I think for me when I think about hte NAN, while it is
the main nrhh facing person within the honorary, their role within
the exec comm is keeping NRHH perspectives in mind in
conversations. Also thinking about what the role of NRHH is
within the Honorary, with both supporting each other. What is
done with the honorary and what is done with the corporation.
Navigating that balance as well.
8. IA | You mentioned the evaluation of NACURH Services throughout your
bid. What do you foresee this looking like?
a) Annemarie | I envision the evaluation looking like looking at some
current data (service tracker submissions, engagement in round
tables, etc) and looking at how people are engaging with them.
What is the most popular, most used, most informative. Looking
at why some are being used and some aren’t to look at why
these things are happening & looking at what we’re providing,
the frequency, marketing, how it’s used & when. If we don’t have
data, working with other execs ot include it in NSPA evaluations
& other evaluations throughout the year
9. Time called
a) IA | Moves to extend Q&A by 5 mins
b) MA | 2nd
10. SW | You mentioned getting alumni involved. How do you envision
doing this?
a) Annemarie | This is a conversation that I had on a current task
force I am on in looking at the evaluation and how in a couple of
years how we would see this initiative to look like. If this task
force was remade in years to come, reaching out to those that
previously served on it to share what their vision was when they
were on the committee. They may have a different vision or path
than the original vision of it. What they found helpful, what they
did, what their vision for it to be. If it’s positive and they find it
helpful, we could explore them helping sooner. The idea was to
bring them in to get the idea behind the intended path.
11. NCO | How do you envision collaboration with other NACURH
initiatives, like the identity networks, to support your idea of these
monthly themes?
a) Annemarie | Not something I’d considered. Meeting with id
network chairs, seeing if what they envision fits within these
months. My interpretation of the intent of the legislation was that
they’d be community service based or national service based
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(medical relief, health support, etc.) working with them to see if
something falls into their specific id network to use as a service
month theme.
12. PA | How do you plan on supporting ADNRHHs on the proposed revised
affiliation process?
a) Annemarie | My hope in supporting ADNRHHs through this
process is helping them identifying key information that needs to
be relayed to their representatives. Hosting a roundtable for
what it means to affiliate and what specific information needs to
be sent out, when to send it out, social media information if
that’s what they’re looking for. Making clear the changes being
made on the national level as well as including information on the
NACURH/regional websites about what changes are being made
to affiliation.
13. GL | How do you foresee service on a campus, regional ,and national
level this coming year?
a) Annemarie | With at least, most certainly, service in the fall will
look a lot different than what we have faced before. I had the
privilege of holding a service nrhh roundtable with the midwest
CORS and one thing we created was virtua service bingo that
helped give ideas to campuses about different service opps that
are available virtually as well as working to develop ideas for
ADNRHHs to distribute. Seeing if there is anything adaptable to
offer virtual service opps and give them to the campus and
regional levels.
14. Time called
a) IA | moves to extend by 5 minutes
(1) SA | Second
15. SW | In your presentation, you explicitly mentioned an opportunity with
the NAE. Could you elaborate on potential opportunities to collaborate
with other Execs?
a) Annemarie | collab w/ NAE and NAO looks more on the financial
side and those opportunities we offer especially grants and
scholarships. Working w/ chairperson in making sure that there
are consistent boardroom experiences between NBD and NNB.
with execs as a whole, making sure NRHH’s identity is seen
throughout the corporation. Lots of collaborative opportunities
can come from this.
16. NCO | How do you plan to support ADNRHHs in providing resources to
NRHH chapters on campuses and help retain NRHH chapters?
a) Annemarie | I outlined it a little bit in my bid, but for support
when it comes to chartering new chapters I want to help create a
template email that outlines the value of NRHH on the NACURH
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level and regional level that could help incentivize the chartering.
Also create a folder with the resources that we offer. If you send
it to schools that want to charter, it puts it into a central location
can make it easier to access and for ADNRHHs to serve the
institutions. As for affiliated retention, talking about what the
NRHH rep experience looks like on the regional level and what
ways we can implement that. Does not have the depth to provide
more information beyond what is happening in the Central
Atlantic, but wants to collaborate with ADNRHHs to talk through
what is needed in the NRHH Rep experience.
17. SA | SAACURH was interested to hear more about the Cultural
competency training for the OTM committee? Could you expand upon
your plans?
a) Annemarie | What I had in mind when it came to that was there
are certain OTMs written about programs or individuals on
campuses that maybe outside of the realm of what people may
have normally experienced that may draw them to vote for that
OTM regardless of the content of it. Want to provide bias and
cultural competency training and specific ways on how to avoid
it. It is something I want to do a little more research on as I am
not fully aware of everything that goes into it. Want to work with
ADNRHHs on this too. Want to make sure the training that we
are providing is comprehensive.
b) SA | Follow Up: Would this plan also be transferable at the
regional level OTM Selection Committees, too?
c) Annemarie | Yes, that is my goal. If there are specific things done
on the regional level such as SA having two additional categories,
it can be adapted so that the regions are meeting the needs of
their affiliates and hopefully the training can trickle down to
campuses as well.
18. Time called
a) SA | moves to exhaust with additions
(1) CA | Second
19. NAA | The executive committee is wondering which year 3 strategic
planning initiative(s) you’re most excited about implementing next year?
a) Annemarie | It’s one that is already stated by current exec comm.
Providing campus level initiatives on the nacurh level such as
roundtable initiatives. Through the continuation of the NACURH
webinars and roundtables, and expansion on RHA roundtables.
Continue providing these opportunities and would love to see
general member involvement on NACURH level task forces.
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20. MA | Midwest would like to know if you could touch on the other goals
for OTMS you mentioned in your bid, such as the categories and the
new website guide?
a) Annemarie | new otm site has been launched. Exciting but there's
lots of bugs there. Summer months will be critical to encourage
usage or have a specific focus group. Want to make sure those
bugs are worked out. Since it’s a new website i’d like to go
through and outline some of the changes that have been made.
Resources for all institutions about how to use the website. What
are the specific changes and how can we navigate those.
Evaluation of the OTM categories is something that Rick and
those before have done. Want to see what kind of progress has
been made. Want to change the descriptions to be more easily
engaged with and get quality submissions here.
21. NE | How do you plan on balancing standardizing initiatives while
respecting regional and campus traditions?
a) Annemarie | That is a great question. One of the things I love
most in research creation. You can develop best practices and
input in the process, but one of the things I want to make sure it
is adaptable. Spaces for regions or representatives to include or
omit information that doesn't pertain to them. Providing them
with different avenues through which to obtain it and providing a
collective of information that they can pick and choose what is
useful for them. Being able to find what is useful for them as a
resource.
22. GL | How do you plan to measure your effectiveness on the goals you’ve
laid out?
a) Annemarie | Some of them it is very easy to be like “okay cool I
did the thing, looked at the thing” other ones will depend on the
feedback I Receive from constituents and the other leadership
members. I did this thing, how does it look from your
constituents and asking for more qualitative feedback and
looking how it is utilized. Arepople engaging with it and using it?
Otherwise, it needs to be modified or get rid of it.
23. IA | You mentioned promoting NRHH chartering to small schools. What
do you believe the benefit of promoting to smaller schools is and what
benefit can NRHH provide them?
a) Annemarie | So this is another conversation NNB had in passing
that I’d love to evaluate and look more into. NRHHs are often
smaller than RHAs and more often tied with OTM system even
though any affiliated institution has the option to write OTMs.
both of those things make it desirable to schools who can’t host
an RHA but might be able to host an NRHH. NRHH isn’t a
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programming board but it’s more about the community,
leadership opportunity, etc. there are specific aspects that make
NRHH enticing to schools regardless whether they have an RHA.
24. NCO | To support NRHH members you mention the utilization of
Facebook, do you plan on using any other social types medias?
a) Annemarie | Yes. So currently Facebook is really the only place
we have as we have an NRHH group on Facebook. I would like to
see more NRHH marketing in the NACURH social media or
potential creating a specific NRHH Instagram page.
25. MA | Your bid contains the strategic plan NRHH initiatives. Can you tell
us more about your plan to see these initiatives through? You mention
recognition & service ad hoc, inclusion of evaluating initiatives, etc.
would like more elaboration on the strategic plan parts of your bid.
a) Annemarie | one thing we discussed as an ad hoc was
intentionally including evaluation and continuation of the tf in the
plan. Some other things include looking at other services we
started, task forces we had, but didn’t have enough time to
accomplish in the span of this year. Want to ensure continuity &
working with NNB and seeing how their vision fits into the SP
26. CA | How do you plan to help regional boards navigate NRHH-related
vacancies?
a) Annemarie | I think the first thing is reaching out to the regional
board. When it comes to finance vacancies, there are specific
policies that outline how those positions are filled. Reaching out
to the boards and meeting with directors and NRHH CO and
ADNRHHs to see how I can best support them and how they plan
to delineate some of their responsibilities a person would have
and talking about NRHH deadlines and making sure that all the
specific ones are met such as OTM voting.
27. PA | can you please expand more on your “one sheeter” plan for
candidate membership for chapters as mentioned in your bid?
a) Annemarie | When I was a general member, I had no clue what a
candidate member was. In conversations in CA, this sentiment is
shared. Candidate membership is used pretty differently by
different institutions. Create a one pager about the definition of
candidate membership, how they utilize it, and what it means to
be a candidate member. By creating this resource, want to open
the door for ADNRHHs to be able to have these conversations
about candidate membership
28. NAA | Can you talk about how you envision working with the NAE in
best supporting the ADNRHHs in the NNB space.
a) Annemarie | In my current position, the set up netweent he NAN
and NAE is the same as the ADNRHH and COBRAS in CA. I have
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experience working with someone else in that setting and would
like to bring best practices and learn from my mistakes to that
space. Get their ideas on different initiatives and materials that
are being created so their voice is being heard in those spaces.
Utilize their experiences in NACURH in the online and in-person
spaces so I am supporting them the best I can.
29. CA | The Central Atlantic values prioritizing people and experiences,
what does this mean to you and how will you bring it to your leadership?
a) Annemarie | Going back to what I mentioned before, the way I
see this in my leadership and want to bring into the position is
remembering who we serve. Having an intentional impact on
those affiliated, as well as the NACURH and regional leadership.
Is everything impacting them in a positive manner regardless of if
they are NRHH specific or not.
30. IA | You mention the implementation of a spring task force that focuses
on the ADNRHH job responsibilities. The Intermountain would just like
more context behind why this is an idea and what you feel is the role of
this?
a) Annemarie | The reason I put this in my bid was that I was giving
a presentation at transition about what the ADNRHH role does.
Pulled regional policy and nacurh policy. There were 24 things
(ish). I’d like to see this happen between what nacurh says they
do vs what the region sys and how/if they align. Want to make
sure nacurh policy reflects what adnrhhs actually do, especially
since we often get buried in other tasks. Want to give a clearer
picture about what it means to be in NACURH LEadership as an
ADNRHH
b) IA | Who do you foresee taking part in this task force?
(1) ADNRHHs because they are currently serving in the role.
If that is not the vision of Leadership/Exec, then I am open
to adding more people. However, NAN, ADNRHHs, and
NRHH Advisor at the very least.
31. PA | Beyond ADNRHH, how do you plan to support the regions without
a CO related to NRHH or an NRHH Advisor?
a) Annemarie | Support within the region, what the role looks like
on the regional board. I have a co for nrhh but it’s still
overwhelming especially when the board doesn’t have a lot of
experience. Hard when you’re the only NRHH-centric person.
Supporting them where we can.
32. Chair | The execs are wondering if you can provide us with a concise
vision for where you think the honorary needs to be heading.
a) Annemarie | I think that this year for the honorary was a very
good year and provided a lot of growth, intentional planning,
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and advancement. In the years to come, specifically this next
year, is capitalizing on that advancement and making sure the
honorary is deepening the resources that we provide and being
intentional in the way we are representing the corporation.
Specifically, how we see ourselves in the mission and vision
statement being reshaped and implemented on our campuses.
33. NE | How do you plan to seek out, acquire, and incorporate the
perspectives of chapters into the business of the NNB?
a) Annemarie | That really starts with the ADNRHHs and having
intentional conversations with the mhow to communicate with
reps. In CAACURH, NRHH attendance at non conference chats is
very low and that came at the beginning of my term. I didn’t
emphasize what it means to be an NRHH rep whereas the NCC
clearly expresses the role of NCC regionally. Want to talk to
ADNRHHs on how to communicate with reps and that they are
their chapter’s reps and representing their chapter and
institution. Before covid, I wanted to make sure as a nexec at
regional conferences that I was engaging in intentional convs
with reps and what it means for them to be a part of the
honorary. Despite covid, it is one of my big goals of making
accessibility to NACURH Execs more prominent and showing
reps that I am also a student and human being. That they can
come to me with NACURH stuff.
34. IA | What challenges do you think the honorary will face with COVID-19
this coming year?
a) Annemarie | I think one of the biggest issues we’ll face surrounds
both values. Recognition - chapters tend to engage with
recognition value through OTMs. if campuses aren’t open to
students, they might not be able to write OTMs. engaging in the
values and showcasing the value of NRHH in a virtual setting.
Want to provide resources outside of traditional recognition
(OTMs) and on campus service to show that we’re versatile and
adaptable even if we’re not in person. Want to engage with the
values even outside of a specifically on campus environment.
F. Pro/Con
Pro

Con

Connected goals to mission statement

-

Strong vision for direction of nrhh

Research for initiatives

Service month themes

Limited chapter feedback collection
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initiatives
-

-

-

Lack of collaboration on task forces

Knowledge of strategic plan

-

Planned collab with standing committees

Lacks scope beyond region

-

Limited new initiatives for future

Acknowledges challenges facing
chapters

Planning with other executives

-

-

-

-

Candidate membership ideas

-

G. Discussion
1. SA | moves to caucus for 10 minutes
a) GL | Second
2. SW | YTR
3. IA | Moves to re-enter caucus for 5 minutes
a) No second, motion dies
4. SW | The Southwest is in support of this candidate. They had a very
detailed plan which involved alumni involvement plans, a plan to
collaborate with the other executives mostly talking with the NAE, NAO,
and the chair. One thing we would suggest at the moment was that the
communication plan was not as specific other than remaining intentional
with email
5. SA | Acknowledges that some details need to be worked out for some
plans in the bid, but recognize the dedication and passion to complete
these plans.
6. NCO | The Corporate Office feels very strongly in favor of this
candidate, and we believe that the new initiatives, including bias training
for committees, working with identity networks, and affiliate retention
processes, will further develop the NRHH within our corporation in this
strategic planning year.
7. MA | The Midwest feels that through reading the bid and listening to
Q&A, the presentation overall lacked research behind positional
initiatives and goals such as the cultural competency bias training and
the various duties of ADNRHHs outlined within regional policy books.
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8. NE | While the Northeast appreciates Annemarie’s plans for navigating
360 evaluations and other initiatives new to the NAN role, we have
reservations with the lack of depth in her vision and action item
implementation for the Honorary.
9. PA | The pacific believes the candidate holds strong ideas for the
position regarding task forces and supporting ADNRHHs without an
NRHH advisor, however, we would like to see more elaboration from the
candidate on the role of the NAN on the executive committee as a
whole
10. PA | We believe that while Annemarie has a significant number of goals,
we’re concerned with a lack of vision as evidenced in Q&A
11. GL | The great lakes appreciate Annemarie’s ideas for supporting
ADNRHHs, but would have appreciated a broader scope of the various
regions
12. SA | The South Atlantic appreciates Annemarie’s dedication to further
clarifying the membership types as outlined in her bid, but we hope that
conversations with the ADNRHHs and Executives in the future can be
utilize to figure out how to support this structure better as it has been a
continual challenge for campuses to navigate.
13. PA | Point of Privilege: can we see the list of expectations again?
a) Chair | It would be my pleasure.
14. Chair | particularly important to have a robust discussion on NAN - NAN
leads half the corporation as the “chair'' of the honorary - think about
expectations we might have for a chair. They lead a whole branch so our
standards and conversation are expected to match that level of care.
15. NE | moves to caucus for 3 mins
a) PA | Seconds
b) GL | Dissent, 5 mins
c) Amendment accepted, caucus for 5 mins
16. GL | The Great Lakes appreciates Annemarie’s goals and initiatives,
however the level of depth behind those goals shows limitations.
Additionally, her overall approach to achieving those goals seemed
strongly reliant to further input and direction from the NNB. While it is
not inherently an issue to collaborate in that space to move the
Honorary forward, it was concerning that they did not express direct
action plans to start. We would have liked to have seen a stronger
emphasis on this candidate's ability to provide direction within the
Honorary while taking input from the NNB into consideration.
17. IA | The intermountain feels as though we set the expectations of a NAN
having clear goals and support of ADNRHHs was lacking in both bid and
presentation, aside from this, preliminary action items to accomplish
goals was unclear. We also feel as though there is a desire to move
NACURH and the honorary forward based off of what we were given we
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feel as though there is a lack of substance behind this as there was little
research done outside of her region or with the executive committee.
Evaluation was mentioned throughout all 3 sections of this election and
besides NSPA and taskforces there was nothing else and feel as though
more is needed based off of the large focus on this. So as of right now
the intermountain is leaning towards no confidence.
18. PA | The pacific would like to see more ways where the candidate can
expand more or utilize current resources rather than create new ones,
for example utilizing the recently created candidate membership
manual.
19. NE | The North East believes that Annemarie made it clear that she
hopes to evaluate current services before making new ones which was a
direct expectation we set as a group and appreciate the sentiments she
provided about this aspect of materials provided.
20. MA | While the Midwest believes that the passion is there, we feel that
when analyzing the expectations set for NAN candidates, Annemarie
lacks an individualized vision for the honorary beyond what is required of
serving in the NAN role.
21. NE | Though Annemarie provided new initiatives for the Honorary, the
Northeast wishes there was more provided in way of action items and
timelines, specifically around some of the larger initiatives such as the
OTM Voting Committee training. Additionally, the Northeast wishes that
there was more discussion on establishing direction for the Honorary
through next year’s strategic planning process.
22. IA | the Intermountain feels as though we cannot expect a person to take
everything we are stating into account in the future and base our
decision based off of that. We should be voting on what we have been
given
a) NAN | part of this is about how this is a time for feedback,
regardless of how much you take into account here.
b) Chair | While providing things for feedback is helpful, are you
saying that these shouldn’t necessarily be considered at this
time?
c) NAN | from materials presented, are you asking that someone be
more forthcoming?
d) Chair | We can use this time for feedback and should. Saying “we
wish there were more full” is different than “this is totally
missing” and how you interpret that as you make decisions.
23. PA | the Pacific believes the candidate has limited understanding of nrhh
within nacurh and makes us concerned for her ability to lead the NNB
and the ADNRHHs
24. SA | Although details with new initiatives & platforms, will need to be
worked out, the south atlantic believes that Annemarie will have the
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IX.
X.

skills & support to accomplish & meet everything noted within the
expectations set. She mentioned her adaptability & successes within the
role, which will prove valuable when working with others within the NNB
& leading it forward
25. Time called
a) SW | Moves to extend by 5 minutes
b) GL | Seconds
c) No dissent
26. NE | Though she did give attention to potential connections to the other
Execs, the North East feels that Annemarie’s comments regarding her
efforts to collaborate with her executive counterparts were lacking in
depth and number.
27. NCO | The NCO acknowledges the points that have been made
regarding a lack of direction in the candidate’s visions, but we feel that
Annemarie has demonstrated that her plans include collaborating with
other execs to develop a vision, and to support the honorary as a whole
28. NE | moves to exhaust the speaker’s list with additions
a) MA | Seconds
29. SW | The Southwest would like to add on to our previous discussion
point and add that she made various points of how she wishes to
conduct assessment. The southwest does believe there is growth that
needs to happen within her plan for 360 evals. Overall, the Southwest
believes that Annemarie vision is more focused on refining what we
already have in our basket of services and assessing what we have versus
creating something new because this upcoming year is ultimately
attempting to retain our chapters as best as we can. Annemarie does
need to think more about new initiatives but we do appreciate the level
of innovation with resources we already have.
30. PA | Yield to redundancy
31. SA | Yield to redundancy
32. CA | Has seen positive growth as discussed by Annemarie in her bid and
would like folks to consider how easy it is to implement things such as
deadlines into already established goals.
H. Annemarie Thomas has been elected as the 2020-2021 NACURH Associate for
NRHH.
CA | Moves to adjourn until 12:00 PM EDT Tomorrow
1. AC| Second
Recess
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 20, 2020
I.
Called to order at 12:03 PM EDT
II.
Attendance
III.
NACURH Associate for Engagement Election
A. SA | Moves to open nominations for the NACURH Associate for Engagement
1. AC | Seconds
B. SW | Nominates Noheli Serrano
1. SA | Seconds
2. Accepted
C. IA | Moves to close the floor for nominations
1. MA | Seconds
D. Presentation
E. Question & Answer
1. CA | How will you help regional boards navigate recruitment or
marketing related vacancies?
a) Noheli | I will work with regional boards for the marketing related
vacancies by speaking with the Director, Regional Advisor, and
regional NRHH advisor to assemble a plan on what marketing
initiatives are on the forefront of the region’s mind right now.
After this is established, I will work with regions to develop
regional marketing templates so they can utilize them in the
future instead of being stressed about social media during the
time of the vacancy.
2. GL | You mentioned having interest in having U session more united.
Can you share some on your vision for NACURH U?
a) Noheli | I want to look at having NRHH session for NACURH U.
Though this typically goes hand in hand with boardroom, I’d like
to see a comprehensive presentation for members (or potential
future sessions) to learn more comprehensively about what
NRHH is, gain clarity on membership types, etc. so when they
return to campuses they feel confident to follow through.
3. SA | SAACURH loved hearing about your inclusive practices and
initiatives to reach out to underrepresented schools in NACURH. We
wanted to know how you plan to incorporate other members of
leadership, and if those plans will also be adaptable to regional boards?
a) Noheli | How I would be incorporating other members of
leadership is working hand in hand with the regional boards who
have minority serving institutions in their regions. They know
their regions best. I want to lead the conversation in that,
working hand in hand with regional boards for outreach. Working
with other members of leadership: once reaching out to those
institutions, creating a list of resources to better serve those
institutions and will reach out to marketing COs to help with
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4.

5.

6.

7.

creating resources. Reaching out to Directors to send out these
resources to their regions. Including these resources in regional
newsletters. I see this project as a collaborative effort within all of
NACURH, working alongside all regional boards and the eexec
committee to compile our knowledge to make it happen.
CA | The CA values prioritizing people and experiences. What does this
mean to you, and how will it be a part of your leadership?
a) Noheli | I believe one of the main reasons people love NACURH
is the experiences they get out of nacurh whether it is their first
conference or their first regional conference. With the affiliation
campaign, I want to highlight the experiences that our
constituents feel when they enter the boardroom, how they feel
on the board, etc. Take those experiences and highlight those
individuals to emphasize what makes them feel limitless. Show
that although we are still working on our value proposition, there
are still great things we are doing that makes us successful.
NAN | Exec committee would like to know what the role of NAE is in
NRHH outside of the administrative boardroom responsibilities?
a) Noheli | I believe the role of NAE within NRHH is to be that
support. I am not very good with construction terms, but there is
a deck, then some supportive beams to help the deck be tall. I
believe the NAE are those support beams and the deck is the
NNB and NAN. NAE is there for NNB and NAN to lean on. If the
NAN wants to run new projects past someone, the NAE is there.
If the NNB wants to see a different side of NRHH, they have a
different person they can reach out. NAN, NRHH NACURH
Advisor, and the NAE are there for the ADNRHHs to reach out.
Making sure everyone feels confident in their roles.
MA | Within the positional description for NAE, it states the NAE will
maintain and update the NACURH and NRHH websites. What
transferable skills do you have that have prepared you to take on this
specific task?
a) Noheli | Being in my degree, I will (soon) have a degree in
communication. Curriculum was focused on interpersonal and
cross-cultural. We had to focus on social media and public
engagement even if that wasn’t our focus. Experience in coding
my own website from the ground-up. My experience with that
coding for a project, I feel confident that working behind the
scenes on the websites, I’d be familiar enough to do this
successfully and build my strengths in this category.
Time
a) SW | Moves to extend by 10 minutes
b) CA | Seconds
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8. PA | What do you see as your biggest obstacle within NAE and how do
you see yourself overcoming that?
a) Noheli | I think the biggest obstacle is how difficult engagement
is going to be next year. With looking into the horizon and
looking forward to the possibility of lack of affiliates. Lack of
affiliates means less engagement with resources and webinars.
That is very limiting. I would work through that by looking to
other avenues of engaging with members. Engagement is going
to look very different, but we will have to consider what
resources look like now. Members may not be as available to
participate in our initiatives and consider these different routes of
engagement. More social media oriented? Going into webinars
and roundtable participation. Finding what’s working for that
limited engagement, then building on that to get more
engagement.
9. SA | SAACURH appreciated your ideas for promoting the LINK to
increase article submissions specifically towards our member institutions.
We would like to know how do you plan to hold regional boards
accountable for submitting their required articles?
a) Noheli | I think that’ll be difficult because we passed a piece at
Semis that ADNRHHs no longer have to submit things
themselves. Still want to see that engagement from Leadership.
Leadership brings a lot. Asking each regional board to submit 2
articles. Having an honor system about what we’d like to see out
of people.
10. NE | What do you believe to be NACURH’s largest area of growth and
how do you plan to address that if elected?
a) Noheli | Inclusivity and diversity. Our practices are diverse across
the organization. From the pacific, we are used to having pieces
come to us that strive to increase inclusivity but I know this is not
the same for all regions because it is so varied. I would like to
focus on maybe we need diversity training for Leadership, how to
be an ally to our constituents, how do you advocate for yourself
and others, and how you create space for these
underrepresented individuals. Make this a part of the training for
incoming boards members to make it consistent across entities.
11. SW | The NAE is charged with external assessment. Do you see
opportunities for improvement in what the NSPA is used for and how its
data is used currently?
a) Noheli | Currently as it stands, I like where the NSPA is heading
with its vision. With Mallory’s presentation monday, are out
members satisfied as a whole regional, with NACURH. Do they
feel comfortable speaking up in their spaces. Each region can
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look at their areas of improvement, and that I want to keep. I
want to explore that question of “my voice feels heard” in these
spaces. Want more questions about why do they believe their
voice isn’t heard. So we can gather more data to develop more
resources to allow for more of our members to feel like their
voice is heard and that it matters in boardroom.
12. Chair | You touched on a campaign and recruitment of MSIs. We’re
anticipating losing potentially 40-50% of our affiliates. What are your
plans to retain affiliates that we already have?
a) Noheli | I want to follow up with institutions that don’t affiliate
with us or maybe on the fence. Roughly towards our RLCs is
when we see a lot of our affiliates come in and when we get a lot
of the reports in. Use that time to reach out to member
institutions that affiliated with us this year to instill affiliation into
the conversation. RLCs starting soon, it’s affiliation time - are you
looking to affiliate and if you are here’s the link let’s get started.
If you aren’t, let’s talk about why to improve. It will need to be
research based and looking at how we can adapt to the changes
and challenges. How can we make this work still? Finances is
going to be difficult and can we afford to bring down the costs?
Looking at possibilities with exec committee to see if we can
actually bring down finance costs or have a waiver for COVID-19.
If there’s anything I want to focus on, it’s pulling in data and
seeing how we can retain affiliates. Reaching out to those that
affiliated this year to see how we can support their retainment
next year.
b) Chair | What might your value proposition to these institutions
look like if we are primarily digital?
(1) Noheli | Look into choose your own adventure. Alright we
want you to affiliate with us here are our services. What
services are you most interested in? To create a value
proposition create a group of services NACURH and
regionally as a portfolio to show as an affiliation method.
Choose your own adventure in the different services we
have to offer and which they are interested in.
13. Time called
a) GL | Moves to extend by 5 mins
(1) NE | Second
14. CA | What is a weak point in your personal leadership and how have/will
you overcome it?
a) Noheli | My biggest weakness in my personal leadership is I have
a hard time asking for help. I wouldn’t say I'm an indemente
leader, but I have a responsibility and these are my job and I was
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elected to fulfill these responsibilities. When all of my
responsibilities catch up to me, I can shut down. It can get to me
with being a perfectionist. Being honest with my communications
and explaining a lot is going on in my personal life or in my
position and asking for extra support. I have actively been
working on that this year. My quality time love language makes
me enjoy having face time and being able to talk over things
such as constitution review. Working on stuff while having the
face time, even just having their presence there with me helps
me feel supported. A little help looks a little different in my
definition, and I have been working on it, but something I still
struggle with.
15. NCO | Yield to redundancy.
16. MA | In your bid you mentioned exploring the possibility of an affiliation
fee waiver, could you elaborate on that some more, and what financial
implications do you see this having on NACURH?
a) Noheli | At the time of writing my bid, I was thinking of finding a
few institutions who have previously affiliated but haven’t
recently, or ones who haven’t affiliated at all. “We want to gather
data of your experience in NACURH, would be willing to waive
the affiliation fee in order for us to gather this data” ask relevant
questions about RLC attendance, spring conferences, what
students learned/took back, etc. since writing the bid, this isn’t
super feasible right this moment, with potential of budgets being
significantly decreased next year. Would like to write down an
idea to pass along, but this year it’s probably not the best plan
given the current situation.
17. Time called
a) CA | Moves to exhaust with additions
b) NE | Seconds
18. MA | Do you have any thoughts on how we can generate more
responses for the NSPA?
a) Noheli | From MAllory’s presentation on Monday from where she
talked about how there are a significant number of respondents
from the midwest because she had them complete the nspa
while in the boardroom. That proved to be one of the most
effective ways to get a large amount of respondents all at once
from one entity. That should be a continued process and
NACURH Executive buddies should use it as an opportunity for
members to take the nspa at the time of their presentation. If all
exec committee members do that, we will begin so see a larger
increase in respondents. It may be the exact number of
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respondents, but it will be a close number to make data more
robust.
19. GL | What would you say are some of NACURH’s largest services right
now, and how will you work to refine current services and developing
new ones?
a) Noheli | Largest services offered are scholarships and grants.
High number of respondents there. POC identity network COVID
relief fund application… our students need and want that
funding. Things I don't necessarily want a hand in, but I want to
up the marketing on that. I’d balance that with new initiatives by
working on resources and guides that campuses and chapters
can use. Different cost margins for each. Resources can be made
very inexpensively. Time effort needs to be put in. want to work
on how to implement in residence halls in an efficient way.
20. NE | We were wondering what plans you have for training and transition
materials to ensure incoming Leadership feels prepared?
a) Noheli | I want to establish Training & Transition timeline before
Spring Conferences come around. I want to have leadership
chats on the books prior to elections so that we can market to
the incoming leadership team. The weekend after their election, I
am able to reach out and give them the dates to keep in mind
and block off. Emphasizing we will make the meetings fun and
structured to get things out of them. That the dates will be
consistent up until annual conference. I also want to talk about
trainings and bias services. Training our incoming boards about
what it means to be an ally to various communities. How they can
advocate for themselves and others within these spaces. Being in
NACURH leadership can be intimidating sometimes, especially
coming from a minority identity. Being prepared in terms of
implicit bias, and understanding and presenting our leaders.
These are my first initial plans. If elected into this position , I will
develop more training and transition plans. Want to create a
guide for incoming to give a sneak peek of what to expect.
21. IA | What branding and marketing needs do you see NRHH needing?
a) Noheli | I want NRHH to have an even bigger social media
presence and for their presence to match that of NACURH. Our
branding and marketing look very cohesive and comprehensive.
Not like these two have different shades of blue on them posted
two months apart, but concise and uniform on social media so
they are recognizable. When members are scrolling through their
feed, they recognize it’s NRHH. Using specific formats then they
can recognize the format and know it’s, for example, a
roundtable coming up. Putting faces to the marketing is effective
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and shows we are still people, we have experiences in this
organization, and want to share that experience into the region.
Want it to stand out and members to recognize it. Cohesive and
consistent across the board throughout the year and personable
so it’s something our members can relate to.
22. SW | You talk about standardizing regional U sessions. Can you talk
more about the process of standardizing these?
a) Noheli | I am envisioning, standarding can be a scary word. I get
chills from the word. When I attended GLACURH, each regional
board member did not attend the boardroom that saturday
morning, but instead grouped up and presented a GLACURH U
Session together (4 total) so that reps can attend them. Building
NRHH chapters, Diversity & Inclusion, etc. I had the opportunity
to co-present that one and watch and support who was
presenting that one and learn from a different entity. Want to see
us offering a set number of U sessions at the regional
conferences. We would like to see 2 - 5 regional U sessions
offered through your regional conferences. We would like to see
your regional boards as part of these U sessions, and we want
them to cover a wide variety of topics. Region cna pick which
topics to still include, and can pick new regional initiatives if they
want. Want to have more cohesive U sessions. If members swap,
or if members transfer institutions, it looks the same across the
board, with the same purpose, but is personalized.
23. GL | Can you expand on what your current plan is for your affiliation
campaign in terms of marketing?
a) Noheli | My current plan for the affiliation campaign in terms of
marketing is that I really want social media posts highlighting
members of NACURH and their experiencing answering the
question: what about NACURH makes you feel limitless? Working
towards that value proposition. Maybe even member of the
month situations with 2 members/month highlighted on our
instagram and facebook answering the question. Relating our
affiliation campaign to our LINK themes - what barriers did you
have to overcome, what limits did you come up against. Looking
at social media to highlight individual people and experiences.
Keeping up with the filter over the Facebook cover and profile
picture. If members in the regions are friending Leadership on
the Facebook, they were seeing these and recognizing it as
NACURH to utilize it as well. Having a call out for submissions
again for members to submit a picture and answering the
question. Showing everyone that NACURH is so diverse and
different from each other and we all feel limitless in the
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organization so when other institutions see our affiliations
campaign, they see all the students that they are somebody in
NACURH and want to be a part of it. Open doors through
affiliation this way.
24. NAA | Can you talk about your plans to implement digital engagement
opportunities? What ideas do you have for new initiatives or refinement
of current ones?
a) Noheli | For new: I really want to look at how we can use our
social media platforms more. Right now, we have lots of
engagement on pins day, founders day, etc. where we post
members on our story. Engagement in that way where we repost
members. Want to see more use of different options instagram
has where people can ask would you rather have x or x, weekly
poll so members can engage in that way. Also want to look at
instagram takeovers by the exec committee where we can
personally engage with members. Every month do a “day in the
life” for execs. Want them to be able to engage quickly and get
to know current execs and leadership more. Improving: how
popular we are on pin day & founders day. Want to see that kind
of engagement more regularly. Want to see tags, social media
posts, chapter story on NACURH page repost, etc. because
those are efficient & effective. Share your favorite conference
photos - would also engage alumni.
25. NAA | The executive committee is wondering which year 3 strategic
planning initiative(s) that aren’t mentioned in your bid, you’re most
excited about implementing next year?
a) Noheli | I really am excited for the corporate culture aspect of
developing plans of implementing NACURH vision and mission.
Getting to examine our vision and mission statement, looking at
the Links, and building a crossover. Make it more cohesive so it is
better for marketing, and this will help with our value
proposition. We can see the venn diagram and relate to our
value proposition since these are the messages we want to
incorporate into our organization.
26. NCO | Yield to redundancy.
27. SA | Support for NACURH Leadership and affiliates includes timely
release of information and ample time to complete tasks. How do you
plan to balance the release of this timely information with your other
obligations while holding entities and executives accountable?
a) Noheli | I thrive off of deadlines. If i have a big project, I use task
managers with google. I pace myself that way. Setting timelines
& deadlines for myself is what helps me prevent burnout in these
positions. I take my time & am able to still submit quality work.
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Would implement that same kind of strategy. Want to create a
timeline well in advance as soon as I’m able to. Once that
timeline has been set, following up with individual directors on
their regional progress. Want to provide support if they need
assistance. Once deadlines pass, follow up immediately with what
isn’t turned in or is lacking in certain areas. Want to communicate
effectively ongoing expectations to complete those tasks.
28. GL | The GL was wondering if you could share how you went about
preparing for your bid?
a) Noheli | I talked a lot with people that I trust. When I face any big
decision, I need to talk it out. I like to get it off my chest. Spoke a
lot with my host institution advisor and she has been there for me
in the last three years with professional and personal advice.
Seeing what my game plan would look like and if this was
something I would want to pursue, setting deadlines before even
jumping into it. Had a meeting with Mallory to talk to talk over
her views on affiliation and marketing and engagement. Talk over
her experiences and what can I take from her experiences to
adapt in my role. If there were any projects she had done. I met
with Lena as well. This role has a lot of crossover with what the
NAAs previously did. Wanted to get as much feedback and
experience from past NAAs. I am a big listener and when I am
making a big decision, I want to talk to my successors and get
advice from them. Sitting down with them, they gave me some
advice and wisdom to put together my bid. Creating an outline,
flushing it out, getting ideas for social media posts, so that when
I submit it, I am putting my best work forward.
29. PA | What did you learn from Semis that better prepared you for the
position?
a) Noheli | I didn’t have any preconceived notions about what
Semi’s was or what to expect. All I knew was the previous
ADNRHH came back from Semi’s saying she was a new leader
and that she was ready to take on any new challenges that came
her way. I went into Semi’s with no expectations and not really
knowing what I was getting myself into. Going to Semi’s, it was
tiring and it was long but I really felt like I walked through the
cold barefooted and came out the other side stronger. I left early
and I still felt like I was forged through the fire, iron sharpens iron
and that’s what happened. I was able to grow as a leader by
finding my voice in these spaces as the ADNRHH and as a
woman of color. Not only was I able to professionally and find my
leadership voice in that experience, I was able to grow through
my own challenges I was having at that time and grow within
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NACURH. I wasn’t looking at NACURH as an organization
anymore, I was seeing the wheels spinning and the gears turning
and seeing the corporate structure. I really liked the way it was
heading and seeing the insight that I was part of something
bigger that I didn’t even know yet. It was at Semi’s that I decided
I wanted to run for the Executive committee and I wanted to be a
part of the bigger organization. I changed a lot that weekend
and knew I could change even more if given the year.
30. CA | Can you expand on organizational skills that you have that you will
use in this position?
a) Noheli | Google cal, a little scared because my grad institution
uses outlook so yikes. Will send meeting invites, make sure
people respond in a timely way, sending out agendas. Biggest
strength is setting deadlines well in advance. Want to pass those
skills to leadership members. I also prioritize well. I literally sit
with paper and a pen and number my tasks at hand and assign
everything a day that things need to happen by.
31. NE | How do you plan to support institutions whose affiliation is only
limited to an NRHH chapter?
a) Noheli | Personally in my region, I have not seen that in the
Pacific. I will admit that and share that I do not have the
experience with that. I will work alongside the NAN to figure out
how we can support the NRHH chapter, the region’s ADNRHH to
support that chapter while I go in with the affiliation side. What
does it look like in the long run? Just continuing the NRHH
chapter on your campus or do you want to start an RHA. What
do you want to get out of affiliation with NACURH
32. SA | The South Atlantic recognizes that you have a passion for
expanding upon identity representation in NACURH. We would like to
know what identities you feel are not currently represented through
grants, identity network groups, and current resources that we should
work towards including in the next year?
a) Noheli | I think we need to have more support and more
resources for those who come from lower SES. I think that can be
a pivotal identity that someone carries, especially in higher ed
setting. Attending these situations is something many can’t
afford because of the cost. Campus living is also expensive. Ithink
we need to be better advocates for this community and offer
more resources for them. When you don’t receive financial
support & financial aid and want to continue leadership in
NACURH, there’s a lot of difficulty there because of those
barriers. Not sure how it should look, but definitely want to be an
advocate in those areas.
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33. CA | Can you please tell us the value of NACURH?
a) Noheli | The value of NACURH is in my eyes what you get out of
it. There are so many resources and services that we offer in-person conferences, webinars, roundtables, leadership
opportunities, to be on regional boards, conference chairs, etc.
It’s really what you want it to be. Again, choose your own
adventure. If you love your experience of a regional
representative and you want to expand upon that, it’s just as
important if someone wants to run to be a regional board
member. It’s really what you make of it. Every aspect of this
organization depends on what you do. Whether you’re serving
on boards, applying for grants, submitting bids, you are getting
what you want to get out of it and growing the way you want to
grow in the organization.
34. IA | YTR
35. GL | You talked about having call outs and direct emails to increase
engagement. If that doesn’t work, what is your next step?
a) Noheli | I’ll analyze the next steps. What I’m planning is not
necessarily replies to measure success, but tose email comms wll
have links to our scholarships and grants, webinars, etc. I will
track how many people are submitting or opening those links
compared to previous years when we didn’t have that direct
email communication. It’s more of how many more submissions
can we get from reaching out to member institutions. You’re
affiliated, here is a page with the links to our documents. If that
doesn't work with no improvement or increase, I will work with
exec comm to have direct communication to appear more
personable and reach out to them more. Asking for more
suggestions on ways to make this work or a new initiative to
reach out directly.
F. MA | moves to caucus for 10 mins
1. GL | Second
2. No dissent
G. Pro/Con
Pro

Con

Goal implementation plan

-

Affiliate diversification

Concerns around survey fatigue

Comprehensive resource portfolio

Lack of clear NACURH value
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-

-

Clear & detailed collaborations

-

Vision for NRHH support

unclear backup plans

Affiliation marketing plan

-

Focus on diversity & inclusion

-

H. PA | moves to end pro/con
1. SW | Second
I. Discussion
1. CA | The Central Atlantic would like to see considerable growth and
refinement in Noheli's idea of NACURH and its value to stakeholders.
This will be of critical importance moving forward, and we would like to
see her reflect on her marketing focus more in-depth. Specifically, we
would like to see the refinement of the value of NACURH to tangible
things something along the lines of this: NACURH is a transformative
organization and experience, where students in the residence hall can
grow as leaders, gain knowledge, challenge their assumptions, and have
a holistic growth experience in their on-campus homes. We create these
spaces both in-person and virtually, and seek to guide, inform, and
support the efforts of student leadership through conferences,
educational opportunities, professional development, scholarships,
grants, and more.
2. SA | SAACURH appreciates Noehli’s desire to incorporate more MSIs
within NACURH through engaging with the regional boards about this
topic. Moreover, SAACURH hopes Noheli will also ask for feedback at
the institutional level to better understand what current MSIs need &
how those insights may different across regions & then at the NACURH
level.
3. NE | The Northeast is appreciative of Noheli’s vision for supporting the
NAN and NNB. The goals and vision put forward in her candidacy
materials show a strong dedication to the Honorary and we believe that
Noheli would work effectively to forward the mission, vision, and values
of NRHH in the NAE position.
4. NE | The North East appreciates Noheli's many detailed strategies to
achieve her goals, as seen in her vision to expand the LINK by
connecting with folx outside of current NACURH Leadership and by
considering the inclusion of artsy content. We, however, do hope that
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Noheli can develop plans to promote accountability for RBD
submissions.
5. CA | Overall, the Central Atlantic is in full support of Noheli for this role.
The shortcomings that we have seen in her bid are ones which we
consider to be normal and overcomeable within a student leadership
position, and believe that with proper reflection and introspection, she
will become an effective and efficient NAE. She has displayed an
obvious vested interest in diversity, inclusive practices, and her vision for
NACURH while also holding necessary skills in order to reach them.
6. SW | The Southwest is overall supportive but with areas of improvement.
The Southwest acquired greater confidence in Noheli during her
presentation and Q&A because she was able to cite specific portions of
the strategic plan and the issues that NACURH are currently facing in her
decision making. Her decision making was then followed up with plans
for how to implement these. The Southwest does have suggestions for
Noheli to consider if elected to this position. While appreciative that her
decisions are backed by data, the Southwest believes that an over
reliance on surveying may hurt assessment participation later on. The
Southwest also suggests taking care when developing the
comprehensive list of services that regions provide in order to avoid
confusion of which services are region specific and ones that are
available throughout NACURH.
7. SA | SAACURH appreciates Noheli’s attention to detail and focuses on
communicating deadlines to affiliates, regional entities, and NACURH
executives while managing her obligations. We feel she covered setting
fair deadlines, communicating deadlines, and enforcing accountability
measures as follow up when tasks are not completed. Furthermore we
believe Noheli has demonstrated organizational skills to balance the task
focused nature of the NAE position and demonstrated the ability to hold
herself and others accountable.
8. Time called
a) SA | Moves to extend time by 5 minutes
b) CA | Seconds
9. SA | Would like to move to internal caucus for 2 minutes
a) CA | Seconds
b) NCO | Dissent, would prefer to actually caucus
10. NE | Moves to caucus for 5 minutes
a) SA | Seconds
11. GL | POI: Could we have access to the expectations for this caucus?
a) Chair | Sent in chat box
12. SA | Creating opportunities for various identities remains critical & we
appreciate Noheli’s ideas to advance the current Identity Network
opportunities. We would like to see Noheli, if elected, in conjunction
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with the NACURH executive Committee, to continue to consider more
actions to incorporate other identities within NACURH that are not
represented through our current resources.
13. CA | We appreciate Noheli's general plans for NRHM and continuity and
that her prior experience will equip her well for this duty. We would like
to see advance planning and preparation from Noheli in regards to
NRHM, specifically things such as "pledging" to participate in advance,
information being released in her representative communication in
advance, and guides being created over the summer rather than
immediately before the month begins.
14. PA | Concerned about Noheli’s ability to balance grad school with the
surplus of plans she has within this position.
15. MA | While the Midwest hoped for more expansion on Noheli’s plans for
incorporating the NAE role into the NNB space, we feel that Noheli
presented detailed action plans for how she will accomplish the tangible
goals set out within her bid, presentation, and responses in Q&A.
16. IA | The Intermountain would like to see noheli expand what we know
about affiliation in looking at how other organizations recruit and retain
members and to review her timeline for outreach for schools that have
not affiliated because the intermountain feels that waiting until October
is too late. We would also like to see additional consideration in
involving regional boards in these initiatives keeping in mind that when
institutions affiliate they are affiliating with both NACURH and regions.
Besides this the Intermountain fully supports this candidate as look
forward to seeing her navigate a challenging affiliation year with all the
strengths she brings.
17. MA | Can the point concerning balance be elaborated on more… like
where that came from?
a) PA | The point was mainly for continuity reasons. Previous and
similar concerns were expressed with other candidates. Wanted
to ensure that the discussion of the candidates is as consistent as
possible
b) Chair | it’s hard b/c it becomes a philosophical thing about
whether we’re able to say someone can or can’t handle the
balance, but it has been included in several elections in the past.
Perhaps better for PA to reclaim time to talk about other
concerns?
18. PA | We believe that even after we eliminate all goals that aren't directly
related to the success of the NACURH Associate for Engagement, we
believe that she meets the preset expectations. Noheli has a clear vision
and clear goals for social media, outreach, external assessment, website
management, transition, the LINK, NNB, NRHM, and NACURH U. We
are concerned on her plans for the ACUHO-I transition and her limited
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vision for Coordinating Officers of Marketing and website maintenance,
limited experience working with policy, and her flexibility with the plans
she has established, but when working with the previously elected
members of the NACURH Executive Committee we have faith that these
concerns will be internally addressed.
19. GL | Yield
20. Time called
a) SA | Moves to extend time by 5 minutes
b) GL | Second
21. GL | The Great Lakes acknowledges that Noheli conveyed a strong drive
to implement a consistent NRHH and NACURH brand, consistent social
media engagement goals and drive to provide support to the NAN and
NNB, as well as improvements to the LINK. However we do have
concerns regarding value communication, execution of digital
experiences, and NACURH U planning, as well as expansion of NRHM.
22. SA | The South Atlantic would like to recognize Noheli’s vision for
improving NACURH-U practices and Regional-U. Specifically, Noheli’s
goals to develop topics surrounding the concerns in NACURH are
essential to the advancement of this resource and we appreciate the
emphasis on the core values of the corporation and the regions.
23. IA | Moves to end discussion
a) Not entertained
24. Chair | we haven’t heard from everyone, want to end discussion on a
fulfilled note - we’ve had to extend and exhaust for all other candidates.
There were 21 expectations for this role, which is more than there were
for other candidates, and feel there are plenty that we have not
discussed.
25. SA | Moves to caucus for 10 minutes
a) CA | Second
26. GL | POI: Before we go in, could you go over NAE role in a broader
sense? And the role NRHH plays in it?
a) Chair | Vision was to manage external communication & services.
NAO & NAE are yin/yang. Social media & marketing, but
external comm to stakeholders & affiliates. Those we have and
those we recruit. Managing NACURH digital services year-round.
NRHH that means Diamond Chats, roundtables, recruitment
collab. Creating materials for them to use outside of conf. Be a
support to NRHH & create a value of NRHH. NRHH has struggled
to have a value prop - what does the honorary mean and what is
the direction for htat in a way that is more execution. NAN is
vision and NAE is execution on all of that.
b) NAN | In creation, NAN is unique because it is vision & execution.
We split that. Wanted the external pieces to move to a role
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focused on execution to separate that. They complement each
other to capitalize on strengths in that way. NAO:Chair as
NAE:NAN.
27. MA | We were wondering if Lena could elaborate on the point about the
Chair:NAO and the NAN:NAE and what you meant by that
a) Chair | Very particular in language used as Exec Director of
Honorary. CHair and NAN are very much a dual partnership of
the corporation of NACURH. Chair is visionary for NACURH &
RHA/NBD. NAN is visionary for NRHH & NNB. Chair is ideation,
nebulous thought-centered role. NAO generally carries it out.
One person says “this is the vision” the other person says “ok
let’s do it, here are the steps to execute”. Maintaining vision but
also execution. NAN provides vision/direction of NRHH, but NAE
provides & supplements action behind those thoughts. Think
power couple. One provides vision, one actualizes it.
b) MA | It was more unclear about seeing that relationship in policy
based off the positional duties. The philosophy makes sense.
c) Chair | There’s both chair positions talking about leading
positional. NAO and NAE talk about maintenance &
supplemental behind that. Also talks about implementation.
Roundtables, virtual engagement etc. is within NAE.
28. SW | The Southwest would like to reiterate their support for Noheli on
the grounds of her planning that branches out the specific stakeholders
for each step of the way and utilizes the foundations of the year 3
portion of the strategic plan. We are confident in her ability to start this
position immediately and hit the ground running due to her
implementation plans and we feel that she has met the expectations that
were previously set by this group. To go back to our previous discussion
point, we have some constructive feedback to give her to help better
her during her term as NAE regarding survey fatigue and developing the
comprehensive list of services.
29. CA | Point of information - The Central Atlantic would like to know which
regions have not yet made points on the candidate?
30. IA | The requirements that we set forward in terms of NRHH were for the
individuals to be knowledgeable and have experience in it . Noheli
brings a huge array of experience to this expectation which is another
reason we fully support her as this position will play a big supporting
role in NRHH. When speaking further about the honorary she plans on
creating a consistent marketing and promotion plan which we believe
will greatly benefit promotion of NRHH services and value. With all of
the accomplishments mentioned in her bid as an ADNRHH we are
excited for her to help support the NNB in the following year. As a
region we decided to provide feedback for her to consider when it
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IV.

comes to affiliation timeline but feel confident in voting in favor of the
candidate as we feel like her virtual engagement plans, attention to
details, NRHH experience, and strong sense of NACURH brand make
her a great candidate.
31. NCO | Initially we had concerns including affiliate retention and the fee
waiver. During Q&A she helped us believe that she will execute well and
have confidence that she will work well with affiliate retention plans.
Concerns we initially had have been addressed.
32. MA | The MA is trying to balance concerns on the emphasis in NRHH
based on their part in that space in moving the honorary forward and
what that means for us.
33. CA | Move to exhaust speakers list with additions
a) SA | Seconds
34. Chair | I’d like to once more reiterate that previous candidates were
given concerns that they wouldn’t be able to go into the role tomorrow,
and were not afforded the opportunity to prove otherwise. You held
that expectation yesterday, and today it sounds very much like “there
are concerns, but this person will address them with the help of the
executive committee.” We expect consistency, and that has been
stated, and we’re not seeing it.
35. CA | Share concerns of the chair.
36. NE | If we were to move into a vote, would it be similar to yesterday
where we’d have something like 10 minutes in the caucus room to come
to a consensus?
a) SA | Moves to go into a vote
b) NE | Seconds
J. Noheli Serrano has been elected as the 2020-2021 NACURH Associate for
Engagement
Legislation
A. NBD 20-38 | Professional Staff Definition
1. CA | Moves to bring NBD 20-38 to the floor
a) IA | Seconds
2. Proponent Speech by the author:
a) NAA | Lena and I noticed some pretty hefty inconsistencies when
defining “staff” in letters of support. We have professional
advisors or professional staff members in policy so this is
clarifying what we mean. For some awards, it must be from a
professional member or higher level housing officer, but others
it’s okay for a graduate professional/advisor to submit a letter of
support. This just goes through each bid to clarify all of those to
ensure we are getting the proper level of support written for the
award bid depending on what the award level entails.
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b) Chair | We were trying to sparse out which ones could have
graduate level letters and were okay with all of them except NCC
and RHA President as we felt that they needed a larger scope
and more time.
c) NAA | Also clarification - this does not touch NRHH policy
because our awards for NRHH in policy states more to refer to
NRHH’s governing documents?
3. Question & Answer
a) NE | How do you plan on balancing a consistent standard support
while considering these bids while considering differing
hierarchical support on different campuses? Recognizing that
different campuses may consider different structural hierarchy,
how do you see this policy adapting to those differing levels of
position at various campuses?
(1) NAA | That’s super fair. Regardless of whether they call it
an Assistant Director by title, they are recognized as a
higher level professional. We left it vague for
interpretation. Open to “or equivalent” as a friendly
amendment in discussion to adapt it for institutional
differences.
b) IA | Yield
c) PA | Do you think it would be worth clarifying this should be a
professional in University Housing?
(1) NAA | It depends on the award. If you are looking under
school awards, it specifies housing. However, looking at
the NACURH STudent of the Year, they must include a
letter of support from a professional or a campus level.
The clarification is there on the school awards.
d) NE | Move to end Q&A
(1) SW | Second
4. Discussion
a) IA | Interested in the friendly amendment to add “or equivalent”
to the legislation for institutional differentiations.
(1) NAA | I accept this friendly amendment!
b) PA | Point of information - what was the friendly amendment that
was just added?
(1) NAA | It’s at the bottom now.
c) SA | SAACURH appreciates the consideration of adding graduate
student support serving in an advisor capacity can write letters
for the specified bids, as we have seen RHA and NRHH chapters
having graduate students serving in advisor capacities and have
not had the policy to clarify the letter of the support structure for
bids. We are in support of this piece.
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d) MA | The midwest is in support of the changes within this piece,
but hope that the NRHH awards for Outstanding Chapter and
NRHH Building Block are considered to make similar changes
within the NACURH NRHH Policy Book as well.
e) NE | Calls the question.
(1) No dissent
5. Vote:
a) 8-0-0, piece carries
B. NBD 20-39 | CRC & NRHH Advisor Role Adjustment
1. CA | Moves to bring NBD 20-39 to the floor
a) SA | Seconds
2. Proponent Speech by the author:
a) Chair | This is a follow-up oopsie piece following up on NBD
20-09 where we adjust advisor gavel order in policy book to
more accurately reflect the CRC & NRHH Advisor role. NRHH
Advisor should assume duties of Advisor. The piece ended up
not doing that. This piece really just clarifies in the bylaws that
this will happen. Switches the order in the bylaws in addition. If it
is passed, it will go to corporate to be approved by the reps.
Follow-up on that position since NRHH advisor serves in advisory
capacity to the execs, while the CRC serves in advisory capacity
to the annual conference, this aligns better.
3. Question & Answer
a) SA | Moves to end Q&A
(1) MA | Second
4. Discussion
a) CA | We are in full support of succinct discussion & vote
b) GL | YTR
c) SA | Calls the question
(1) No dissent
5. Vote:
a) 8-0-0, piece carries
C. NBD 20-36 | NACURH Advisor Team Responsibilities
1. SA | Moves to bring NBD 20-36 to the floor
a) MA | Seconds
2. Proponent Speech by the author:
a) Chair | Another follow up piece for 20-09 where we said NRHH
Advisor would succeed the NACURH Advisor in the case of a
vacancy, also in line with 20-33. Pulls from inclusion of
Chairperson as a liaison to the professional partners. We want to
make sure the nacurh advisor, who has greatest legal liability,
and is in professional partnership places has the actual
responsibility with partners. Removing succession plan. Making
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sure that CRC explicitly works with POY and ACUHOI in that
space, the history is deep and direct coordination there. Lots of
conference work and less about the NACURH-centric roles. Want
to clarify the role they serve in, but that the professional
coordination aspect stays with the advisor.
3. Question & Answer
a) SA | Moves to end Q&A
(1) CA | Second
4. Discussion
a) MA | Is in favor of this piece
b) SA | Calls the question
(1) No dissent
5. Vote
a) 8-0-0, piece carries
D. NBD 20-37 | Protocol for Recall
1. NE | Moves to bring NBD 20-37 to the floor
a) SW | Seconds
2. Proponent Speech by the author:
a) NAN | This piece is another clean-up kind of piece, but in
particular, the NRHH Advisor was not included as a member of
the recall process. Wanted to clarify that the NACURH Advisor
can either abstain if there is high bias, or is being recalled, we
provide the NRHH Advisor as 2nd in gavel order should be
included in those aspects.
3. Question & Answer
a) PA | To confirm, this piece replaces the CRC with NACURH
NRHH Advisor in terms of recall proceedings?
(1) It also adds the piece about personal bias there - allows
person to self-eject in that process. Allows for that bias
piece.
(2) PA | How would the execs quantify bias?
(a) Very circumstantial. Based on conversations, we
often have to make high level decisions,
particularly in reflection of recall. Added this as a
safe clause for when individuals feel that they can’t
make that decision themselves. Upholding those
ethics about who is best equipped to make these
calls.
b) SA | Move to end Q&A
(1) CA | Second
4. Discussion
a) SW | In support and also is appreciative of the addition of the
bias safeguard
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V.

b) CA | In support. Snaps for ethics.
c) SA | Calls the question
(1) No dissent
5. Vote:
a) 8-0-0, piece carries
CO Exploratory Team Presentation
A. CA | POI: Is this presentation going to be shared?
1. NAN | We will put it on the Preconference Website
B. CA | I apologize if this was specifically covered. Did you all do any specific
research into how positional duties vary between regions or did you look into
the broader CO structure?
1. Tanner | We did in the surveys that we gave in open forums. COs listed
their positions and their duties in how long it takes to complete, whether
they were RHA, NRHH, Regional facing.
2. CA | Follow up, did you look at policy duties or just basic feedback?
3. NAN | It was more collecting feedback to know where they were at in
this. For recommendations, whatever they want to do with that we just
provided it as a framework for an opportunity to bring the
recommendations into practice in the future.
C. PA | Impressed. Would the CO Exploratory Team recommend incorporating any
of these initiatives into next year’s Strategic Plan?
1. NAN | We don’t want to pigeonhole. Want to leave flexibility for the
next Strategic Plan to incorporate it or not. It would fall for this plan
under structure. Idk how the next one will be laid out, so it will be up to
the next group to make that specific decision. Comprehensive research
complete with recommendations has been done, but it depends.
2. Chair | WE had corporate structure as one of our SP. There are various
themes that can be created with SPs. Corporate Structure has been on
there often, but the exact action plans of this team may not be directly
within it. Data from NSPA will also be provided to help craft as well.
D. Chair | Curious from the actual document, why do we feel that retention rates
were low this year than in the past two years?
1. Robby | Within the open forums, I spoke with the advisors a lot and they
had similar sentiment that they felt there were support systems their
COs were not feeling. This is not necessarily the sole reason for lower
retention rates, but it is a part of the process.
2. Tanner | Similar sentiment. Speculation with little information. Past
couple years, the NAD position has had people not following through
with that, and may cause a sense of value within the CO positions to
drop as well. Highly speculative.
3. Chair | interested to explore that more in the future
E. GL | when you consider retention do you include folks who have graduated?
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VI.
VII.

1. Chair | Was just wondering about actual resignations mid-term rather
than cycling out of CO roles as the terms come and go.
F. SA | Can you clarify the reason to include Regional Directors in selecting which
COs to include in which catalyst groups?
1. Robby | Part of the reason we called for director feedback within it is
because they generally have more experience in the region and know
how COs function in the regional space, and what kind of function they
have in that space. The COs in question will also be included in the
decision process, but we wanted to include director feedback when
making decisions.
G. PA | Looking into phase 3 of the standardization overview (pg 71). Can you go
into a little more detail on that guideline as well as other recommendations the
Exploratory Task Force would have?
1. NAN | So I think there are a couple different things in terms of
standardization we need to look at. This isn’t exactly what we should do,
but more recommendations for items to look at. There are specific core
themes and responsibilities that vary from region to region. For
example, there are regions where Directors are responsible for sending
newsletters and others where COs are. It’s important to be intentional to
look at the variances between regions to ensure we aren’t asking them
to restructure their CO responsibilities when looking at standardization.
2. PA | So it answered my question, but I have a follow up. In that case if
there are 3-5 core positional responsibilities, there’s a decent amount of
variation left, would the 3-5 responsibility be standardized or would it be
that the regions pick and choose which of the 3-5 responsibilities works
in that region?
a) NAN | Our intent was that CO A would have the same 3-5 as CO
A in another region. There would be core responsibilities, but
they would still be customizable in the region. This would help
with the core values in catalysts and collaborative pieces. There is
someone else in another region going through similar pieces so
they would be able to touch base on the core responsibilities.
b) Robby | intention is creating better support structures, ensuring
that thee’s easier collaboration
H. SA | What would be the best way to give you all additional questions or
feedback, but Lena was helpful in that.
1. Chair | Please email! We’re wrapping up our roles at the end of the
week, but we’ll be transitioning all the materials to the next exec
committee!
I. MA | Yield to redundancy
Recess for Positional Time & Dinner
Annual Conference Presentation
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A. PA | This is disheartening to hear, especially since it would be the first
conference hosted in PA in 11 years, and the first in PNW. Is there any
opportunity - with the search/host committee - would the members all be
hosted in the same institution, in one region… what does this procedure look
like?
1. CRC | My thought on that was across NACURH. There would be
opportunity for everyone. WE do have to acknowledge that at this time,
we do not have an institution coming forward to have as host. If we were
to open the process again if we would usually, maybe that institution
would bid. Now that we have taken some steps back, we have to make a
decision that will be in thes best interest of all of our schools and be best
received by the larger group. We need to make it available to everybody
just as we always do.
B. CA | Another committee question. When you were talking about it were you
envisioning it being made up of leadership or member institutions?
1. CRC | Students from our member institutions - similar to how we’d
typically operate, there’s a separate host. They went through selection
to host the conference, not to serve in a role.
C. SA | If this were to be a digital conference again next year, do you all imagine it
being a team at one institution working on the planning, the Exec team, or
more of a committee of students and professional staff members from across
NACURH?
1. CRC | If I understood correctly, I envision more of a committee for a
virtual experience.
D. SA | Is there anything that you would like shared in a regional breakout space or
is there correspondence you would like shared by NACURH?
1. CRC | We’ll figure out some communication in the coming days, but this
is in closed boardroom for a reason.
E. NCO | This is just on behalf of myself personally. Not sure if I’m missing context
for this. Is this something that is also affecting fall regional conferences and for
those that have host sites, is there a system for those conversations?
1. CRC | Upcoming conversations about moving online, many likely will.
This isn’t necessarily definite, just trying to find a point.
F. CA | Knowing what your projections are, did University of Oregon get the
opportunity to opt into hosting a virtual experience given that COVID response
may still be occurring into the next AY?
1. CRC | So if i’m not answering your question let me know. Are you asking
about doing a virtual conference?
2. CA | Was University of Oregon in the conversation about doing this
opportunity as a proactive action versus reactive action?
a) CRC | They had all the information needed to do their bid and
were ready until about the day before. MY knowledge is that
they were moving forward and that was not something they were
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thinking about. This is just my thought process based on the bid
coming through what does it look like for the organization to
make that ask at this point.
SW | Could we process within our entity before we try to say anything in this
space.
CA | Who is making the final decision of whether to go virtual or not and when
will these decisions be made so we can keep our successors informed?
1. CRC | We’ll be having a convo about it quickly but it won’t happen
before the end of this conference.
NE | Can you share perspective on how this will affect NACURH’s finances over
the next year?
1. CRC | I think generally we count on conference excess to fund some of
what we do. Lots of unknowns. Deficits could likely do as much damage
on any other year.
2. NAF | vast majority of revenue comes from affiliation fees and
conference add on fees. These are $20-30/person that would go back to
NACURH or the region. We will definitely see a decrease. Don’t know
how much they’ll decrease by until much later.
PA | I would implore the incoming NACURH executives to use the University of
Oregon, who have already put in the one year necessary to put on a high
quality conference. These are student leaders who have motivated,
empowered, and equipped their student leaders to have collected a group of
students who are willing to lead this experience.
CA | What flexibility, reconsideration, did you offer University of Oregon for
resubmitting their bid?
1. They requested an extension, we agreed on a reasonable extension.
They asked again for a second extension and they asked for a date after
this conference ended.
2. Chair | They reached out to me individually and asked, I told them that
it’s not my decision
3. CA | So just clarifying - there were no changes offered to be made to the
host acknowledgement form or the finances considering there’s a
pandemic occurring?
a) Chair | that’s an inappropriate question to ask - we ask schools to
put up hundreds of thousands of dollars. Irresponsible in terms of
service to us, but by adjusting the -- (interruption)
b) CA | Were stipulations added or seek legal counsel to see what
could be added? Finding stipulations in the event this has to be
cancelled if there’s a way they can get out of it? Did we consider
what the host form could look like given the eventuality that the
pandemic will likely still be occurring.
(1) CRC | At this time we haven’t reworked the HAF, but that
is something we will be taking a look at this weekend. The
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Break even point for the annual conference, unlike our
regional conferences, that number is set within policy and
would require a policy change.
SW | An extension to PAs point from earlier - if a commitment to a 2021 annual
conference does come to light, potentially allowing schools to put forth a bid
toward a virtual experience and if UO wishes to resubmit under the new
conditions, opening the bidding cycle and allowing an institution to bid for a
virtual conference.
1. CRC | That certainly a possibility. I was purely sharing my thoughts at the
moment given the situation. Nothing is set in stone. WE can look at that.
The things I am taking into consideration are do we have an institution
that has enough time to play something together to put an experience
together or is the experience better to identify a group from across the
corporation who can put something together. Some institutions may be
capable with a few people, but not a whole team.
SW | The SW is discussing the financial area of conferences and how to still do it
digitally and make the finance aspect. We talked about balancing the fiscal
nature through still charging the add-on so that was just something we wanted
to share.
1. Appreciate that. Hadn’t mentioned cost yet. Don’t envision it being a no
cost experience again, but it will likely be minimal.
NE | *The Northeast believes that going into such an uncertain time, if we
choose to go with a committee structure, we should be providing opportunities
for all of our institutions affected by the pandemic. Additionally, though we are
disheartened by the current situation, we appreciate the Boards’ flexibility and
understanding of the uncertain times and support the CRC and the incoming
Executives in finding the best solution not for NACURH Leadership, but our
students and institutions as a whole.
GL | Yield
SW | Yield
CA | what has collaboration looked like with the executive committee beyond
the CRC in developing a response?
1. CRC | There is no formal response. Just my thoughts. Given our timing
right now, the current exec group has discussed this and the next group
will develop the response. OUt of respect for everyone's time here, we
are going to let the current execs finish out their terms. We will work to
develop a response.
2. CA | Have you talked to the current exec committee about what this has
been?
a) We’ve had about a week to discuss. Lena and I discussed a few
days ago when we met as a team, but truthfully we’ve had very
little time with this information.
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VIII.

R. AC | Thank the CRC for trying to figure this out. Note that the on campus work
that our team did really helped us bond and build trust with each other and feel
that University of Oregon has probably done this already as well. It is important
to give the University of Oregon that opportunity. If not possible, the
committee could also be a viable conclusion.
1. CRC | Once we end the conference this year, we end our opportunity to
select a conference within the current parameters. Whatever this process
entails, it’s for all institutions - not just one institution. This institution is
welcome to apply to host a virtual conference in that new process, but
so is every other institution in NACURH.
S. CA | would like to see negotiations moving forward about the stipulations that
can add something about flexibility to the host school contract especially as we
enter this ACUHO-I contract and legal guidance that comes from that. It’s an
expectation of the Central Atlantic moving forward.
1. CRC | We won’t be able to jump back to where we are right now
especially with host school acknowledgement, breakeven points, etc.
don’t know how this will look right now.
T. Chair | Side note, tangential, lawyer is more expensive so they’ll provide us…
recommendations and professional guidance?
U. MA | Point of Personal Privilege - Can speakers slow down.
V. NCO | When we broke off, the NCO talked about discussions we have been
having about value propositions and affiliations we have been having all year.
Most phone calls are about being voting members at conferences, not about
our online resources. It's scary to go into a year knowing it maybe that we are
virtual, due to the cost of affiliation. Something that I can see affected greatly
by this in general.
1. CRC | Thank you for sharing that. I appreciate it.
W. NE | More so a question to the execs or CRC, following the NCOs point, seeing
a lower number of affiliates next year and probably not your decision to make,
will there be opportunities with a committee structure to get institutions to not
get involved with NACURH because of policy and financial restrictions such as
freezes to be engaged in the conference planning process.
1. CRC | Are you asking more if this could be a recruitment tool?
2. NE | Kind of - I know within NE we’re nervous about institutions who will
be impacted by COVID - may not be able to pay affiliation fee and be
affiliated. Is there potentially an ability for institutions to be involved if
they are unable to be affiliated.
a) CRC | I think we certainly could include that in the conversation.
Legislation
A. NBD 20-42 | Grant and Scholarship Verification
1. NE | Moves to bring NBD 20-xx to the floor
a) PA | Seconds
2. Proponent Speech by the author:
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a) NAF | This piece requires some kind of verification when
NACURH and regions give scholarships and grants to individuals.
This piece distinguishes between academic which will be used for
academic expenses such as tuition and books. For this one, we
would expect NACURH or region to follow host school of
recipients to follow the outside Scholarships to ensure that the
funding is used for academic nature. It will be added to their
overall financial aid account. The other one is a catch all for travel
for STARS and Annual Conference Travel. That will be a simple
reimbursement and people will submit their receipts and then
their region or NACURH or whoever is giving out the scholarship
will write that check for them. Then the only exemption is for any
excess type scholarship such as RLC or RBC sponsorship from
past excesses, that won’t require any type of receipts or
anything. This is to ensure that the money is being used as
people are saying it will be used. AS an extra accountability so
that NACURH isn’t sponsoring things they aren’t agreeing to.
3. Question & Answer
a) NE | Might just be confused, but wondering things such as the
programming grant as both of these mention academics where
might that fall?
(1) Would fall within the second - simple reimbursement
since it’s not academic expense
b) MA | Did you all consider making the due date of receipts be
when the money was used instead of when it was granted? In the
case of like a swap scholarship?
(1) NAF | So swaps would still be a reimbursement kind of
thing and they aren’t given until I get the receipt first. If
we give them the money first and have to get the receipt
second, it doesn’t necessarily show that they used the
money for its purpose.
c) PA | Has this been an issue in the past or is it preemptive?
(1) NAF | I haven’t run into any issues but that’s simply
because we haven’t really done this kind of record
keeping but this was a concern we wanted to avoid or
stop from happening. So more preemptive.
(2) CHair | Had questions come up about why we don’t since
we have had some money problems in the past. If we
were to look we’d likely find some concerning things.
d) GL | Just looking for some clarity. For example, the COVID Relief
Grant and other things we’ve talked about for LGBT Grant were
more basic things like groceries and bills. Would this be
something you would still be looking for a receipt from?
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(1) NAF | I would say probably. If it is used for their day to
day expenses, a regular receipt is fine. The extra
documentation is fine just in case we are audited by the
IRS, we have records.
(2) Chair | ACUHOI’s recommended accountant specializes in
audits, so we thought this would be a good move coming
up.
e) SA | For the scholarship, the academic monetary support, when it
says the recipient’s institution policy, will it be the NAO will file it
through their financial aid office?
(1) NAF | YEah so schools have different policies where it
comes to outside scholarships and we would be following
those institutional policies for how to distribute the
money. For example, one wanted a check sent to the
Financial Aid office with a memo of who it’s for.
f) IA | Is every institution’s policy on outside scholarships easy to
access?
(1) NAF | It might. I don't know how easy it is to access but
whoever is in this role, is capable of doing basic research
of finding information on financial aid offices and emailing
to see what needs to be done and that the money is
being deposited into their account. Won’t take many
extra steps to do this.
g) Time called
(1) SA | Moves to extend by 5 mins
(2) AC | Seconds
h) GL | With respect to academic scholarships, it looks like the
money is going to be deposited right to their finance account.
Hypothetically, if the scholarship is awarded halfway through the
semester would they be allowed to utilize the money for other
immediate expenses or is it solely for tuition?
(1) NAF | If that’s the case, exemption can be made at
discretion of NAO or ADAF. flexibility is there if it has to
be, but primary thing is for the use for their tuition. If they
need to hold off and it was supposed to be issued in May,
we could see if we were able to deposit at a different
time.
i) PA | Will there be a possibility to have an option for the region or
NACURH to make a purchase with a corporate card?
(1) NAF | Like pay for something on someone’s behalf?
(2) PA | If I’m interpreting the question I received, yes.
(a) NAF | Would shy away from it because corporate
cards are supposed to be used for purchases for
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the corporation. Checks traditionally are more
used for giving out money for grants or
scholarships. I would say sticking with checks is the
best option
(b) Advisor | It would need to stay in checks. Payments
to the individual for things like that need to be
tracked. Corporate cards need to be tracked. You
can’t buy one person something with the card like
on behalf of that person. Financial grey area, could
be perceived that you’re trying to hide something.
Could technically be considered money
laundering.
j) MA | Moves to caucus for 5 mins
(1) SA | Second
k) NCO | Does the language in the piece provide the NAO the
jurisdiction to alter the timeline past the 30 day period?
(1) NAF | I think I wrote it to just be for the FY part, but if you
all want to make it in general, I would be open to that as
well.
l) MA | Wondering about the language surrounding 30 days - why
30 days after selection as opposed to 30 days after spending the
$
(1) NAF | IT’s because I won’t write them a check to spend
the money until they give me a receipt. Normally, the 30
days are overall the standard business time for processing
invoices and receipts and paying off debts. The whole
idea is that once the NAO announces the recipient’s
award, they would reach out for documentation to be
received within that 30 day timeline.
m) SA | For scholarships that are for academics awarded at the
annual conference ,are graduating seniors able to receive
funding? Or qualify for?
(1) NAF | That is a good question. Let me think about that.
(2) Chair | If they are no longer a student, what opportunities
would they be able to engage with?
(a) NAF | Most of the ones we get for the academic
ones are related to those that know they are going
to continue with their studies and most aren’t
graduating.
(3) SA | On any grants or scholarships, do you ask what their
graduation date is?
(a) NAF | Can check, not sure.
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(b) Chair | Are there instances in which students who
are looking for money to help offset former school
payments?
(c) SA | It’s the verifying thing. We offer scholarships
that are for academics/living expenses. If there
were any kind of confusing of people applying for
a grant or scholarship they are not qualified for
because they didn’t understand the qualifications.
(d) NAF | We do currently ask for their graduation
date.
n) SA | Move to exhaust with additions
(1) PA | Seconds
o) GL | With non-academic scholarships, reimbursement is based on
receipts. With things with a set amount ,are folks able to receive
everything or will they only get a portion of that amount.
(1) NAF | They will only be given the amount they used up to
that $700.
(2) GL | Would policy have to change to reflect that? It
currently says it’s up to $1000 and it can be divided
however the committee chooses.
(a) Chair | That would be up to the interpretation of
policy.
p) SA | HOw will scholarship policies be advertised and will
students be advised to seek help from financial aid options?
(1) NAF | Currently, if this passes, all of our apps are on
jotform. So those instructions can be included in the
jotform. For the academic one, we will encourage them to
talk to the financial aid office to make sure they are doing
the right thing to ensure they get the scholarship.
q) GL | YTR
r) IA | Are these processes being followed on other things? POY for
example
(1) NAF | yes same process. Makes sure we do it for
everything else
4. Discussion
a) GL | In favor because it promotes accountability and good
business practices.
b) SW | The Southwest is overall in support of this piece but is
concerned that this is solely a reimbursement process because
for grants for general living expenses, some folks may struggle
with fronting costs. But, understanding that this may be an
obstacle with obligation in financial procedure, the Southwest is
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c)
d)
e)
f)

g)
h)

i)

supportive but encourages future boards to consider possible
solutions to the aforementioned issue.
MA | Move to caucus for 5 minutes
(1) NE | Second
NE | Point of personal privilege - could you slow down just a tad
bit while talking? It’s hard to keep up.
CA | Follows this policy, some shortcomings but think this can be
implemented well.
PA | The PA is in full support of this piece as well as we have
multiple pieces of legislation currently in the works to get similar
pieces passed.
MA | The Midwest would like to propose an amendment
(1) Author accepts as friendly
Time called
(1) GL | With that amendment, could it be interpreted that a
regional ADAF would have to have approval from the
NAO as well?
(a) Fixed.
(2) CA | Moves to exhaust with additions
(a) NE | Seconds
SA | SAACURH is in support of this verification process the
academic scholarships. We would like to offer the suggestion
that all promotion of NACURH grants includes the advertisement
of this policy considering receiving private scholarships outside of
a recipients FAFSA package can alter future financial aid
packages.

5. Vote
a) 8-0-0
B.
C. NBD 20-34 | NACURH Accessibility|
1. CA | Moves to bring NBD 20-34 to the floor
a) NE | Seconds
2. Proponent Speech by the author:
a) SA | Lena Mariah and myself have been looking at universal
design in NACURH - what does this look like for guidelines and
structure, as well as legal implications - recent supreme court
ruling about internet and ADA. Having one resource rather than
separate but equal resources. This keeps finances in line too. The
ideas in this piece are free or little cost.
b) Chair | Trying to provide framework that affects policies with our
biggest functions. Creating resources (A/V and bids especially)
that are universally designed. Put this on NACURH where it’s not
a piece being passed but an action being put into motion. A
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group is created by and tasked by a chair who serves on the SP
committee to ensure that this is interwoven into the entire SP
practice. We couldn’t create a comprehensive plan, but wanted
to create this framework for buildup
c) SA 2 | TF would put together the best practices guide for
upcoming AY and provide recommendations for the SP. talked
about this in coordination with SP timelines. This comes first,
then putting in SP plans and passing that comes next. Finishing
up second year, accessibility hasn’t gotten a lot of intentions.
Linked at the bottom meant to be a supplemental piece until we
get to the point where we have the document - some ideas that
will be beneficial as we move toward universal design in practice.
Resources provided on the website until the actual guide is
released. Don’t want to push this aside until we can get
something more formal out.
d) Chair | Lots of entity pieces being passed that require b&w bids.
Wanted to be intentional about operating in spaces where we
can create beautiful bids while still being accessible. Amplified
sound is really important. Huge major thing NACURH needs to
move forward with.
e) SA | What is reasonable and how do we use the ADA fund? What
is reasonable for us to make accommodations. This sets it out to
the beginning to fully implement things on this level.
3. Question & Answer
a) IA | In the legislation, it says that designs must be universally
colored. Can you expand on this or guide us on that?
(1) Idea that there’s different types of color blindness. Not an
easy answer but not having blue on yellow for example is
emphasized. At the bottom, there’s a resources label spectrum is a free download - that gives you more of an
idea about what this means. Lets you see colorblind
accessibility options.
b) PA | On the piece ,there is an attached appendix about areas of
NACURH accessibility. By passing this piece, would we be
mandating the use of these additions, or just strongly
encouraging people to use them?
(1) SA | The hyperlinks are to provide context about
resources already available. Mandating that a document
be available listing resources, not that they HAVE to be
used. Allows something to be done while NACURH works
toward actual universal design policies & practices
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c) CA | On enforcement, are these requirements that regions should
be adding to their regional policies to enforce in their award
bids?
(1) Idea is that this would trickle down. Want to pass down
the idea of screenreader accessibility - want the reps &
campus level folks to have access to the same technology
& resources. Don’t want separate but equal mentalities
but instead one universally designed item that works for
everyone.
(2) NCO | Would regions be able to implement this policy
without having to pass regional legislation?
(3) NAA | Technically, policy wise, you wouldn't have to
require it per policy to implement it. It could look like a
bid guide or in resources you are sending out to comply
with the guidelines. But at the point where it gets turned
into a permanent thing NACURH is doing through the SP
process, it would need to be trickled down to regional
policy books.
d) GL | Moves to extend Q&A by 5 mins
(1) NE | Seconds
e) NCO | Wondering if this is putting into legisoinat the pieces
about amplified sound fonts, and bidding portions. What
particularly is being put into policy?
(1) Chair | Bidding portion & amplified sound is putting that
in policy. Action portion is the TF & document that will be
subsequently created.
f) GL | Is one of the resources listed, is that to test screen reader
accessibility?
(1) SA | ADA - all modern computers will have some kind of
screen reader available. Different functions built in, also
one of the resources is also definitely there.
(2) SA | Rather than giving one that is on your computer, but
providing one that is on chrome is playing around with a
resource that is available to everyone and not just on your
computer, so you can test out what everyone else may
see.
g) NCO | Did the authors consider options for students with
learning disabilities - mandating sending things out ahead of time
or recording meetings?
(1) SA | That wast thought about. Some of those ideas are in
practice. When We were writing this, a lot of technology
capabilities for speech to text were coming out. There
was a SC Case that changed a lot about online
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accessibility. Until february, jotform wasn’t screen reader
accessible. Now canva has made alterations. The tech has
been changing as we go on and many of those we have
tried to outline in the document. WE will have a better
knowledge moving forward and more companies are
knowing what they will have to include moving forward.
h) NE | In thinking about TF do you see this altering regional or
NACURH branding?
(1) SA | That is a valid question and maybe one that we didn’t
consider in forming the TF. Part of it was to put into
action and it is mandating that the TF be a thing next
year. Something to consider for the task force. I used
spectrum on the south atlantic page and not all people
can see the coloring text. But not all text will be covered
with all types of color blindness.
(2) SA AD | Only thing I’ll add is that it could be a
component, but that’s not a goal of it. Not where we’re
trying to go - much bigger areas that need improvement.
Logos are low on the priority list.
i) SA | Move to extend by five minutes
(1) CA | Seconds
j) IA | YTR
k) SA | Can you provide some context about ways individuals can
check bids for these accessible features?
(1) SA | Read aloud helps test for screen reader ability and
spectrum checks for color blindness. Font lens we
included, those fonts are approved by the ADA for
accessibility. Those will be big items. One thing we have
talked a lot is screen reader access for pictures. There
would be something we would have to add. How do we
make it easier for people? There are things we are
learning through the process. Having guides in showing
how you can do this will be important.
(2) Chair | WOuld also be part of the policy check the execs
conduct
l) NCO | Did the writers of the piece consider campus level impact
about tech that can be used outside of NACURH
(1) I think the guide, it shouldn’t be just NACURH focused,
but rather best practices for NACURH and should be
adaptable. While we are working to support our
constituents, our reps need to be able to take our
resources to their institutions. Encourage including a
section in resources of how to include this in campus
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resources and adapt it to campuses. It is not just bid
materials, they need to have alt text for social media, as
there will be more beyond bidding that will come about.
The committee’s guide should be translatable to
campuses.
(2) Chair | pure speculation but great opportunity for NAE to
adapt findings to social media branding and digital
resources.
m) NE | Moves to exhaust w/ additions
(1) IA
Seconds
4. Discussion
a) PA | Moves to caucus for five minutes
(1) IA | Second
(2) CA | Dissent - can we do 3 minutes instead?
(a) Accepted as friendly
b) NE | Overall the Northeast is in favor of this piece as this takes
into account not only the implementation of Universal Design
right now, but also makes plans for the future, specifically with
the creation of the next strategic plan.
c) SW | SW would like to add on to the NE’s piece as we are
particularly impressed with how fast the authors were able to
move following the Supreme Court case.
d) CA | Echoes sentiments of NE & SW would like to see upcoming
task force focus on different initiatives throughout the year and
implement them throughout the year as well as in the SP.
e) MA | The midwest is in support of this piece as our region has
taken a focus in the last year in improving our spaces to be more
inclusive and accessible for all
f) PA | The PA is in support of this piece as we have very similar
policies already implemented, however one our concern lies in
using “color filters” as it prioritizes having a pretty bid rather
than being accessible. The PA counters this by having bid authors
submit a color bid and a black and white bid.
g) CA | Point of Clarification, wouldn’t universal design be for all
types of color blindness and not just one…?
(1) Author | Yes it’d cater to all. B&W is not a necessity with
universal design already implemented.
h) SA | Call the question
(1) Dissent | PA, working on amendment
i) SW | Moves to table piece to be heard at the Chair’s discretion
(1) MA | Second
(2) No dissent
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IX.

Recess
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THURSDAY, MAY 20, 2020
I.
Called to order at 12:06 PM EDT
II.
Attendance
III.
OCM Presentation
IV.
Award Bid Selection
A. School of the Year
B. RHA Building Block of the Year
V.
Recess/ Host School Form Workshop (NBD)
VI.
Legislation
A. NBD 20-34 | NACURH Accessibility
1. CA | Moves to re-enter NBD 20-34
a)
b) AC | Seconds
2. Discussion
a) IA | In support of this piece as it moves to enhance the inclusivity
and accessibility of the corporation.
b) CA | In full support and especially appreciate the action of
creating a task force to enforce this
c) SW | In full support & is especially thankful for the included list of
resources to use in the interim
d) SA | SAACURH appreciates the details the piece provides and
the recognition from the presenters that it is a starting point and
the focus on creating one resource rather than separate
resources that works for a variety of needs.
e) CA | Calls the question
(1) No dissent
3. Vote
a) 8-0-0, motion carries
B. NBD 20-45 | Accessibility in NACURH
1. CA | | Moves to hear NBD 20-45
a) SA | Seconds
2. Proponent Speech by the author:
a) PA COPR | Lot of this is in the other piece. Worked closely with
Lena & Chloe. Adds an accomodation statement similar to the
ethics statement. In dealing with affiliation, a school stopped
affiliating because we couldn’t provide specific accommodations
for their advisor who is hard of hearing .we want to be an
accessible & inclusive org. That includes people with disabilities.
Tim for us to recognize this and create. Want to create universal
design & involve feedback on what students need so that we can
create resources as needed. Want to learn what kinds of services
we need to provide at the beginning of the year.
3. Question & Answer
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a) SA | Moves to caucus for 5 minutes.
(1) SW | Second
b) CA | Curious as to what research went into the statement of
accomodation in the piece?
(1) Abigail | With the statement of accommodation, I think
my research was based on what I felt was necessary to be
in the statement. I had a conversation with Lena when
writing all of my pieces. Looked at all of the other
statements within the governing documents and reflected
based on PACURH’s strategic platform (goal of inclusivity)
and how we decided to view that and that all went into
how I decided to create the statement.
(2) Any outside research for existing statements of
accomodation outside of NACURH?
(a) Abigail | Besides reflecting on what my school
says, no I did not.
c) NE | YTR
d) PA | What are the key differences between this piece and the one
we just heard and is this still necessary?
(1) Abigail | I think that one of the key differences is this
creates a statement and that NACURH will take a stand
on this. Appreciate the other piece, but feel there needs
to be a clear stance as NACURH. And making that
commitment to the institutions unaffiliated. My piece
includes the requirement of closed captioning at chats.
The other piece does a lot better job of going into depth
of the different accommodations and what the universal
design will look like. The closed captioning, the TF can do
work regarding that as well.
e) NCO | YTR
f) NAA | Can you talk about what you mean by ”NACURH will make
efforts to include all within NACURH spaces by providing services
before requested in an effort to make individuals feel welcome. “
How will NACURH anticipate all potential needs?
(1) Abigail | Statement is the idea that we want to provide
basic accommodations - bidding is a highly used resource.
The form/informal survey might help as well in looking for
making sure we make services available before request to
apply to basic accommodations here. Want to make
people feel welcome. Discussion is about microphone
running. Microphone runners can make people who are
(2) NAA | What do you force the financial and human capital
needed to do this well?
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(a) Abigail | A lot of what’s in this pertains to our
Accommodation Fund - some services like
interpreters, microphone usage, etc. but a lot of
resources that are free or not super expensive that
can be easily integrated. Choosing a closed
captioning software but lots of options about
specific softwares. Depending on those choices,
what the manpower is. Basically being engaged in
active conversations about what services they
need & working as a team to ensure that they have
equitable access into nacurh.
g) Time
(1) MA | Moves to extend by 5 mins
(a) GL | Seconds
h) SA | When accommodation is requested, there is some legal
obligation to provide accommodations, at a reasonable rate . We
were wondering how the accommodation was requested in the
past and how it was handled.
(1) Abigail | When I received that feedback from the
individual, I had sent an email inviting them to affiliate.
They had directly told me that they would not be
affiliating because this was not a service offered and it
had been a problem in the past. As the PR person for my
region and they had been let down in the past, I didn’t
want to overwhelm them with questions because I didn't
feel it was the best to move forward. I got the context
and decided I wanted to be a person to fight for this for
them. I don’t necessarily know the context from the
previous boards as a new leader, but knowing this is an
issue with our member institutions and this is something
that is not something currently offered, I wanted to use
my space to help.
(2) SA | What efforts were made after learning that was a
concern of next steps to be taken? Any additional follow
up with the feedback you were given? … Was the
accommodation request shared with the board first or any
financial barrier present that would be concerning moving
forward and permissible by the ADA?
(a) Abigail | Not sure if I understand your question.
Could she finish her statement because it may help
me understand? … Yeah I do not have that
context. I did bring the concern for it to my board.
The conversation I had with the individual, I
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learned there were a bunch of free resources out
there that could be utilized by NACURH and it was
a shame that NACURH was not previously using
them.
i)

Time
(1) SA | Moves to extend by 5 minutes
(a) GL | Seconds
j) MW | Wondering how you balanced conscientious efforts when
regarding microphone use?
(1) Abigail | conscientious efforts to provide mic usage in
those spaces because there’s a resource available.
k) SW | Could you elaborate on potential privacy safeguards in the
surveying of individuals if they are in need of accomodations?
(1) Abigail | So I think the survey is optional. It’s a way to
prepare regions to accommodate reps with what their
needs are. If a need that might be ongoing, this is just a
way to show that we care and are taking efforts to
accommodate them. Privacy safeguards are in place, but I
assume need-to-know basis would be developed as they
send out surveys.
l) NCO | How do you foresee this policy, as written, being used to
ensure accessible practices
(1) Abigail | I think that this piece is a lot more about
NACURH’s commitment to accessibility. We have our
ethics statement that is our commitment to being ethical
then put practices in place to back it up. This piece shows
the commitment, the other piece has practices. Using this
to ensure practices. There are important changes, there is
a learning curve, but ensure that best efforts are put forth
and we’re following the laws and policy. Next year being
a learning curve as we put these practices into place.
m) Time called
(1) SA | POI - are we no longer able to extend or may i
extend again?
(2) Chair/NAN | Yes, you may extend more
(3) SA | moves to extend by 5 minutes
(a) CA | Seconds
n) PA | In the piece it says “NACURH and its regions” would you
interpret this piece as including the exec committee?
(1) Abigail | It would be my understanding that it would be
included as, if you would like to clarify. It was my
understanding that they would be included in the sense of
NACURH as they work with the annual conference and
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the corporation. If my piece did not make that clear, I
would be okay with clarifying that.
(2) POI | in other pieces where it doesn’t expressly say
entities, would it exclude the execs if it says NACURH?
(a) Chair | NACURH & its regions makes it sound like
it’s happening on both levels
(b) NAA | Yeah it depends on context. If this depends
on NBD meetings, it would be Execs as we lead
that space. If it’s at regional meetings, then as
such. I would interpret it as NACURH is included in
that and the Execs are included in NACURH.
o) NAF | Wondering if you know how much closed captioning
services can cost NACURH & how we could afford that - since
june 1st NACURH accounts have hosted over 30k individual
zoom meetings.
(1) Abigail | There is a range of cost based on the service you
chose and how you move forward with it. In doing
research, I found four options that could be helpful and
taking this to the task force would be good to decide
what works best for NACURH. There are ways to use live
closed captioning within Zoom. You can only assign one
closed captioner, but you can use third party services.
And can use other services with built in closed captioning
beyond Zoom. The use of live minutes is a helpful way to
address this. Not everyone is open to live minutes. In
terms of closed captioning, unsure of what is the best
option. Did not get a chance to test things, but there are
free and pay services. Some are paid on the hour, but
others you can purchase through a contract. I would feel
that the task force may be the best way to analyze that.
(2) NAF | Would you happen to know the actual rates or
costs for any of the services you just mentioned?
(a) Abigail | No.
(b) IA | POC - CC costs $1-15 per minute if you use a
paid service
p) Time
(1) CA | Moves to exhaust SL with additions
(a) SA | Seconds
q) Abigail | I didn’t see the other piece before it came out whereas
Len and Chloe both helped on mine. Not having context and
being in this space, but having some less context about
questions about clarifying between the other piece and this
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r)

GL | I know you just mentioned context so if you’re unsure just let
me know. Do you think it’d be beneficial to utilize the task force
just passed to create a statement of accommodation and do
research in crafting?
(1) Abigail | I think that would be helpful. The context that
this school requested the accommodation and was not
provided, but feel there is a sense of urgency to take
action. The fact that it has been a year since that
happened, and having the accommodation statement
would be good. If it was not done now, it may be
forgotten in the future.
s) SW | In a followup regarding the NAA’s question, what financial
impacts do you believe the accommodation statement may have
when we are “providing services before requested” since it can
encompass things such as ASL interpreters or other
accommodations that might not need to be utilized at the time
and have a financial impact on NACURH?
(1) Abigail | I would interpret the statement as not having a
financial impact. I think providing services before
requested should be about the conscientious thought
about moving into the spaces to provide
accommodations and what could be included. I don’t
think it necessarily means using an ASL interpreter if it
isn’t needed, but more in closed captioning and live
minutes. I wouldn’t say the statement itself has a financial
impact, but creating a space where people can make the
accomodation they need and developing a culture where
we are ready to support these students.
t) CA | What impact will this have on NACURH Leadership training?
(1) Abigail | Up to interpretation of execs - more diversity &
inclusion training. since not everyone gets training on
their own. High expectation but no direction about how
to fulfill the expectation.
u) NE | The NE was just wondering what additional actions could be
taken within NACURH prior to writing and including a statement
of this magnitude in this policy?
(1) Abigail | I suppose additional actions that could be taken
is reflecting more on how additional institutions view
accommodation in NACURH. Something to be
conscientious in that process is working with our Canadian
institutions since ADA is pertaining more to US. I tried my
best to promote this piece in this space, and understand
with the COVID criss, there was not as much engagement.
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As a CO, I didn't have much of a connection with the
DADs to gain that insight. Worked with the COs to gather
the insight from regions. May have lacked some context
as it was not passed around in this space, but want to
stress the importance of taking a stand and letting things
slip even longer. If this piece does not pass, fear that will
happen.
v) PA | Could you give us more info about when this particular
institution stopped affiliating?
(1) Abigail | They did not give me a specific year. Can look up
on my affiliation sheet. They did tell me they tried
reaching out in the past about it. That was the last
institution.
4. Discussion
a) CA | The Central Atlantic appreciates the intention behind this
piece, and we believe that this piece is the beginning of a
discussion. However, we are concerned about the significant lack
of comprehensive research in both internal and external
accessibility practices, an over-reliance on anecdote, and unclear
ideas about the relevant impacts this will have. Given that the
Ethics Statement and Equity Statements are far-reaching in
interpretation, and that this piece may have similar caliber, we
are not comfortable with passing this piece as written. We
actually had the same idea as the Great Lakes asked the author
about, and believe that the best action for this piece would be to
refer it to the committee created by NBD 20-34 for consideration
as well as to integrate its intent into the upcoming strategic plan,
further policy changes, training for NACURH Leadership, and
future inclusive practices.
b) SW | The Southwest wishes that there was more discussion and
work shopping with the accommodations statement portion of
this piece. Historically, other statements in the NACURH
Governing Documents have borrowed and adapted from other
similar statements from outside organizations while adapting to
the needs of NACURH. The Southwest also finds that a few of
these policies have been accounted for or bolstered by NBD
20-34. We greatly appreciate the intent of this piece but we
wished that more prior research had been done and would like to
see some work shopping come from this piece so that the items
mentioned in this piece could be further considered in order to
develop a plan that considers best financial practices in NACURH
while also figuring out best ways to implement solutions to these
concerns.
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c) SA | Would like to move to table this piece and referred out to the
taskforce established in NBD 20-34 NACURH Accessibility to
address how NACURH will provide accommodations including but
not limited to closed captions for digital spaces, the usage of
microphones during in-person gatherings, language interpretation,
accessible bidding and resource development guides, and physical
space adaptations so NACURH can assess what accessible functions
can be universally adapted and afforded and which areas can be
implemented by individual requests. Additionally the taskforce will
work to create an accomodation statement.
(1) CA | Second
(2) NCO | POI - wondering if we would be allowed to provide
more discussion points to get regional feedback before
doing this in a TF setting?
(3) Chair | If you’d like more discussion before tabled it’s
dissent. Otherwise we can provide more later in other
avenues
(4) CA | POI - can Kit provide context about how a motion to
table to a committee can be debated?
(a) Parliamentarian | Do you see that as the person
who wants to table providing a proponent where
we provide discussion?
(b) CA | if we want to allow people to say y/n to the
specific action of tabling
(c) P | if we’re having a discussion on it we should do
the full q/a - defer to Lena. at her discretion
(d) Chair | We tabled a piece last night and didn’t q/a
on that piece. Would encourage to dissent if that’s
what you want
(5) SA | amend - including providing a space to receive
feedback that will be given to the committee?
(a) IA | second
(b) No dissent
(6) Vote to table
(a) 8-0-0
5. POI | For contract, is someone from ACUHO presenting or will it be
execs?
a) Chair | Execs
C. Recess for dinner
D. ACUHO-I Contract
1. IA | Moves
a) SA | Seconds
2. Presentation
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3. Question & Answer
a) SA | moves to caucus for 5 minutes.
(1) NE | Seconds
(2) NCO | Dissents - would like 10 minutes
(a) Amendment accepted, NE second stands.
b) NCO | In terms of implementation, how might this affect our
affiliation timeline and how could it affect our dropping affiliation
rates?
(1) Chair | Minimal effect because ACUHO I has agreed to
keep our initial processes. Gave us an initial timeline and
going to anticipate longer. IN the interim, maintain
current practices, Chair/NAF going to help with transition
with the NCO and trying to get transition into the
fall/post-semis and be implemented in the spring.
(2) NCO | Is the timeline listed for the total process for the
future or?
(a) Chair | That’s everything. It’s affiliation, finances,
synchronizing our websites, etc.
c) NE | Can you elaborate on the confidentiality part of the
contract? It mentions something about pricing on a
need-to-know basis and how will this impact budget approvals on
the regional level.
(1) Chair | In what way? … Oh. Yeah it’s mostly for as you
were. The information and numbers we were playing
around with were need-to-know because ACUHO-I and us
were both trying to feel it out. This wouldn’t affect us
from passing our budgets and how we talk about our
money. They didn’t break down and itemize a lot of their
stuff, rather than this is what they are doing for NACURH.
(2) NAF | In the clause it says as membership you can review
the contracts and budgets and should not impact our
processes at all and just cannot tell the world we are
paying (X).
(3) Chair | Mostly because if they want to ask another group,
keep it close to the chest and price it out for what they
need.
d) CA | How have you analyzed NSPA data to inform the contract?
(1) CHAIR | As someone who has managed the NSPA in the
past years, we are seeing a lot of need in corporate office
interaction and increasing communication. Synchronizing
our websites and increasing needs. *LENA WILL FILL IN*
steamline ability to locate and allocate services
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appropriately. We will have a whole person to help us out
in this process.
e) IA | Would like to know, what is the web database and CMS
modules that you mentioned in the database?
(1) Chair | You’re talking about under technology? Website
management. Good question. This was something with
our finances and being able to go online and pay for
things and/or being able to log data through our
websites.
(2) NAF | Merging of Equid, wild apricot and back end
services. They use payeasy and equid, and another for
payment and advancement society, and use wild apricot
for clover and going to be an overall merger to a more
centralized process so we do not have to pay $200.00 for
separate things and just have one or two things for those.
(3) Chair | this is also about design layout and coding of
websites
f) SA | POI - can the presentation be sent to the boards for
consistency.
(1) Chair | yes
g) NCO | With a much larger per year cost than previous years, and
the inevitable cost pains COVID will bring in the coming years as
we recover, do you think this seems like a financially sustainable
future?
(1) NAF | I do. I think that if we had this conversation 3 years
ago, it wouldn't be a problem at all. In the recent
situation, COVID is going to cause some difficulties but
this is planting a seed in the process. It’s going to take
some time and stuff, so this is also going to take some
time. In the first year and stuff, we will be spending some
more money but as we get out of contracts, it will be
more sustainable and we won’t have to pull more from
reserves. I think over time this may makeNACURH more
money based on consistencies and improved practices.
Hopefully we will see more customer service and merch
sales. AS well as consolidation of services, we will see a
decreased price over all. The first two years we may see
overall a decrease in our net value, but this is so it can be
sustainable down the road.
(2) Chair | NAF, Advisor, and I talked about it sustainably.
Talked at length and tried to determine if this was the
time to do it and would not have brought this in front of
you if we did not think it was a good investment.
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(3) NAF | Spent hours to see if this could work in the long
term and it will.
h) CA | Extend time for the rest of this session.
(1) NE | Seconds
i) SW | The Southwest was wondering if you could elaborate on
what is being accounted for when calculating NCO savings?
(1) NAF | Absolutely. Overall going to see a decrease in NCO
semis cost and people will no longer need to be there
and will save $2,000.00 or so. Over all budgets, did not
do the full amount for spending on merchandise and
would save there as well. Cutting meals,
team-building/professional development, and
consolidation of financial services that will bring total to
around the $16,000.00 mark that is listed there.
j) IA | IACURH would like to know with the centralizing of accounts
do we foresee issues as regional end of year deficits would affect
the regions in whole instead of individually.
(1) NAF | This was something we discussed at length with
them. They’re confident that centralizing accounts will be
the right move and that tracking will be better with them.
Let’s say IA comes in to this with 25K, they will keep track
of that amount to the penny. Then if we have deficits or
gains, it will be pulled from the overall pot of NACURH’s
money. We don’t foresee any kinds of mix ups or cracks in
that regard.
(2) Chair | They’re also going to be running profit analytics on
our services (RLCs, merch) to find out the actual profit of
them and why are some faring and why aren’t others.
What is each entity’s profit margin and why is it that way
so we can in the future avoid deficits and capitalize
leverage to ensure our entities are more profitable.
k) GL | Would regional merchandise be managed by the regional
ADAFS or ACUHO-I?
(1) Chair | Imagining staying with the regions. ONly person
who gave it to the NCO is the Central Atlantic and would
leave it with you all. Not imagining they will be saying
regional merchandise.
(2) NAF | Don’t expect them to, but if regions want to pawn
it off they can. At conferences, they can sell your merch
and bring their own so ADAF can do other ADAF things
and not feel pulled away during conferences - the NCO
person would not have to be in boardroom.
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(3) Chair | Have not decided and in the transition deciding. If
saying we are doing an ecommerce and agree with the
NAF and would help liability with limiting ADAFs/Advisors
carrying around all of the merchandise; they are willing to
sell anything for the regions, creation and designs would
stay with the regions.
l) PA| Could you elaborate on the $2,480 regional contribution? Is
that the same for every region, or will it be adjusted to be
proportional?
(1) NAF | $2200 per region to keep similarly in line to see
what regions already pay in NACURH for the various
services. The idea is that it would be fixed, but we are
also open to it being fluctuating based on size. Nothing
more really than what NACURH is already paying for
NACURH-related things.
(2) PA | Follow-up do you feel that a fixed model will be
equitable for the regions?
(a) NAF | If they are all getting equal services, then
maybe. Also realize different region sizes and
something we are willing to work on with the
regional budgets.
(b) Chair | Had conversations about minimizing impact
and discussing that some could afford and others
not; trying to supplement the guidebook fee and
work with the next Chair to ensure that there is
vision and that those expectations are met.
m) GL | YTR
n) IA | Do we have information on ACUHO-I marketing and if that
assistance will be helpful to us?
(1) Chair | Fair. I’m not sure we do, but I’m not sure what that
looks like. Are you interested in seeing marketing
analytics, current engagement, etc?
(2) IA | Curious about their ability to help us in our marketing
if that’s a part of the partnership
(a) Chair | We do not have data for that. Would also
say creating a social media calendar is a small
portion of the contract, and is not the reason
we're interested in the partnership.
o) SA | Is the $2,200 regional contribution needing to be accounted
for during FY21?
(1) NAF | No. I don’t expect regions to change anything for
FY21 this late in the game. The pass at Semis will be the
same amount I expect from you all in FY21.
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p) IA | Wondering if other options for assistance and external
consultants on our policies has been looked at at all.
(1) Chair | A good question. We did some pricing and did
contract a SJ and planning consultant a couple years ago
for the strategic planning process. The direction we
wanted to go in moving forward were partners that were
related to the residence halls structure that serve the
residential experience, which is how we got to going with
ACUHO-I instead.
q) NCO | In section 3.1 of the contract there is a statement saying
that “ACUHO-I will notify NACURH of any pricing increases for
such renewals 90 days prior to the automatic renewal date.” Do
you foresee any price increases in the future and if so what for?
(1) Chair | Anticipating price increases if we were interested
in OTM/Art Database integration. Portion that asked
about interest in adding in conference registration; left it
open for future initiatives and thinking about inflation, am
thinking this will be the price for the next 3 years.
(2) NAF | I agree. I don’t expect, if anything, over the next 3
years. Like Lena said, if we wanted to add things it would
cost extra and inflation may be something every few years
depending on when that might be. Aside from extra items
and inflation, I don’t expect an increase.
r) IA | IACURH would like to know if we only expect to pull from
reserves for the next two fiscal years?
(1) NAF | Correct, only two years.
s) PA | Are you concerned with ACHUO-i’s communication after the
experience NACURH had with creating the OTM database?
(1) Chair | Yes. We talked at length with this and looped Rick
andChristina in on this. The large portion of the issues in
the OTM database was because we were including a 3rd
party so we were struggling with the original creator. It
would take 30 days to get an answer when we requested
things. We triple checked this timeline in the final
negotiation. We brought up this concern and it was
scheduled accordingly with what they feel they can do.
We aren’t working with a middle man this time.
(2) NAF | Only delay is with banks and tried to get into
contact with them and that could be the only hiccup
there.
t) NCO | Quickly want to ask about the difference between the
proposal and contract. If you could provide some quick
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u)

v)

w)

x)

clarification because there are some deciprancies and I just want
to make sure I understand?
(1) Chair | Should be the same, one was reducing the cost
savings and/or did not do the one time add in costs.
(2) NCO | Could you provide what the difference is between
the proposal and the contract for us?
(a) Chair | Contract is what we are signing from the
proposal. Proposal was the notes from the initial,
second, and portions about partnership and things
for the future. Contract adds in how the
relationship will look with those clauses.
SA | How will the remaining contracted guidebook fees be
covered?
(1) NAF | They agreed to help us get out of that contract for
the future so it will be saving us money.
IA | IACURH Would like to know the reasoning behind proposing
that LEAD is given to ACUHO-I?
(1) Chair | A typo, it is going to the NAE who is going to
oversee digital experiences.
GL | Does ACUHO-I have a different policy for markups on
merchandise and if so, which policy would we follow?
(1) NAF | They might, not sure of their policy. Not merging,
so all of our policies will be followed. If we want to take
their policy we would have to write a piece for the NBD.
NE | If passed, what do you foresee the cultural impact of this
contract being on NACURH?
(1) Chair | A couple components. First corporate culture in
the way we function and how we think about money.
Instead of trying to force student leaders into this
professional role and forcing them into this standard that
they have to be a professional. Corporate
culture/structure of legitimization. This now opens the
door for potentially legitimization all our
services/functions. What does it mean if we give student
access to training for ACUHO-I. Revolutionize the training
process for students. Structure: not expecting students to
act as accountants. What does it mean to have financial
vision and direction? Nacurh has issues doing that
because we have to do so much admin/accountant stuff.
All the nitpicky things make it hard to do admin, provide
resources, build experiences. Shift from us-centric back to
student-centric. What is NACURH’s value proposition and
how can we make resources out of that?
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y) SA | Is there a clause in the current contract that protects from
inflation of service after the first three years of the contract.
(1) Chair | I don’t think there is. Had someone with legal
background review this. I don’t think that’s included we’d have to renegotiate - we negotiated it down from
something it was at.
z) NCO | Wondering if the contract would provide a barrier in
affiliation in contrast to conversations of the price going from
$110.00 to $130.00 and that it should be at $145.00 with
inflation.
(1) Chair | About how this might affect our ability to change
the affiliation cost, right? Oh, it wouldn’t.
(2) NAF | We’d still have complete autonomy over our
affiliation costs - if NBD decided to raise costs we could.
ACUHO would just update everything on their end.
aa) MA | YTR
bb) GL | Compared to OTM Database - this would eliminate 3rd
party. What are some accountability measures in place to ensure
that the quality of work is there and that execution of services
happens.
(1) Chair | I can give a little bit. Our current thing right now is
we assign stakeholders. Mary is their stakeholder,
Chairperson is ours. NAO is our project manager. Greg
and I will be working to have stakeholder meetings in this
transition so we get the timeline communications in.
Setting deadlines with them to make this transition.
Phases - customer service, expecting deadlines with those
and checking in to ensure they are being met. If the job is
not being done, then we suspend payment. OTM
database - we suspended the first year payment because
it was not meeting the standard. They are also
accustomed to this.
(2) NAF |
cc) NCO | In the contract under section 10.3 it says “ACUHO-I may
subcontract Services under this Agreement to Third Parties or
affiliates without the prior approval of NACURH;” can you
elaborate on this, since it was said we would remain with total
autonomy.
(1) Chair | CPA functions. Have their own CPA and would
help prepare materials with us. Would talk to their own
CPA to help us prepare our own and get connected.
dd) PA | Is it possible to revise this contract after signing?
(1) Chair | Would imagine not.
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(2) NAF | Not once it is signed unless there is some act of
god where both people go to amend it.
(3) Advisor | There is a clause where both parties have to
agree to amend it and if there is going to be a change it
would have to go back to ACUHO-I.
(4) PA | So it would go back to ACUHO and NACURH would that be Execs or NBD?
(a) Chair | Our governing documents say they have to
be heard by the NBD.
ee) SA | POI - Does this have to be approved by reps too or just the
boards?
(1) Chair | Just you all according to the bylaws.
ff) SA | Is there a current plan or timeline for transitioning our
services or is this one of responsibilities for the NAO?
(1) Chair | In terms of seperate from the timeline in the
contract?
(2) SA | Would this be alterations to the timelines, would that
be to the responsibility of the NAO?
(a) Chair | The NAO and Chairperson would be
working collaboratively with the advisor & acuho-i
gg) PA | POI - Are we allowed to share anything with our RBD?
(1) Chair | They have access to the actual contract so that’s
fine with me.
hh) SW | Moves to end Q&A
(1) CA | Second
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Friday, May 22, 2020
I.
Call to Order at 12:05 PM EDT
II.
Attendance
III.
ACUHO-I Contract
A. SW | Moves to enter discussion
1. NE | Seconds
B. Discussion
1. CA | Overall the CA is greatly in support of this contract. WE think this is
going to greatly improve our corporation in how it operates and create a
good experience with our institutions. Our only concern is that this
moves away from being an entirely student-run corporation, but we
appreciate Lena and Greg’s work to maintain student autonomy and
recognize this is our only concern so we support this.
2. SW | The southwest is in support of this contract because we were
originally concerned about the financial impact that it might have on
regional entities and NACURH and our question was answered and
comfortable with that. Concerned with pulling from reserves and
appreciate the Chair/NAF have a plan to move away from pulling from
our reserves.
3. PA | Moves to caucus for three minutes
a) CA | Seconds
4. PA | As the pacific was discussing we came to a realization that our
concerns are philosophical. As the largest student run non-profit
organization, we would still be, but to a diminished extent where we
would be outsourcing what we do internally and also see it as a conflict
with the largest non-profit and mission and values of motivating,
empowering and equipping. Outsourcing to ACUHO-I does not develop
anyone as a student leader.
5. NAA | Point of Clarification - Entering into a contract paying a company
to do administrative support does not make the corporation less or
more student run, just removes barriers that will help students be
successful in these roles. When NACURH was first created, it was much
more manageable because students didn't start out having to do a lot of
the financial stuff. It is difficult to have students continue in this same
capacity. Two of the three discussion points have been on the “student
run” philosophy, so wanted to make that clear.
6. CA | Would love to hear at least one thing from all regions as this is the
greatest contract we have ever had.
a) NAA | Agree, will not entertain a motion without hearing from
everyone.
7. PA | We would like an internal clause not necessarily within the contract
but where NACURH will reevaluate the contract in seven months if we
deem the contract inhibitory for the corporation.
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8. NE | Shares SWACURHs concerns regarding financial concerns and
would be investing a significant amount of money into it. Because of the
positive aspects that this contract would make are overall in support of
this contract.
9. GL | financial impact and transition, the Great Lakes is in support of this
contract and partnership with ACUHO-I as it transfers some of the
operational/performance-based tasks to ACUHO-I while retaining
leadership development opportunities for members of NACURH
Leadership and trusts that this will help NACURH to excel.
10. NCO | The Corporate Office is in full support of this contract. As the
members of the corporate office, we have had the experience first-hand
of the weight that the functions of the office puts on our full time
students in these positions. By providing ACUHO-I with these tasks,
NACURH will not be losing the opportunities provided by NACURH
leadership, but only professional development that can be gained
through external means. Our concerns lie in the cost of the contract, but
the services provided beyond the functions of the NCO are beneficial to
NACURH and will help grow the corporation in our future.
11. SA | The South Atlantic does appreciate the ACUHO-I Contract for
aiming to enhance our administrative and financial business practices.
We believe the services being provided from ACUHO-I will advance
NACURH, however, we do currently have concerns about the unknowns
regarding the effects of COVID-19 on the corporation’s finances.
Furthermore we would feel more comfortable signing and supporting
this contract if it were to include a safety clause regarding inflation
increases to the cost and an outline of the specifics of support
terminating pre existing contracts such as Guidebook.
12. GL | Point of Information - Say we go into renegotiation with ACUHO-I,
what do you envision that timeline looking like and the impacts on us?
a) Chair | If we were to enter back into negotiations, it depends on
what we want to renegotiate. Anticipate that we’ve had a month
to a month and a half between each revision with ACUHO.
Would have to be that long again back and forth until we have a
suitable contract, then come back. In the interim I can sit here
and say it’ll be hard because we don’t have an NCO lined up.
Will also say that summer months are pretty slow for
affiliation/merch. Will push back the timeline. Price might be
different, there’s some back and forth here.
b) GL | Follow-Up: Some of the things the South Atlantic such as
clauses and adjustments, do you think that will have an impact on
the cost associated with this change?
(1) Chair | No. We need your approval of the contract for the
context and the cost. It doesn’t get signed the moment
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you pass and if you pass it with this caveat, we can go to
them and say they’re ready to pass it but they want x-y-z
to be added. You all would have given us permission to
sign with the contingency on when we need things
added. We’re happy to add stuff if it’s helpful for you all.
13. MA | The Midwest is largely in support of the contract but shares ideals
with the pacific regarding the philosophy of the contract. We have most
concerns with the transition into the new operations, but trust the
current Chair & NAF regarding the steps to be taken in the future
holding ACUHO-I and NACURH accountable.
14. IA | IACURH is in support of this contract. We believe that outsourcing
our financial work to professionals will not only protect the organization
but allow us to truly be fiscally responsible. IACURH further believes that
sometimes it takes money to make change and we can not be afraid of
that.
15. SA | Appreciates the clarification Lena gave regarding negotiations &
feels much more comfortable now. Would like to see a time period
following AC where feedback can be provided by the boards to allow
more time to fully flesh out some concerns before it is brought to
ACUHO.
a) Chair | POC - we can go back but would need to know before
you do or do not approve it otherwise the voting is more
nebulous of a “please try to include this” rather than “the yes is
contingent upon ___”
b) SA | That makes sense. I withdraw this thought.
16. PA | Moves to caucus for three minutes with intention to discuss
potential clauses.
a) SA | Seconds
17. Chair | We can move into discussion where we hear a presentation of
contingencies. Important to note that whatever you give us has to be
back into negotiation - we have to be cognizant of what we ask for.
Asking for cancellation fee to be budgeted - we already have that.
Heard talking about a safety clause - locked into same rate for 3 years,
can’t create a caveat where we ask for no inflation. I know you all have
something about keeping that without inflation, in the perfect contract,
but that’s not necessarily realistic.
18. PA | PA moves to vote with a clause that NACURH will reevaluate this
contract at the next annual business meeting and that a clause will be
included regarding inflation.
19. Advisor | Poi - real quick just so you are aware. If we wanted to put in a
clause for inflation, it would have to go to ACUHO-I for it. We wouldn’t
in good faith be able to sign a contract preemptively because we would
need to enter back into negotiations.
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a) NAF | Does this mean a clause that we won't pay inflation or
what does a clause about inflation mean?
20. SW | Point of Inquiry - Isn’t NACURH already expected to pay inflation, if
and when that occurs?
a) Chair | In terms of current contract or after 3 years?
b) SW | In terms of this current contract, whether there is a clause
c) Chair | Locked into these numbers for the next 3 years and is the
term of what the next corporate office would be; if we do not like
it we could leave, taking into account the inflation.
21. CA | Point of Inquiry - Should this be an amendment to the contract?
a) Parliamentarian | With the whole idea that the chair is bringing in,
depends on what the amendment is if we need to go into
negotiation.
b) Chair | It is not a piece and technically the piece will fail and then
go back into negotiation and then come back. Suppose, yes,
and...
22. PA | Point of Clarification - Imagining a clause the $63,000.00 to allow
that price to increase as the cost of inflation increases.
a) Chair | As opposed to after 3 years?
b) PA | After the contract is done would need to re-negotiate
c) Chair | Locked into the $63,000.00 is the fixed; after that
negotiate other costs, would not affect this.
d) NAF | Inflation is still happening now - still pay 63k for the next 3
years regardless
e) Chair | Up to board in 3 years to determine fair cost at that time.
f) NAF | After 3 years, they’d factor in inflation.
g) Chair | Which is more beneficial since we do not have to pay
more for the next 3 years
h) NAF | Have amount of service for the next three years
i) Chair | I feel like rocket power.
23. PA | Acknowledge, but just want to present the concerns from the NBD
a) Chair | Would love a clause saying we won’t have to pay inflation,
24. PA | Moves to vote with a clause that NACURH Reevaluates this contract
at the next ABM
a) CA | Seconds
25. NE | Point of Information - In terms of that clause, is that something
having to be in contract or determination just be procedural every year.
a) NAA | Internal clause where it is passed on to the next Executive
Committee that this has to happen next year and how it is
passed.
b) Chair | Did same thing for NAD position and discussed it had to
be re-evaluated and the executive committee kept it in the radar;
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could still pass the contract and would be up to the NBD to
determine if it is still beneficial for the next year.
26. IA | Point of Information - We keep hearing three years that were in this,
but in 3.1, the initial term says 2 years.
a) Chair | My apologies, you are correct. 2 years caveat and I keep
thinking about the NCO term. If after 2 years you are not happy,
we can adapt and change following that initial term. Halfway
through NCO we do an evaluation and this would be a pretty
similar thing in terms of where do we see improvements and
what we need to fix. Consider it as a midyear evaluation.
27. NCO | Point of Information - A lot has happened between motion and
now, can someone summarize what happened and what we are doing?
a) NAA | Basically we are in the middle of a motion right now that
was interrupted by a lot of points of information. The original
motion was to vote but include an internal clause that next year’s
annual business meeting we would evaluate and originally had a
piece about the inflation clause. We would already be
negotiating at the end of the 2 year period and we are locked in
for this cost for those two years.
28. PA | Motion (listed above)
a) CA | Seconds
29. CA | Moves to vote by secret ballot
30. MA | Point of Information - Had we had formal discussion on the
amendment on the motion itself?
a) NAA | Not technically an amendment since it is internal and
acknowledgment that is going to happen next year.
b) Chair | Also say that you all just voted to vote on it. If you want to
go back into discussion that’s fine.
31. MA | Can we clarify the language? Amendment, supplement?
a) Chair | Would consider it to be a caveat, not amending, just an
add-on. Do you all want more discussion? Are you good?
Genuinely do not want anyone to be confused, proud of this, but
want you all to make this decision while being well-informed. It is
okay to take a minute - it is big and passive. Can we put five
minutes back on the vote.
32. MA | Point of Information - Discussion on the caveat or the piece as a
whole?
a) Chair | The caveat.
C. Discussion
1. NCO | The corporate office believes that the student experience we had
was less of a student leadership experience and more of an unpaid job.
We believe that signing this contract does not eliminate a student
experience, but takes away unfair responsibilities of student leaders
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IV.

were given. .While this contract removes an entity, and theoretically
removes a separate opportunity for students to be a part of NACURH,
by removing the corporate office, we believe that other regions will have
more opportunity to fill their boards.
2. SW | SW wanted to give a huge shoutout to Lena and Greg for all the
hard work they did on this contract. Especially due to this financial
nature going on in the next few weeks.
3. CA | Reiterate the greatest contract that NACURH has ever had. This is
on the level of when we became a non profit. Believe this will move the
corporation forward in ways that we cannot even begin to realize.
4. SW | Moves to vote with the reevaluation clause that the PA originally
addressed.
a) NE | Second
5. Vote
a) 7-1-0, motion carries
Revised FY 21 Budget
A. CA | Moves to bring FY21 budget back to the floor
1. PA | Second
B. Presentation
C. Question & Answer
1. NCO | Can you elaborate on cutting recognition (especially
advancement society)?
a) NAF | Sure. Currently we do try to order things in bulk so we
order a bunch of different pins and pens and such. So we hope
that will be enough to cover some of those expenses so we won’t
have to purchase more of those next year. Come March/February
if we realize we need to order some times, we can pass a piece
to do that. I’m thinking regions may not be able to afford to
induct the amount of people they have in the past.
2. GL | Can you explain how you arrived at a 40% cut to affiliation? Why
40%?
a) I tried to balance being conservative (50% cut is v conservative)
but wanted to keep in mind that this is a pretty decent sized
revenue for regional budgets - 40% seems reasonable based on
what we’re seeing overall. Doesn’t significantly cut into regional
revenues this way - just the way we're able to balance here.
3. NCO | Wondering if with the changes with the ACUHO-I contract and
the NCO being dissolved - if things like the sale inventory would be
included in the NACURH budget or if it would be hosted somewhere
external?
a) NAF | I think it will depend a lot on how the transition process
goes. Too early to tell right now. With NCO being dissolved, that
is a conversation to have down the road as to which budget to
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

put this in. Whether we should keep an CO budget or transfer
over to a NACURH budget. No decision has been made yet
regarding that.
NE | Of the many budgets you had to draft, how did you arrive to these
figures in this budget?
a) NAF | I think overall I tried to first take into affect the impacts of
COVID-19 and cut the things I knew we weren’t going to have
such as Guidebook fees and AC fees. Then I went into expenses
to figure out which things we likely wouldn’t do. Knowing in the
past we did Exec Retreats in the summer, I could reasonably
assume they would be happening online as well as the SP retreat
in conversation with Mary and Lena. I tried to focus on the things
I knew would probably be cut then moved on from there. RLCs
would likely be significantly impacted as well so cutting there.
Time called
a) MA | Moves to extend by 5 mins
(1) AC | Seconds
NE | Moves to caucus for 3 minutes.
a) MA | Seconds
b) Dissent - NCO. Would like 5 mins,
(1) Amendment accepted.
MA | Can you further elaborate on the 4-year $24,000 OCM gift and its
impact on the budget?
a) NAF | So. a few years ago, OCM donated $ over 4 years, would
have traditionally been held, but we put it all in checking at once,
but to depreciate that lump sum, we over budget by $6500 each
year to use that funding for its intended use
PA | With the amount we have in savings, do you think it is fair to cut
recognition by $8,000?
a) NAF | I think recognition is one of those things that is always kind
of difficult sometimes to assess. We are in a financially unstable
time and more of one of the fluff things to go. While important, it
is not vital for the corporation’s operation. We did keep a few
things like coinstars (?) that will still roll over into next year. I tried
to cut things that isn’t necessary to the continuance of the
corporation, such as swap scholarships because we don’t know
the status of the RLC scholarships and NRHH scholarships
because it’s comprised of pin sales so we may not even have the
money to give out in the first place What items of recognition
can we cut down the road. We also reduced the programming
grant at Semis. So this was just one of the things that went based
on that track.
SA | Moves to end Q&A
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a) CA | Second
D. Discussion
1. NE | In full support of budget adjustments. Appreciate the enormous
amount of work Greg has put in. After Q&A, feel confident about the
changes made in the uncertain financial situation we’re looking at
2. SW | Would also like to reiterate support of this piece and thank you
Greg for putting this together. Echoing NE sentiments with if pieces
needed to be revisited, this could be adjusted by the next NBD down
the road as a result of affiliation and such.
3. CA | Yields
4. GL | In support of adjusted budget. Expenses were reduced intentionally
and conservatively, and we appreciate the work put in.
5. SA | Move to end discussion
a) NE | Seconds
E. Vote
1. 8-0-0
F. Moving into breakouts for regional budget review
(Post-opening-ceremony)
E. NBD 20-48 | Legislation & Bid Timeline Release (Leadership)
1. SW | Moves to bring NBD 20-48 to the floor
a) IA | Seconds
2. Proponent Speech by the author:
a) Abigiail Greiner, PA COPR | Overall, this piece is pretty
straightforward. All bids and legislation need to be released two
weeks in advance to NACURH Leadership to allow ample time to
review bids and legislation. Of course, in extenuating
circumstances, such as this year, the requirement can always be
waived by the DADs, so the policy is flexible if needed to be in
case of anomalies. This also gives ample time for the DADs to
discuss legislation and bids with those they choose to do so with,
such as other members of the RBD, regional representatives, etc.
and allows for them to have greater knowledge of regional
opinions and context when being in voting spaces, while also
protecting their rights to being the representatives of their
region to NACURH.
3. Question & Answer
a) MA | Could you share a little bit more detail about how you came
to the 2 week deadline timeline?
(1) Abigail | 2 weeks is the policy we implemented in PA last
year & it’s been super successful for our conferences.
Reps have given positive feedback. Spoke with rick about
average for NACURH - average there is closer to one
week. Extension to two weeks is more important so
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b)
c)
d)

e)

f)

g)

people can plan ahead to ask for time off work for these
pieces.
SA | PPP - cole is in a breakout room and we’re one short on
mins. Help?
SW | YTR
CA | Was there any specific research on policies of other regions
that outline this that you have done?
(1) Abigail | Not that I specifically did - had 1:1 with Rick who
said he was planning on a similar piece last year. Got one
week timeline from him. I trust Rick so I didn’t go into
more specifics.
NE | We are wondering if you have done any research into the
common practice of releasing both bids and legislation on the
NACURH level?
(1) Abigail | So I had meetings with both Lena and Rick in the
process of writing this piece so they were able to offer me
a bit of advice. Actually Lena had referred me to Rick in
the process. I didn’t do specific research in this process
other than the conversations I had with other individuals.
PA | I was wondering if you could outline any difficulties you
noticed when abiding by this policy?
(1) Abigail | Yeah, I think having a policy like this in place is a
good practice but stuff always comes up. Things aren’t
made ahead of time. Regionally with bid review
processes, those take long so that can impact release of
the bids. Current understanding is that NACURH’s bid
review process doesn’t exist other than just rejection of
bids and an appeal process? With legislation overall, it’s
simple to get things done on time. Coming up to
conferences, some financial things can be resolved by
waiving the requirement.
(2) PA | If this were to pass and legislation needed to be
submitted on an expedited timeline, we’d need to waive
this section of the policy book?
(a) Abigail | If it was not within the timeline, then I
would say yes.
(b) NAA | Context on administrative and legislative yes. (why use many word when few word do good)
Time called
(1) SA | Moves to extend by 5 minutes
(a) SW | Seconds
(b) No dissent
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h) SW | Would this legislation also apply to NACURH budgets since
they also are passed at Semis?
(1) Abigail | I don’t believe that the budget falls under this
category. I think that it would be good practice. I do a lot
less budget work, so didn’t consider. I would accept it as
a friendly amendment, or that it could become practice. I
yield to NAA if it would be required.
(2) NAA | Technically, yes. This is really up to interpretation of
the current interpreter (NAO next year). I would say that it
is similar since it has the same amount of review. It’s up to
interpretation.
i) CA | How does this affect other current timelines with things like
Exec bids, which have to be released one week in advance?
(1) Abigail | When writing this piece I didn’t catch that as an
inconsistency. That was something when the pacific
originally passed it, it created policy inconsistencies that
we had to then fix. Would love an amendment.
j) NE | Moves to caucus for 2 minutes.
(1) MA | Second
k) SW | We move to end Q&A
(1) SA | Seconds
4. Discussion
a) PA | Thankful for the author for submitting this. However, this
policy has been difficult to implement in PA for flexibility.
Because of this we’ve had our hands tied to quickly and
efficiently write legislation for conferences. Factor in budget
wasn’t adequately represented, so we had to waive. The reps
have loved it, but the RBD has really not.
b) CA | POI - Just curious does the Exec Committee or legislation
writing have additional pieces of legislation that they finalize
during Semis or Pre-Conference?
(1) NAA | I literally just wrote a piece of legislation for today
that we are going to hear last. We do a lot of things
leading up to conferences, particularly the annual and
semi-annual business meetings and it’s hard to factor
legislation into that when we balance everything.
Particularly right before conference we may find
something that needs to be written. This team has
definitely written pieces the week before.
(2) Chair | Exec teams fly in early and can use that time to
write pieces. Bids already have timelines in advance to
help. If legislation is submitted less than 48 hours in
advance, we will read the piece to help.
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c) NAA | For some historical context, I just wanted to provide that a
member of boards last year - I think it was actually Rick… tried to
pass something very similar with the same general aim last year,
and it ended up being withdrawn because it was determined to
be not feasible between him and the others he worked with.
d) GL | POI - Mallory, did they deem it not feasible because of
legislation being written the day before, or was there another
reason?
(1) NAA | That was part of it. Lena?
(2) Chair | When we had a piece submitted last year by Rick,
we had a conversation about submitting legislation in
advance. We spent a lot of time on Zoom to work out
legislation and prepare business materials. We talked to
Rick for context and he withdrew the piece, then saying if
it was at least released 24-48 hours in advance it would be
feasible but if it were shorter than that we would hear it.
e) SW | The Southwest appreciates the intention of this piece but is
concerned with the other inconsistencies that are found in the
Governing Documents that would provide many conflicts with
different types of business including budgets and executive bids.
One example is the navigating of budget difficulties this week
during Preconference and the Southwest echoes the historical
context provided by the NAA.
f) Time was called
(1) SA | Moves to extend time by 5 minutes
(a) NCO | Seconds
g) SA | The South Atlantic utilizes similar policies. We release things
two weeks prior to conferences or business spaces, but
appreciate the context that this may not work for NACURH-level
bids or legislation.
h) SW | Calls the question
(1) No dissent
5. Vote
a) 0-8-0
6. CA POI - since there’s a rep who was not expected to be in this space,
was the person who co-authored another piece here? For gender
inclusive housing?
a) Chair | We are coming upon the hour which was when we were
going to hear about stuff for corporate so I did not plan to hear
another piece before we did corporate.
F. Options; Corporate prep or another piece of legislation when we do host form
workshop
G. NE | Moves to do corporate
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1. SW | Seconds
H. POC SW | Do we have other time later in the schedule this weekend to do more
legislation?
1. We have some corporate boardroom prep tomorrow night. We could try
to hear another piece tomorrow night. We will not get to everything. If a
piece isn’t heard, it dies but will be passed along to the next execs, but
would need to be resubmitted.
I. SA | POI - Seeing as we haven't seen the NACURH NRHH Board Change piece
yet, would we need to see that tonight for it to be heard in the NRHH
Corporate Business?
1. Chair | Yes. I have already contacted those authors to let them know we
don’t have any more time to hear legislation.
J. Corporate Prep
K. Host Form Workshop
1. Presentation
2. Q&A
a) PA | Incredibly thorough, fantastic. Do you think it would be
worth including GPA checks or other necessary checks they’ll
need to check up on?
(1) Chair | Fair. Tell me if I’m wrong, but that’s what I was
considering would be part of this withstanding portion.
Oh- it doesn’t include good standing. I will yield to GL to
talk more about what it means to be in good standing
since we’ve had that conversation before.
(2) GL | should specify as academic standing - had an incident
about disciplinary bad standing. Had convo about
institutions placing students in bad standing for sexuality
or identity… we think as long as they’re in good academic
standing and the school still supports them, they’re fine. If
the school didn’t continue to support them that’s a
different issue
(3) Chair | added clause
b) NE | This might just be me having a mushy brain. By signing
below that eligibility checks… wait never mind. I just had to
reread it for myself. (lol)
(1)
c) CA | Scroll all the way down for signature. Could you change the
asterisk to institutional representative instead of host school and
change to stay student reps?
(1) Changed everything to “institutional representative”
d) SW | POI - Specific requirement of what role the representative
should be?
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(1) Chair | No. Each institution has to go through their own
process. Some institutions only need NCC, some need
Director of housing. We don’t dictate that.
e) GL | POI - Talking about NCC or RHA P, doesn’t include
institutional rep part?
(1) Chair | Whatever schools have in their policy will be their
policy and this section is just saying that this would be
their advisor/one housing professional to sign off.
f) SA | For language consistency, add for “additional”
representatives to “below are optional spaces”
g) CA | Could you double check the lines between each section to
make sure they’re splitting up? Put a signature page on the very
last one so it’s separated?
h) IA | Could you please explain this to me so I could explain it to
my peeps in IA? The finance piece - could you help give me
more? I value this because it makes it equitable and fair but just
want to ensure I understand how to communicate this.
(1) It’s a violation of the nature of NACURH & a conflict of
interest policy. If someone were to receive a salary and/or
stipend compensation that isn’t simply pro devo or travel,
it can be perceived as an institution buying a vote.
Protects against conflict of interest. Doesn’t remove
compensation, but limits compensation for the work
they’re doing. They’re not paid by NACURH because
they’re not meant to be. To get paid by the institution
and then ask to disconnect from that into a regional
role… that’s not ethical and not within our nature.
(2) SA | There is a difference in getting compensated for a
volunteer work and getting financially supported to afford
experiences
i) MA | I’m sorry - could you further clarify what compensation
would be permissible under this and what wouldn’t?
(1) Chair | Doesn’t include that in the scope. Just says we
don’t compensate by x things. Would you like me to
include housing compensation?
(a) IA | Because one of the requirements to serve is to
live on campus, that may not be an option. In
order for me to fulfill this role, I get housing
compensated as RHA President, and then also
serve in this role. That is how I have navigated this
role. Since housing is necessary, can it be included
as part of compensation?
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(b) Chair | Can include campus housing or campus
meal plans, included in clause now.
j) NCO | Curious - if you’re employed as an RA does that count as
being compensated by your institution?
(1) Chair | Technically wouldn’t count for Advisors for
example, but they couldn’t get additional compensation
on top of that.
k) SA | Yield
l) PA | Do you envision this replacing regional host
acknowledgement form
(1) Chair | This would replace all regional forms and we would
use one standardized one.
(2) PA | I’ll need our new director to pass new pieces of
legislation to make this happen.
(a) Chair | With clause that it trickles down, has to be
adopted by regions
m) GL | Regions can adjust this?
(1) Chair | Within reason - just within what you provide.
n) GL | Moves to end Q&A
(1) SA | Seconds
(2) No dissent
3. Discussion
a) SW | We may want to add the caveat that if adopted by
NACURH, it also needs to be adopted by the regions.
(1) Chair | If we want to formalize that we can.
(2) SW | So moved
(a) IA | Second
(b) No dissent
(3) Vote
(a) 8-0-0
b) MA | We are really grateful to the people who spent time
working on this, and think it will provide consistencies across the
board.
c) GL | YTR
d) NE | NEACURH is in support of this.
e) SW | In support and because of our own experience, we have lost
potential RBD candidates because of previous financial language
in HAFs.
f) IA | In support because it will provide equitable experiences. It
makes it more accessible for us. Provides clarity and some better
dynamics for some boards because it’ll be consistent.
g) SA | Move to vote
(1) IA | Second
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4. Vote
a) 8-0-0 Host form passes
L. NBD 20-52 | The Links
1. SA | Moves to bring NBD 20-52 to the floor
a) IA | Seconds
2. PA | POI - will this be the last we hear?
a) Could very well be the last piece, we scheduled as much time as
we could. Warned you ahead of time that we had very limited
time and only to submit pieces of the utmost importance.
Anticipating maybe.
3. Reading of the Piece by NAA
4. Proponent Speech by the author:
a) NAA | Ya know. It’s really silly that it was made caring,
dedication, and participation in the first place. We recognized a
need so we’re fixing it because it’s been bothering the two of us
for a while.
5. Question & Answer
a) SA | Move to end Q&A
(1) CA | Second
6. Discussion
a) GL | Call the Question|
(1) No dissent
b) SW | Call for consensus
(1) No dissent
7. Vote: Passed by consensus
Saturday, May 23, 2020
I.
Corporate Information Session
II.
Corporate Prep
III.
GL | Moves to adjourn the Annual Business Meeting until the 2021 Semiannual Business
Conference
A. NCO (for the very last time) | Seconds
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School of the Year Award Bid Selection
I.
II.

III.

SA | moves to open nominations for the School of the Year Award:
A. GL | second
B. No dissent
Nominations:
A. MA | nominates Christopher Newport University
1. GL | second
B. SW | nominates Columbia University
1. IA | second
C. SA | nominates North Dakota State University
1. AC | second
D. IA | nominates Northern Arizona University
1. MA | second
E. PA | nominates Portland State University
1. NCO | second
F. CA | nominates The University of Maryland
1. NE | second
G. AC | nominates University at Buffalo
1. CA | second
H. SA | nominates University of Central Florida
1. NCO | second
SA | moves to close nominations
A. CA | second

Christopher Newport University
Pro

Con

Clear goal development

Limited NACURH involvement

Qualitative & quantitative data used

Underdeveloped diversity theme

Advocacy initiatives

Did not acknowledge challenges

Variety of on campus programs

-

Collaborative efforts w/ campus partners

-

-

-

3 unanswered
Columbia University
Pro
COVID response

Con
No engagement in COVID response

Environmental efforts

Lack of clear evaluative methods

Advocacy initiatives within housing

regional/nacurh engagements

Growth in nrhh chapter

-

-

-

-

-

3 unanswered
North Dakota State University
Pro

Con

Regional bid submission

Limited NACURH involvement

Good use of assessment

-

Integration of regional model (?)

-

Virtual programming post COVID

-

3 unanswered
A. NCO | POI - in PB it says it has to be limited to 30 pages excluding cover page & letter of
support - this bid is 31 pages without those things
a. Chair | Citation pages don’t count either.
B. GL | POC - regional support letter is on second page.
a. Chair | anybody is allowed to submit. We more heavily consider the individuals who
are regional nominees because criteria is regional accolades. NDSU was the MA
regional nominee.
Northern Arizona University
Pro

Con

Comparative analysis of goals & evaluations

-

Strong commitment to social justice

-

Strategic planning

Assessment does not match programming
initiatives

Regional & NACURH involvement

-

Comprehensive Leadership Development
Initiatives

-

Clear participation in NACURH services

-

3 unanswered
Portland State University
Pro

Con

Utilized collaborative advocacy programming
partnership

Contains information outside of bid timeline

Rlc 2019 host site

Lacks clear goal setting

-

Lack of assessment

Work with nontraditional students

Limited mention of NACURH involvement

-

-

Recruitment of new members

-

-

-

3 unanswered
The University of Maryland
Pro

Con

Strong regional involvement

-

Commitment to DEI initiatives

Lack of NACURH involvement

-

Challenges are vague

-

-

3 unanswered
University at Buffalo
Pro

Con

Hosts NACURH board members

-

Expansion of SJ programming

-

-

Weak NACURH initiative involvement

Engaged recruitment practices

-

Values based goals

Limited NRHH relationship addressed

Collaboration w/ other entities

-

-

Limited engagement with NACURH services

-

-

3 unanswered
A. IA | Point of Information - not clear on whether or not they have an NRHH chapter. It
looked vague but do we know so I know whether or not I can address my Pro/Con?
a. NE | Point of clarification, they do.
University of Central Florida
Pro

Con

Extensive training for hall councils

Limited NACURH and regional involvement

Many detailed goals

-

Advocacy addressed food insecurity

-

Focus on increasing resident involvement

-

3 unanswered
IV.

Discussion
A. NE | enjoyed & admired UCF’s advocacy initiatives espe. With the bettering of the
experience of their residents at Union west
B. SW | Particularly impressed with U of Maryland that their goals are based on their
constitution. The Goals based on student leadership are unclear. We have a
concern that there is limited NACURH involvement beyond highlighting delegates.
C. CA | appreciates Columbia’s bid and their comprehensive response to COVID.
However since regional & NACURH involvement make up a huge part of this, and
there was little to no involvement there.
D. MA | move to caucus for 5 minutes
1. SA | Second
E. GL | POI - could you remind us which schools were spoken about?
F. CA | Overall most impressed by NAU’s bid. It was extensive, comprehensive, and in
depth especially given the criteria. Clear final contender in this category.
G. MA | With regards to NAU, they mention programs that would have happened if
COVID had not occurred, but do not expand on how they attempted to translate

H.
I.

J.

K.

L.
M.
N.
O.
P.
Q.
R.
S.
T.

U.
V.
W.

X.

the programs into a virtual setting.
GL | Notes and appreciates goals accomplished by Portland, would have
appreciated comparison to the goals they actually set.
SW | SW is particularly impressed by NAU for similar reasons to CA. The way they
developed a strategic plan for their organization. Also Christopher Newport had
great goals and reasoning behind them, but concerned their theme of social justice
and diversity was limited aside from the program they implemented.
SA | The SA is impressed with NAU’s involvement in NACURH and with regional
initiatives to progress their organization and improve executive board
development throughout the year. Particularly, we appreciate their highlighting of
their participation in NRHM in the week by week breakdown.
GL | The Great Lakes appreciates NAU’s goals and the status of each goal. We also
appreciated their focus on advocacy and social justice and inclusion by raising
awareness and implementing inclusion training. They utilized a SWOT analysis on
their strategic plan and we believe this shows critical evaluation of impact.
PA | Upon doing an analysis, the two bids that talk most about regional and
NACURH involvement are NAU and NDSU. These schools mention region and
NACURH over 40 times each.
NE | Appreciates NDSU’s regional/nacurh involvement and connecting with their
NRHH chapter
GL | YTR
SA | Wants to highlight NDSU’s campus level involvement particularly the
curricular approach to better support their residents.
Chair | looking for CMU and UB
SA | Appreciates CNU’s improvement efforts on their campus, but wish they had
mentioned more involvement on the regional and NACURH level beyond
conference engagement
GL | Appreciate Christopher Newport use of qualitative and quantitative data for
their push for gender neutral housing and their push for further evaluation in
housing.
SW | Wants to point out that UB breaks down their campus rha and addresses
specific issues RHA encounters. We appreciate the advocacy present here.
GL | Move to narrow field to two
1. MA | Second
2. SW | Dissent
a) Withdrawn
3. NAU and NDSU
MA | The Midwest was impressed by North Dakota State's creation of a delegation
packet which they shared with the rest of the regional NCCs. We were also pleased
with their ability and flexibility to host programs virtually following COVID
GL | POI - Which school was spoken on?
1. NDSU
CA | POI - what are we considering admissible given that this is a circumstance
beyond institutional control
1. Chair | won’t dock for not having it, but I’m recognizing and acknowledging
what the relevant impacts on this are on campus. I have no expectation on a
COVID response, but if they have it we are able to discuss it.
SW | Leaning towards NAU because they have been actively involved in Lead Links,

OTMs, and more. They have secured multiple nominations for NACURH level
awards. Impressed they showed their addressing of challenges through the
development of their strategic plan.
Y. GL | Appreciates the way NAU incorporated SJ&I in an intentional and meaningful
way in their programming.
Z. NCO | NCo believes because this category is a high level recognition on the
NACURH level, NAU demonstrates a significant amount of that involvement and
thus we are in support of that bid.
AA.PA | Overall, NDSU as an institution is performing exceptionally. NAU has an
overall stronger RHA.
BB. SA | Moves to end discussion
1. GL | Seconds

RHA Building Block of the Year Award Bid Selection
I.
II.

III.

GL | moves to open nominations for the RHA Building Block of the Year Award:
A. MA | second
B. No dissent
Nominations:
A. IA | nominates Arizona State University Downtown
1. MA | second
B. PA | nominates George Washington University
CA | second
C. SA | nominates Saint Louis University
1. AC | second
D. CA | nominates Texas Woman’s University
1. NCO | second
E. NE | nominates Wheaton College
1. GL | second
NE | moves to close nominations
A. SA | second

PA | POI: Starting with ASU-D and going alphabetically?
Chair | yes
Arizona State University Downtown
Pro

Con

Significantly improved advocacy profile

-

Revamped mission statement

-

Impactful constitutional changes

Limited NACURH involvement

Evaluation process implemented

-

-

-

-

-

3 unanswered

George Washington University
Pro
-

Con
-

Considerable change regarding accountability

Lack of organizational goals

Overhaul of leadership orientation

Not thorough challenges section

Campus partner engagement

Lack of NACURH level involvement

Increased regional involvement

-

-

-

-

-

3 unanswered
Saint Louis University
Pro

Con

Accomplished goals

Small gap between challenge and growth

Thorough budget overhaul

No results from auditing rubric

Heavy regional involvement

-

Recruitment tactics

-

-

-

3 unanswered
Texas Woman’s University
Pro

Con

Regional involvement

“Did not officially begin any new initiatives”

Evaluation tools to measure success

-

Resident involvement

-

Interaction with NACURH Services

-

3 unanswered

Wheaton College
Pro

Con

Rebranding rha

-

Innovation w/ small budget

Limited NACURH level involvement

On campus partnerships

Mentions information outside timeline

Accomplishments directly relate to challenges

-

-

-

Success despite recent affiliation

-

3 unanswered
A. CA | Should we be considering information from the previous year as contextual for where
they were to compare to where they’re going?
a. Chair | for the purposes of this award, not necessarily. Contextual referenced
information is allowed if it is used to show their growth but it’s up to your
discretion how you want to use the information. If it was meant to be like that, we
can’t consider that information.
B. MA | What page is that on? Of the bid?
a. IA | Don’t know, can take another look at that.
C. PA | poc| Page 8 they mention pumpkin festival & destress event of 2018
a. Chair | Can only be considered if they used it to compare to this year’s event as a
“this is how we grew”
D. NE | poi | Want to clarify where we’re at in terms of what we’re saying we take into
accounts vs. what we’re not. Still confused.
a. Chair | Sure. In these bids they are allowed to reference previous years information
so long as it is for comparative information. They can say they did this event in
2018 and here is how we improved it this year. If they’re saying we did this great
event in 2018 but it didn’t reoccur this year, it doesn’t work in this case. That is
what you can consider and what you can’t consider.
b. NE | They write the paragraphs about it - accomplished programs explains program
from 2018, and said they brought the program back in 2019 by popular demand
i.
Chair | can say they did event in 2018 and brought it back for retention and
traction. Not considered outside info
E. IA | When I read the bid, I see several mentions of events that happened in 2018. Confused
about how they talk about it improving in the next year.
a. Chair | You don’t consider those.
F. IA | Point was that outside timeline - is it still an okay con
a. Chair | Technically violates policy. NACURH is not liable for things that slip through
policy violations. If you were to say there’s too much OI to consider the bid, that’s
fine. You can also say that there’s info you just can’t consider here.

IV.

Discussion
A. SW | The SW was first of all impressed with SLU because they listed out goals and
were able to achieve them and had a wide campus involvement. We are concerned
that the growth from being an already strong school is not evident.
B. NE | Moves to caucus for 5 minutes.
1. IA | Second
C. SA | The South Atlantic recognizes that George Washington University does not
currently have a strong presence on their regional level or within NACURH.
However, we appreciate the growth evident in their bid through gaining feedback
from their general body in the beginning of the year, developing goals by positional
duties, and developing new partnership relations so as to improve their services
and programs.
D. PA | Appreciates ASU Downtown for their transparency about executive board
resignations, growth, and their different establishments within their bid.
E. MA | Would like to speak to TW. appreciate direct growth but have concerns about
lack of new initiatives as well as overcoming challenges.
F. GL | The Great Lakes would like to acknowledge ASU Downtown. the leadership
development initiatives that they implemented including evaluation, as well as
their strong improvement in their programming to be more intentional.
G. IA | Would like to acknowledge Wheaton college. While we have a concern about
the outside challenges, we felt like they have great content about how their goals
were met.
H. PA | Would like to recognize GWU. On Page 15 they had more than double the
amount of submission on the regional level at RLC as well as RBC.
I. Time called
1. PA | Moves to narrow the field to two
2. SW | Seconds
3. Field narrowed to ASU-D and GWU
J. SW | In favor of ASU-D because of the challenges they've had to overcome.
Worked with all 4 ASU institutions to measure success for that year. Also
impressed with normalizing bidding on campus to provide education
K. MA | Appreciates GWU working toward creating an equitable experience on their
campus in the organizational level in hall councils.
L. GL | ASU was very intentional in the initiatives they implemented. They were
directly connected to challenges the chapter faced and addressed current and
relevant issues.
M. PA | Everything that was a pro for GW is also a pro for ASU-D. ASU-D did more
given the amount of time.
N. SA | Appreciates both bids and feel both have improved throughout the year. Feel
ASU-D is stronger and was able to capitalize on their improvements through
programming, advocacy, and in regional involvements and clearly showed how they
were able to improve in particular areas.
O. SW | Moves to end discussion
1. NE | Second
2. No dissent
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REGION

NAME

PRESENT

CAACURH

Sunny Rawlinson

Here

GLACURH

Devin Andersen

Here

IACURH

Rae

Here

MACURH

Jordan Gregory

Here

NEACURH

Allyson Heacock

Here

PACURH

Abigail Greiner

Here

SAACURH

Hannah Kriner

Here

SWACURH

Blake Steele

Here

I.
II.

III.

NE | moves to open nominations for the Outstanding Advocacy Initiative:
A. PA | second
B. No dissent
Nominations:
A. PA | nominates Arizona State University - Downtown
1. SA | second
B. MA | nominates Columbia University
1. CA | second
C. NE | nominates George Washington University
1. MA | second
D. IA | nominates Oklahoma State University
1. GL | second
E. GL | nominates University of Central Florida
1. MA | second
GL | moves to close nominations
A. CA | second

Arizona State University - Downtown
Pro
Revamp of previous initiative

Con
No budget was clearly listed

Student Involvement

Multiple initiatives wrapped in one bid

Clear goals

Lack of evaluation

Easy to replicate

Little measurement tools utilized

Collaborations with organizations across
campus

PA | moves to end pro/con

OR

3 unanswered

SA | second
Columbia University
Pro

Con

Comprehensive timeline
Emphasis on marginalized groups
Large student impact

Low attendance rates
No evaluation process

GL | moves to end pro/con

OR

3 unanswered

IA | second
George Washington University
Pro

Con

Super clear budget

Little planning for the future

Data-driven goals

Low attendance
Small survey group

Addressed a critically relevant issue

Little plan to address weaknesses

Utilized data to back up need for this initiative

Lack of qualitative indicators for success

Multiple initiatives focusing on topic
GL | moves to end pro/con

OR

3 unanswered

SA | second
Oklahoma State University
Pro

Con

Lots of collaborations w/ other orgs and
mandatory trainings

No formal budget

Initiative history and long-term campus impact

Lack of description of initiatives

Brief mention of the NACURH philanthropy

Unclear impact
Bid readability

IA | moves to end pro/con

OR

3 unanswered

SA | second
University of Central Florida
Pro

Con

Turned angry students to active participants

Letter of support and budget were missing
Unclear impact on students

LGBTQ accessibility and advocacy

Lack of focus
Based statistics off of US, not NACURH

GL | moves to end pro/con

OR

3 unanswered

IA | second
IV.

Discussion
A. PA | utilize the importance of a distinction regarding the quality of the bids.
Important to recognize invisible disabilities, so things like spelling errors should not
be taken into account; however, lack of access can be discussed.
B. GL | Every bid is very well thought out and special and establish a unique
opportunity, OSU bid is the weakest bid because of the cons discussed.
C. NE | appreciates UCF bid, however lack of evaluation in the bid
D. CA | appreciates UCF bis, but feels it is unfinished because missing budget and

E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.

L.

M.
N.
O.
P.
Q.
R.
S.
T.

U.
V.

W.
X.
Y.

letter of support.
MA | Commends each institution; OSU and UCF bids are not up to par to win this
category, so not in support of either bid
PA | Important that each school be recognized for on-campus advocacy initiatives,
Columbia strong contender for this category.
GL | Impressed by ASU-downtown’s bid. Laid out a clear set of goals and assessed
the needs of a large student population.
IA | While GWU did a good job with bid, lacked indicators of success and lacked
description of tangible effect on students.
NE | While ASU-Downtown well thought-out, spent more time highlighting the
orgs they worked with rather than how they benefited the campus
SA | YTR
PA | Move to Narrow the Field of bids to three bids.
1. Second | MA
2. Dissent | NE
3. Second withdrawn
PA | Move to Narrow the Field to three thorough a vote
1. Second | GL
2. Dissent | none
3. Results : ASU-Downtown, Columbia University, GWU
GL | YTR
SW | echoes the sentiments of everyone of showing support for all bids; however,
would like to give full support to Columbia University
IA | YTR
NE | commemorate GWU to tackling a topic relevant to students on campus, and
tackling a topic relevant such as food security
GL | These three candidates best-represent this category; however most impressed
with ASU for their clear goals and assessing needs for students, and that it was
largely-organized by students.
IA | Commends all candidates ; highlight that ASU demonstrated a no-cost initiative
MA | Move to extend discussion by five minutes
1. Second | IA
2. Dissent | none
SW| move to narrow the field down to two bids
1. Second | IA
2. Dissent | GL believes that the COs have enough information to make a vote
with these three candidates rather than narrowing the field further.
3. Second and motion Withdrawn
MA | not really sure which way they want to vote
PA | feels that Columbia U’s bid was integral decision making and shows the extent
that RHA can be involved on campus. Championed by student leaders. Columbia U
represents a process that can be transferred to other schools, and as inspiration to
other schools to get involved with advocacy in housing departments.
GL | addressing unsure reps: suggests that we should consider which bids have the
most glaring weaknesses
NE | Columbia U - multiple routes of education for the students
SW | move to narrow the field to two
1. Second | none

2. SW retracts motion
Z. MA | commends each institution; however, in favor of Columbia U for the amount
of change they were able to make on their campus. Seemed to have a massive
impact on the lives of all of the students at that institution.
AA. SA | commends all of the bids; supports Columbia University because of the impact
they had across the entire university.
BB. IA | Call to Question
1. Second | MA
2. Dissent | none
3. Voting on ASU-Downtown, Columbia University, George Washington
University
4. Winner will be announced at closing ceremonies on Sunday.
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PRESENT

CAACURH

Emily Morgan

X

GLACURH

Nicole Pacewic

X

IACURH

Josiah Armstrong

X

MACURH

Anna Herman

X

NEACURH

Kimmy Pocwierz

X

PACURH

Sarah Micelli

X

SAACURH

Ramey Board

X

SWACURH

Viviana Faz

X

I.
II.

III.

NEACURH | moves to open nominations for the First Year Experience Award:
A. SAACURH | second
B. No dissent
Nominations:
A. SAACURH | nominates Arizona State University - Downtown
1. NEACURH | second
B. GLACURH | nominates Miami University
1. MACURH | second
C. GLACURH | nominates Northern Illinois University
1. CAACURH | second
D. SAACURH | nominates Syracuse University
1. NEACURH | second
E. SAACURH | nominates Texas Woman’s University
1. NEACURH | second
F. SWACURH | nominates University of Nebraska - Lincoln
1. NEACURH | second
NEACURH | moves to close nominations
A. SWACURH | second

Arizona State University - Downtown
Pro

Con

Level of RHA involvement

No NACURH/Regional involvement

Adaptable programming

Missing details

Involved in RHA & NRHH

Has no specific goals aside from being involved

High GPA while being a leader

Commitment to diversity & inclusion while
programming
SAACURH | moves to end pro/con

OR

3 unanswered

NEACURH | second
Miami University
Pro

Con

Testimonies

Minimal explanation on personal growth

Stepped up into NCC role

Minimal explanation of future plans

Clearly details regional involvement

Vague goals

Has NRHH & RHA experience

Lack of details

Involved in advocacy & programming

SAACURH | moves to end pro/con

OR

3 unanswered

SWACURH | second
Northern Illinois University
Pro
Involved with both NRHH & RHA

Con
No plan on running to RHA

Passion for advocacy

Unclear on personal & professional growth

Strong community service
Many academic achievements

Lack of details about regional involvement

Attended a regional conference
SAACURH | moves to end pro/con

OR

3 unanswered

SWACURH | second
Syracuse University
Pro

Con

Participated in president's boardroom

Minimal explanation of goals

Involved in both RHA & NRHH

Mimal discussion of impact on leadership

Plans for the future

No plans outside of RHA

Focus on advocacy initiatives
Involved in academics as an honors student
SAACURH | moves to end pro/con

OR

3 unanswered

SWACURH | second
Texas Woman’s University
Pro

Con

Attended NCC boardroom

No letter of support from region

Clear discussion of growth

No variation in programming

Maintained a 4.0 GPA
SAACURH | moves to end pro/con

OR

3 unanswered

swacurh | second
University of Nebraska - Lincoln
Pro

Con

Plans to strengthen RHA/NRHH bond

No mention of personal growth

Focus on mental health

No mention of the why

Regional experience
Testimony from E-Board
SAACURH | moves to end pro/con

OR

3 unanswered

SWACURH | second
IV.

V.

VI.

Discussion
A. NEACURH | Moves to caucus for 3 minutes
1. SWACURH | second
B. SAACURH | Finds it concerning that Texas Woman's University does not have a
letter of support from the region.
C. NEACURH | While It should be taken into consideration that sometimes first year
students do not have the opportunity to choose what kind of programming to be
involved in. What should be considered more is what they plan on doing and what
they were able to get out of their experiences moving forward.
D. PACURH | The Pacific appreciated University of Nebraska Lincoln mentions of
mental health advocacy as we uphold the mental and emotional wellness of student
leaders as one of our primary values.
E. CAACURH | CAACURH appreciates the innovative efforts of the candidate from
the University of Nebraska at Lincoln and feel that they have shown a high level of
dedication to their institution with clear plans for the future.
F. SWACURH | the Southwest would like to command the Nebraska lincoln for there
plan to for the Relationship on NRHH and RHA. but would also say that it worried
about the Northern Illinois not having plan to return
G. GLACURH | Echos sentiments of CAACURH, supports Nebraska Lincoln
H. GLACURH | Worrisome about Miami University and impact on campus.
I. MACURH Impressed by commitment to advocacy of ASU-D and worried about
lack of detail in Syracuse’s bid
J. NEACURH | Concerned with ASU downtown as there is a lack of regional and
nacurh level participation
K. MACURH | Moves to narrow the candidate field to 3
1. NEACURH | second
2. Inconclusive result
L. SAACURH | Moves to narrow the candidates field to 4
1. SWACURH | second
Vote | Narrow Candidate Field to 3
A. ASU-D
B. Miami University
C. Texas Woman’s University
D. University of Nebraska - Lincoln
Desicssion:
A. MACURH | MACURH believes that all 4 candidates have shown great service to
their institutions and regions. We would like to commend Miami University on

B.

C.

D.

E.
F.
G.
H.

I.

J.

VII.

their vast regional involvement with award bids, ed sessions, and boardroom
presence. We also appreciate UNL’S dedication to the campus and regional level
and have a clear path to future involvement in the region
IACURH | IACURH would like to show appreciation for the testimonies included in
Miami University and Arizona State University Downtown's bids as this shows the
impact these individuals have had on their campus. Further we would like to note
the regional involvement of the nominees from Miami University and University of
Nebraska- Lincoln. Lastly would like to show appreciation of the NRHH and RHA
involvement of Texas Woman's University and Miami University.
NEACURH | Would like to point out that it is hard to hold the NCC as an
experienced delegate let alone a first year student. So for that matter would like to
congratulate the work that Miami University and Texas Womans by holding these
roles in their first year.
SWACURH | Moves to discussion
1. SAACURH | second
2. NEACURH | dissent
a) Needs more conversation for such a high level award
3. Motion rescinded
CAACURH | The Central Atlantic agrees with the Northeast's statements and
would like to similarly recognize the candidate from University of Nebraska for
representing their institution in President's Boardroom at both RLC and RBC
GLACURH | Supports Nebraska Lincoln as a result of academics and the individuals
regional and national involvement and participation in RHA boardroom. They have
a strong work ethic and are heavily involved.
NEACURH | Moves to caucus for 3 minutes
1. SWACURH | second
MACURH | MACURH believes that ASU-D lacks regional involvement. We also
would have liked for Miami university to provide more detail on their campus
involvement, especially programming, as we felt that this was lacking. We
acknowledge that mention of personal growth was lacking from UNL’s bid, but
believe that they have the strongest combination of campus and regional level
involvement.
NEACURH | NEACURH would like to congratulate the efforts of all candidate but
would like to point out the efforts of the candidate from Texas Woman’s University
as they have clearly explained what they have gotten out of the experience and
have clear and concise goals as to why they want to continue as NCC and what
goals they have moving forward with position on the campus and regional level
SAACURH | Moves to end discussion
1. SWACURH | second

Vote | Final
A. Conclusive majority reached
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PRESENT

CAACURH

Breanna McGhee

X

GLACURH
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X

IACURH
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X
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X
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X
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I.
II.

III.

MW | moves to open nominations for the RHA President of the Year Award:
A. IA | second
Nominations:
A. SW | nominates North Dakota State University
1. NE | second
B. IA | nominates Northern Arizona University
1. GL | second
C. GL | nominates University at Buffalo
1. IA | second
NE | moves to close nominations
A. CA | second

North Dakota State University
Pro

Con

Collaborations outside of the region

Lack of discussion of programming

Regional and National level involvement

Not much NACURH involvement

Helped create NACURH presidents chat

No elaboration on advocacy initiatives

Worked with RHA and NRHH
Strengthen connections within community

NE | moves to end pro/con
IA | second
Northern Arizona University
Pro

Con

RHA and NRHH Collaboration

Limited discussion of hall council interaction

Showcased steps to fulfill goals

Goals revolved around RHA eboard

Developed a strategic plan for campus

National involvement limited to conferences

Strong transition processes

Limited interaction outside of housing

Service on two regional committees

Minimal bid theming

Enhancement of homecoming

Lacks depth on advocacy initiatives
Lack of regional recognition

NE | moves to end pro/con
IA | second
University at Buffalo
Pro

Con

Strategic plan implementation

References content outside bid timeline

Co-creator of finance handbook

Lack of interregional involvement

Strong regional involvement
Served on NACURH OTM Voting Committee
Successful advocacy campaigns
Has completed first lead link

Doesn’t discuss positional goals set

3 unanswered

IV.

Discussion
A. SA | think all three are strong, but would like to highlight North Dakota State, found
a way to make an impact on NACURH level beyond services provided by NACURH
and region
B. MW | all candidates had strong campus and regional involvement, but feel UB
candidate had the most NACURH involvement, and for that reason the MW is
leaning towards the UB candidate
C. SW | leaning towards UB candidate for involvement in region and in NACURH, and
appreciates completion of lead link as it is difficult
D. CA | Would like to recognize NAU and University at Buffalo for creating strategic
plans. We know how hard that can be and especially with not knowing how the
year is going to end.
E. GL | Like to recognize North Dakota State University for involvement on campus
and in region with their members, and recognize Northern Arizona University for
their regional activity level
F. IA | would like to commend all three but recognize northern arizona and ub for
their work to make their regions stronger and their advocacy campaigns
G. SA | Would like to commend all three for advocacy but highlight northern dakota
for reaching out to Syracuse university to extend help dealing with hate and
prejudice on their campus
H. NE | Motion to extend discussion by 5 minutes
1. Second: IA
I. PA | highlight Northern arizona and ub for being members of NRHH and keeping
that collaboration strong
J. NE | The North East would like to recognize all three bids and their regional
involvement in task forces and committees. This regional involvement is essential
to the growth of NACURH. Although, the North East noticed that the candidate
from University at Buffalo had substantial involvement in NACURH on a more
direct level.
K. SW | UB candidate implemented alt break as a service opportunity for on-campus
students
L. SW | Motion to end discussion
1. Second: none
M. GL | Recognize that UB and NAU have national level involvement, but are
concerned about the lack of interregional connections, NDSU has interregional
connections that are beneficial to its members
N. MW |Motion to exhaust speakers list with additions
1. Second: PA
2. Dissent: none
O. PA | Highlighting NAU posted on IA instagram and created a spotify playlist as an
innovative way to get involved with the region
P. SW | Moves to narrow field to top 2 candidates

Q.
R.
S.

T.
U.
V.

W.

1. Second: MW
2. Dissent: None
3. Field narrowed to UB & NDSU
GL | Move to caucus for 2 minutes
1. Second: SA
2. Dissent: none
SA | The biggest difference is how the candidates have served NACURH. UB has
served on regional task forces and attended conferences, but the candidate from
NDSU has relied on their own creativity to be involved with NACURH
GL | The Great Lakes recognizes the national and regional involvement of both
people. However, the Great Lakes is concerned with the lack of in depth mention of
the University at Buffalo's positional goals. In the bid for University at Buffalo,
there was mention of goals that he set for other members of his board but not for
his position in particular. The Great Lakes is in support of North Dakota State as his
bid showed involvement
MW | Would like to reaffirm support or UB candidate, both candidates have both
had high impact, but UB had the most tangible impact from the bid especially on the
campus leve
SW | Support UB candidate, liked goals stated such as advocacy, but saw NDSU
goals not as clear, appreciated initiatives but did not see tangible outcomes, but
UBs initiatives for advocacy were clear
NE | Despite these two candidates being very qualified, the North East feels that
due to the criteria given to us, specifically NACURH-level involvement,
Recognition through awards, and participation at leadership conferences, the
University at Buffalo’s bid checks more of these boxes than NDSU’s bid. On the
NACURH level, the North East is struggling to outweigh the multiple involvements
of UB against the one notable collaborative accomplishment that has been
accomplished by NDSU.
SW | Motion to end discussion
1. Second: IA
2. Dissent: none

